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Int roduc t ion

This report is Volume Two of a three part study
done for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development by the Institute for Applied Technology of the National Bureau of Standards. The
basic report (llnS No. 9849 ) constitutes Volume
One. Contained herein are Appendices A. through
E developed as individual studies within the
total subject, "The Performance Concept: a study
of its application to housingil and referred to in
Volume I, but reported here in their entirety.
Volume III (NBS Report No. 9851) supplementary
documentation.
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NEEDS OF THE RURAL POOR

IN

LOW COST HOUSING

by James Kanegis

Summary. We have formulated a brief analysis of
the urgent needs of the rural poor for adequate
housing and the need for research in the areas
of performance standards for housing in rural and
rural-farnr areas. We have emphasized that the
housing problem in ruraL America is more acute
than in urban America, rnore diverse, more complex-,
and less understood. We have highlighted some of
the more important variables which need study and
emphasized the importance of critically
examining

their interrelationship.

1. Introduction
The case for needed R&D on performance standards for low cost housing
and the conceptualization of criteria for such standards has been amply
developed in the rnain body of the NBS report. (Part I) The main thrust,
however, has been on urban rather than rural centers.

That such R&D is needed is not questioned, especially since there is
a considerable common denominator in urban and rural housing. However, if
the findings for urban housing are extrapolated to rural housing,the conclusions will be unsatisfactory.
'The error in such extrapolation is in failing to realize that there
are significant differences in neecls, desires and prejudices of the people
in rural/urban America; different financial and economic problems; and
certainly different geographic and environmental factors.

a

)

Because of the geographic dispersion of the rural poor, it may not be
practical to approach their housing i1ls by concepts of mass production
capable of being used in urbart areas. Most'homes in rural areas have been
builE by sma1l firms, while the ruban areas offer an opportunity for large
firms. Despite our interest in preserving opportunities for the smaller
builder it is obvious that larg,e scale building is essential if the acute
housing shortages are to be alleviate-d. In reducing costs and making greater
use of available labor and lending institutions the large builder needs
encoLrragement. Since such builder:s seldom build for rural residents, how
can building performance starrclards be developed so as to encourage such
builders to consicler building in the rural areas and give them confidenceand more desire to do so? How can shipping costs be reduced and shipping
itself expedited Eo add further encouragment? How can these builders learn
to apply their better knowledge of labor and management to make grcat()r uscr
of relatively unskilled building trades workers in rura.l areas where skiiled
help is so lacking? Also as a highly practical means of encouragement, can
- 1-

market studies be undertaken by interested agencies which would have as their
ultimate goal the encouragement of private builders, both large and sma11, in
rura I ilreas ?
To some extent uie may want to look at the needs of rural folk as a
partial function of the term trruralr' ifself.
Most experts attempt to define
rural vs. urban largely by population, with certain area controls. The Farmers
Home Administration considers all areas rural which have a population under
5500; however, the U. S. Bureau of the Census uses:he 2500 figure instead.
This gives a slightly different- impact or significance to certain borderline
statistics and variables which are covered later in this report. Commurtity
interrelationship is one good example.

a

Whatever figure is used as part of the definition the estimate on population dt:nsity ratio: urban to rural, is stil1 approximately two hundred to
one. Tlterefore it surprises no one that the community interrelat-ionships are
far clifferent, and so also are the services whicl'r can be rendered by tht: communities thems<:lvc.s to their peopl e.

In clealing lvitl-r Ehe rural poor and housing for Lhem.. in particular-, it
is imperative to have an apprcciation of what constitutes the major differences
and problems. This report makes no attempt to show exactly what they are nor
to quantify them. As a matter of fact this is exactly what cannot be done
because insufficient studies have been made in this area. This presentation
is primarily devoted towards noting some of the variables needing a closer
scrutiny, both qualitatively and quantitatively, before an attempt can be
made at even developing tentative.solutions.
We will concentrate on rural
housing only insofar as its parameters are significantly different than those
of their urban counterpart, and we wiIl confine ourselves only to indicaLing
those factors which appear to have some reasonable significant differences"
2. Background
In Se,ptember 1967 the President's ttrational Advisor:y Commission on Rural
Pr>verty issued its long awaited r:epor:t on rural poverty, alon6g with rec<xunendations for alleviating it. The Committee was headed by Governor Edward T.
Breathitt, of Kentucky, a state which has seen much of poverty and which is
presently experiencing much of the kind of lreartache and clespair typical of
the rest of the Appalachia area to wl-rich it belongs. The report notes that
the Economic Opportunity Act of L964 declared it to ber the policy of this
country to take firm action against poverEy. Subsequently, appropriate
measures were reconrmended or instiEuted at Federal, State, and local government
1eve1s, by numerous private organizations and by interested social, educational,
religious, labor and business groups designed to alleviate the many rural
problems which were brought to the fore--housing being one of them.
Unfortunately, most of these antipoverty programs T,{ere directed at
alleviating the plight of the urban poor, r,7ith far too little emphasis on the
rural poor. Even the geographical or regional approaches which were proposed
were directed primarily to the needs of urban centers--where programs could
be more easily instituted, monitored, and observed.
.,

t
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We feel there has been a gross oversimplification of the problems of
the rural poor and that measures to alleviate their plight are badly needed.
Since there are proportionably more rural than urban poor, since their h{)mes
are in worse shape, are more substandard, and need more rehabilitation, more
attention must be directerd to this part of America if we are to approach
national poverty realistically.
And ic is housing which is one of the most
critical needs of the rural poor.
When Feder:al and other agencies cooperate in building or impr:oving
existing homes in rural areas they should avoid conflicts and mixed responsibility in developing new codes, ordinances and criteria which are frequently
needed. Thus, both HUD and Agriculture's F[lA administer programs of rural
help in their housing programs. They have overlapping jurisdictions and
often delays; and the maze of red tape is frequently difficult for the
ordinary person to untangle. Further,, such overlapping of authority often
leads to inadequate funding in some areas where it is sorely needed. We
clearly see the necessity for consulting all regulatory agencies before,
during, and after any attempt is made to develop new performance criteria
or standards for rural homes.

Rural America
Our rural poor actually total some fourteen million.
has one-third the total U. S. population and one-half its poverty. And it
would be larger: if so many people had not moved to urban areas in the hope
of escaping poverty. Ironically they generally did not succeed in escaping,
for they were i1I adapted to the jobs and kind of living found in larger
urban areas.
Rural poverty is indeed so acute that it constitutes a national disgrace,
and its consequences have spilled over into our cities--quite violentlyl
Rural poverty has no geographical boundaries. Unemployment and underemployment are rural Americats major problem. Thus while national unemployment is
4% in rural America it is 8%. Worse, lve find that in rural farm America it
has been estimated as being as high as 37%, this frorn a population which in
1960 was 7.4% of Ehe population of the United States. It[any poor live in
chronically depressed poverty-stricken rural communities. In fact most of
the rural poor South is one vast poverty area.

This report is not devoted to the needs of the rural poor per se but
to housing specif ical1y and the need to develop performance star.rdards whicl-r
will expedite home building, home renovating, and restoratiorr; which will
promote c,heaper homes for the poor, and other approaches therc'to.
3. Rural Housing Problems
a

,

Rural codes in particular should be oriented to the r:ural peculiarities
Unfortunately, it is not often this simple. Ther
and not to urban criteria.
general level of income in rural areas is less than in urban areas, and many
rural folk who feel they are not poor comparatively speaking, are often
classified .as "poor" anyhow--by statistics.
This they resent. So if homcs
are built for them with the connotation of rrpooril attached to them they will
tend to reject

them.

-3-

Homes must be built, remcdeled, or modernized in the rural areas not
only with the poor in mind but for those who refuse to accept that appelation
or who need not in any event. This figure could be quite high. Their need
would be for homes of somewhat higher value or higher standards.

Health and sanitation problems are more acute. RuraI cofiununities are
generally in far worse shape than urban communities--administrativel.,,r functiona1ly, and financia11y.. and therefore, cannot be depended upon to fulfill
many of the needed functiotls connected with promoting low cost homes. I"lany
rural areas are chronically depressed and have almost reached the point of
no return.
The rural housing problem is not limited to any one area. It is acute
in the South but it is also serious in other areas--East, West, and North.
It exists foi: all racial and ethnic groups and certainly is not limited to
the farms.

Most of the rural poor are living in atrocious houses and, in fact,
one of every 13 of their houses has been officially
classified as unfit to
live in. Most are drafty and dilapidated. They are cold and wet in the
winter., Ieaky and hot in the summer. Iulore often than not they lack running
v/ater and inside toilets.
Screening is very far from adequate. The Presidents
Advisory Commission on RuraI Poverty has noted the following:

In 1960, 27"L of occupied rural housing was classified as substandard-dc:teriorated or dilapidated--compared with 14% for urban areas. Ivlore than
a million rural homes are dilapidated and structurally unsafe for human
occupancy. Many are beyond repair. Of the 9.'2 million substandard occupied
housing urrits in the nation, 3.9 were in rural areas.
At present replacement ratios., i t will take over a generation to replace
This estimate ignores 2.8 million,homes which are de,teriorating, a
large number of which may soon become too substandard to save.

them.

Less than 25"/" of occupied rural farm dwellings have water piped into
their homes. Of the four million housing units in the United States having
no piped-in water, 9O"A of this total was rural, mostly in the South. About
30"/" of. all rural families still
use the traditional privy.
Fewer than half of all rural homes are centrally heated. Most of them
are heated by kerosene-r Bas-: or coal-burning stoves. The result is uneven
heating arrd an ever-present danger of fire.

Nearly 60% of all rural families with incomes of less than $21000 lived
in houses that were dilapidated or lacked complete plumbing.
The Commission noted that rural families who rent are twice as like1y
to occupy substandard housing as families who own their: homes. Somer 2O% of
rural oivner-occupied units were substandard, as comparerd with 427" of the
renter-occupied units. Although less than 29% of r:ural housing \.ras renteroccupied, families that rented housing occupied more than half of all dilapidated housing.

-4-
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4. The Housing Requirements of Rura1 Families
In discussing the many variables in.rolved in low cost housing for the
poor as a basis for tailoring performance standards and codes to intrinsic
needs, it seemed desirable to develop something of a check list for some of
Ehe more significant ones. This is what we have done. The mere fact Ehat
such a list can be drar,m up is in itself a strong indication that one cannot
attempt to solve constructively rural housing ills by standardizing on just
a few basic designs. Far too much variation and interrelationships exist in
all facets of rural needs to do this. We think these need much more study.
In order not to prolong a discussion of these variables the brief noLes
which follow the list are for the purpose of offering selected obsc:rvations
only. It is definitel.y not an attempt to deal comprehensively with the
variables themselves.
Comments are directerd towards facLors which, in our estimation, will
ultimately effect any r€rcommendations for needed R6D on user needs ancl
preferences for housing in rural America, in upgrading existing houses, and
for R6D on performance standards for o1d and new rural houses which will
incorporate adequate allowance for the specialized needs of the rural poor
for new or old revitalized lrouses.

The categories or variables noted in Ehe tabulaEion which follows are
not mutually exclusive. In fact, they must overlap in part. No attempt has
been made to quantify them individually or in groups. They need study in
their own right and, most important, as they interrelate to each other.
The list is not comprehensive since the primary purpose is to indicate
important aspects only. Each group itself can be amplified at some future
time if so indicated and, as a matter of fact, they should be considered

illustrative

rather than detailed.

Rural Variables In Low Cost Housing
HI]MAN VARIABI.ES

Family

Family Structures

Ma

le

Female

Single indivicltrals

chi Id
Parent
Nonresident of experimental controls
Subsidized and governmental

Students only
Family with students

Young childless couples
Young couples with children
Middle aged couples, no children;

Income

ret ired

a

Emphases

Elder1y living with adult children
Elderly alone

Relief and subsidy
Low, 1ow income

Handicapped

Low income
Medium incomc:
Undetermined
Rising income
Lesseni.ng incomt'

Military personnel
Larp;e fami ly
Smal1 family
Ivliscellaneous

-5-

Rural Variables In Low Cost Housing
Financial

Resident Type Preferences
and Biases

General availability or lack of it
No meaningful problmes

Owner

Private of institutional
Cornrnunity or government--various

Renter

Mobile

home

Permanent domicile
Trans ient

l eve 1s

Subsidy--various leve1s and
s e lect ivi ty
Poverty or pseudopoverty orientation
Tax structure
Land, landscaping, and excavation

Migrant
Ownership pride, maintenanceoriented

Disinterested and/or leisureor

ierrted

costs

Personal likes, dis like-s,
des ires, etc .

Building costs and accoutrements

Labor costs
I,laterial s and structure costs
MiscellaneouS hone and contents
costs

Miscellaneous
OIHER VARIABI-ES

Environmental.,

1oca.

1e only

Special Problems

hleather, atmosphere, air
pollution
Geographic, special areas
(e.g... Appalachia)
Economic regions (Census
list 21)
Geological (e.9., earthA

Non-home OrienEed

Owner-transportat ion- -good, medium,

poor, puhlic or private

Shipping and transhipping--railroads,

trucks, roads
Water, health and sanitation--very
diverse interrelationships
Drainage, pollution, disposal, waste
and trash removal
Conrmunity services and protection-fire, police, education, etc.
Communications--phone, mai1, standards,
codes, ordinances, zoning, other
regulations and control
Labor availability and capability
Salability ar-rd rt:sa1.abiliEy
Availability of heavy equipment-very diverse neerds

quake areas)
1t i tude

Terrain, soil or ground structure
Temperature, humidity, dryness
lJater conditions (good, poor,
surface, subsur:face_, etc. )
Proximity to more populated
areas; degree of depenclence
Rura1, non-farm
Rura1, farm
Rura1_, mixed

Population dc,nsity. anatomy
ancl structure

Indigenous Energy Sources

ElectriciLy

Communa1 interdependence

Carboniferous (gas, oi1, coa1,

Highly variable (one or more
factors)
Fairly uni.[orm (one or more
factors)
Juxtapositional (two or more
factors

wood)

Wind
Water

Solar (high sunlight)
t
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Rural Vaiiables In Low Cost Housing
Indigenous

Raw

Materials

Special Rooms, cont.

with fireplaces or special
heating requirements
Recreational areas

Sand, clay, gravel

Rooms

Stone
Wood

Type of Dwelling and Appurtenances
Detached or semidetached

Single family
Multiple family
Apartment
C

1us

ter

Rambler or other conventional types
Two or rnore floors, basement
Low privacy

High privacy

Joint home-business types (farm
homes, sma11 business in homes)
High or low ceilings
Do-it-yourself type--in various
degrees

Built fronr scratch--owner built-fu1 ly, part 1y
Semifabricated and prefabricated
Mobi16 or short-term life
Temporary types readily disassembled
Newer technology on complete buildings (e.g., pseudo-mobile hor.nes)
Expandable ; contractible
Preexisting and maintainable (at
all leve1s)
.

Miscellaneous types
Porches, garages, farm buildings,
miscellaneous appurtenances
Unfurnished, prefurnished
(especially mobile homers)
t'Turnkeyt' and related types

Special

'

Rooms

Specializecl inclinations for
conventional rooms
I,lud or clean-up rooms
Family rooms, guest rooms
Solar heated rooms or enclosures
Entranceways
Food and other storage rooms

Workshops; special areas for
business

-7-

5. RuraI Family Structure
The average rural family is larger than iLs urban counterpart. This
should be factored into all considerations relating to the cost of rural
homes. Studies have been made of the fundamental and distinctive family
housirg needs of various racial and ethnic groups. Unfortunately, these
have t,een based largely upon an examination of the preferences of urban
inhabitants. If such sEudies are to be used as a guide for low cost
housing their validity will be for urban housing only--not rural, as there
is no reason a priori for assuming that they would have equal validity in
rural areas. In fact we can safely assume that some basic differences in
orientation do exist and will show up in future studies.
We have also introduced into this check list non-resident or experimental controls, and subsidized or governmental controls. In a way it is
desirable to consicler thcse variables just as we do the individual members
of the family. Obviously, if the house a family buys or rents is not
primar:i.i y rcsponsive to its needs ancl desires the performance concepts which
relate to the house. could well be differernt, and so would the basic dr:sign
and content. The danger in subsidized low cost housing construction is that
the planners and designers will give their o\^,n concepts too much dominance
in deciding important matters about the houses they are bui lding instead
of considering the desires of the individual members of the family and the
Some of this
relative posiLion of dominance each plays in the family life.
intrafamily relationship can be understood through better knowledge of the
ethnic and racial make-up of the family but there are many other statistical
factors to consider as well as those which can best be understood mgrely on
an individual basis. There is too much rule-of-thumb thinking here.
Some points worth noting are that studies have indicated that in rural
areas some 967. of the people prefer to own their own house. This is
definitely larger than in urban areas where so many people prefer apartment
living. Paradoxically, however.. rural people spend less of their income
proportionately on housing than on consumer goods. So while we want to
cater to the high ownership preferences in rural areas we rpust realize that
based on their income they may be willing to settle for less on the home and
more on comsumer type appliances and gadgetry--this on an already too-1ow

income

6. The Needs of Special Groups of Rural Poor
I4igrant Farm Workers. Some 400r000 migrant farm workers need housing
for short term use--quite different than one finds for temporary housing in
urban areas. Obviously a special set of performance standards would have to
be developed for any homes built for this special,but highly neglected'group.
We quote from the report by the Presidentrs National Advisory Cormnission on
Rural Poverty:
rrMigratory farmworkers as a group are discriminated against. They are
not welcome to take up permanent residence in the communities where they
work for a brief period, or season each year. They are tolerated because
o

a

their labor is necessary to harvest crops. Established residents ar,d
service organizations have IittIe contact with them and want less.
"Although Federal funds have been available for many years for the
construction of housing for migratory workers, farmers and farm associations
have been reluctant to build housing for migratory workers with the aid of
these ftrnds. Many farmers are unwilling to make the capital investment
required for the construction of housing for migratory workers in spite of
the liberal Lerms of financial assistance by the Federal Government. I'Ior:eover, they are reluctant to build housing and maintain it in good condition,
since they fear lt will be vacant for much of the year.
ttWhile some irnprovements have been made in recent years, [he geueral
condition is still deplorable. Twenty-eight States have enacted legislaLion
establishing minimum standards for living space, pfovisions for running,
water, bath and toilet facilities, cooking and dining space, seh/age disposal,
and requiring more frequent inspection of labor camps to see that standards
are met. In general, horvever, housing for migratory labor is stil1 intolerable. The following citation is all too typical. In one State, in 1966,
of 160 migratory labor camps, occupied by 20 to 25 persons, 420 (55.26 percent) hrere approved. These 760 camps had a total of.7L7 deficiencies,

including the following:

75
site (general conditions, safety hazards)----------'Building disrepair, lack of suffici'ent doors or
windows----- 56
Poor mattresses, not enough becls--- 28
Absence, or disrepair, of screens-------LOZ
Unsanitary privies, and in disrepair----245
Unsanitary storage and improper: disposal of
garbage and refuse-----146
Water supply, improper well construction------- 14

Camp

Spanish Americans. The Presidentts National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty said

"The living conditions of Spanish Americans stand out because of the.ir
concentration r:egionaIly, and because they are a distinct cultural group.
Traditionally they have been the objects of discrimination and exploitation.
Although for decades they were primarily rural, presently almost 80 percent

of their population is urban.

"Accordi ng to the 1960 Census thc're \,rere approximately 3 . 5 mi l li on
people with Spanish surnames in the UniEr:cl States. Although they constituted
a relatively small proportion of the total population, they made ilp 12 p(rrcent
of the population of the five Southwestern an<l Werstern States of Arizona,
California, Colorado, New Ivlexico, and Texas. Approxiroately 1.4 million in
a

Texas.

t'

Forty-six percent of the rural Spanish Americans are employed as farm
laborers, a large proportion of whom are migratory farrm,rorkers. In '1960,
I03r000 of the 261r000 Spanish-American farmworkers (39 percent) did some
-9-

miBrant farm wagework. Twenty-five percent of the 409r000 migrant farmworke r s in 1960 were Spanish Americans; however, tliey were only 5 percent
of the 3 .3 million nonmigratory farmworkers.
The average income level of Spanish Americans was much below the iircome
level of the southwestern area as a who1e. Fifty-two percent of the rural
Spanish-American families had incomes of less than $3r000.
The housing of Sparrish Americans in the southwestern region is far
below tire level of most of the area. A study of housing conditions in
cerrtral New Mexico revealed that whi le 89 percent of the homes had electric-

ity:

only 33 percent Jracl water: pipecl into the
onl y 26 percc:nt had f lush toi l ets;
only 13 perce-11t had tel.epttones.

home;

Another study showed that only a third of the rural Spanish-American
families in Atascosa County, Texas, had indoor plumbing, and only a fourth
had hot running \nrater
7

. Financial Probl

ems

A major: problem,in rural areas is the lack of capital and mortgage
money. I.Ihile this is a matter outside our present consideration we can
note briefly that this shortage of money is far more severe in rural than
urban areas. This being so, unless the government is in a position to
strongly encourage more loans for home improvement and new construction we
must assume Lhat inadequate financing will continue to be more of a rural
than an urban problem.

This would seem to indicate that tlrere is a greared need for "lower"
cost housing irr rtrral areas and therefore the performance codes which
will cover such homes will have tt> factor in this lower cost as an essential
ingreclient. More p<'rvcr:ty exisIs p]:oportionately in rural tl-ran ur:ban areas
and therefore a realistic approach calls for rur:a1 homes being lower in
price than urban homcs arrd, vcrry 1ike1y, more highl.y subsiclized. Cheaperr
land does help but it is not enouglr.
1ow

We might reexamine conventional attitudes about how much money can be
used to buy a house for any given level of income. This ratio was probably
drawn up on urban considerations only. Should it have equal applicability
in the purchase of low cost homes for rural buyers?

Homes in rural areas must conform to the lenderrs specifications or
loans will not be forthcoming. And since money is scarcer it is doubly
imperative to secure their acceptance before becoming connnitted to building.
For this reason there is even a greater need to secure this cooperation of
al I rural lenders ir-r the development of rural perfornrance standards. Both
FHA & VA as governmcnt agencies should be consulted at all levels. One
favorable factor is the finding that apparently rural folk take their obligaIions once committed, more seriously. Rural forecIosure rat-crs arr']-ower than
Ltrban rates.
- 10-
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The National Advisory Cormnission on Rural Poverty, in attacking ru.:a1
poverty, placed special emphasis on programs which would provide rent
supplements for the rural poor. It further recommended that a single
unified housing agency to be made responsible for housing programs in rural
areas and that credit terms be loosened further--probably with government

backing.

8. Special Problems. Water, health, sanitation, waste disposal.
One of the most important differences between the urban and rural
approaches to housing is in the emphasis they place on water sources, and
the plumbing and sanitary equipment which is involved. Rural homes must
often lean heavily on we11s, springs and surface waters for their water
and, in such cases, their plumbing will be quite different. Slnce sanitation,
health, and I'better living" are generally involved, relevant rural codes
and standards need special orientation. Wells which are big enough to
serve several families or small communities or for individual home use need

attention in Eheir own right.

Incidentally, it is obvious that the same performance standards will
not apply in all rural areas.' In many locations throughout the country
plumbing is highly inadequate, and so also are sanitary conveniences. The
local people might resent the extra cost involved in being forced to accept
the same rrsophisticated'r levels which are satisfactory for more affluent
people. Of course, it is conceivable that the hunan factors which come
into play may be such that just the converse may be true.
In many areas it is desirable to try to trap rainwater because of water
shortage, or prolonged dry seasons, or for other reasons. GutEers for
trapping rainwater for storage or use would then have to be considerecl and
it may be necessary to design plumbing and sanitation equipment to ninimize
water consumption.
In many areas water has a definite agricultural or animal use, and every
attempt must be made to conserve water. Local codes must have these needs
in mind. If chemical toilets for home use appears desirable the codes
should fit Lhem in.
One of the main factors militating against large scale housing in many
rural communities is the lack of adequate or central water systems or sewage
disposal systems. Funds have been appropriated by HIID under their comrnunity
renewal program for the development of central \,r'ater supplys and sewage
systems. Even the Farmers Home AdminisLration and the Office of Economic
Opportunity have programs aimed at alleviating these problems.

These agencies should encourage performance codes and practices which
l1 nraximize ther return on such programs . The pretreatmc:nt of water [or
reasons of heatth and sanitation involves special approache:s in rural areas.
Federal agencles may have to encourage new and better means for wafcr r('-use-brrth for indiviclual homes ancl for the community. Many home's and many communities are chronically plagued with seasonal water short,ages and these
neecls on codes and standarcls would have to differ from the urban equivalents.
wi

l
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Building refuse and debris disposal problems will be more e.cute in
rural areas since the community itself cannot often acconrnodate individual
home ov,rners in such removal.
9

Special Problems.

Cormnunity

services and protection

In rural areas, and especially in those areas fairly remote from a
community police or fire force, it is incumbent upon the home ovu-ner or
renter to provide for himself maximum protection by whatever means he may
have at his disposal or can develop. This additional rural need should
somehow be reflected in certain housing plans specifically geared towards

meeting these safety objectives--both for the individual or the .or*orrrity
generally. The additional need for safeguarding home and property musrsomehow be reflected in codes and standards r^rhich are to be developed and
which wilI not be identical in nature to those deemed suitable for urban
areas or cenLers "

10. Indigenous Energy Sources
Rural homes, especially farm homes, are more lived in during the colder
months than'are urban homes. Heating of these homes takes on increased
importance Lherefore, particularly in the more northern stafes and at higher
al.titudes. Fireplaces may be very desirable if a good supply of wood is
available, and might readily be worthwhile designing into low cost homes
to be builr at such locales. This we would probably not think of doing for
1ow cost urban homes. Rural fireplaces might use corncobs if freely available or some other carboniferous product of the farm or country.
We rnight also reorient our thinking to oLher fuels not too popular in
urbair areas. LP gas and kerosene as examples, find much more use in the
country. We need standards covering their use as well as for equipment and
storage tanks.

There is no point in stressing the importance of electricity as an
indispensable aid to modern living, even in 1ow cost housing. It is generally
appreciaEed that its cost varies quite appreciably from locale to locale.
The cheaper it is the more it can be used as a primar:y energy source. Many
locations where hydroelectric por^/er is furnishing cheap electricity have,
in fact, gone over to the ilal1 electricrrhome, with real economy resulting
there from.

A point to be stressed, however, is that even though some homes may be
run primarily by cheap electricity it may be desirable that low cost rural
homes noE be guided by the same electrical standards and codes that have
been accepted for urban areas--and for the many reasons noted elsewher'e.
They may be too complicated, restrictive, and self-defeating. The home
owner h,ho must depend on his own resources out in the country may become
qtrite frustrated with them.

-12-
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Electrical equipment and installations in rural areas should call for
less maintenance and replacement than in urban areas because of the difficulty in obtaining new equivalents, skilled repairmen, and knowledgeable
dealers or representatives. The home cjwner has to depend nrore on hj.s ovrn
resources. Additionally, local suppliers are further away and generally
are less able to be of constructive help than such people would be in the
city.
11. Indigenous

Raw

I'laterials and Fabricated Basic Products

When there is a good local supply of raw materials such as stone
available for building purposes it is very poor ecronomy to a l. lorv mass
planning to overlook them. What we are saying is thaI local corrcliEions must
first be studiecl in regard to labor and specialize-d situations before anything is used for low cost housing. Often we will find one or more large
factories in rural areas r^rhich, u;hile manufact,uring on a national scale, are)
more than happy to give local buil,ders a real price break. It is quite
possible to overlook the ptice advantages of indigenous materials in urban
centers but it is wasteful and unduly expensive to do so in rural areas.

L2. Types of Dwellings and Appurtenances
As localized housing conditions are less understood and observable in
rural areas it is important that a study be made of housing as it exists
today. To what extent is it substandard? What proportion is abandoned
but worth saving? If worth saving, does a local market exist? Have techno1,ogica1 changes resulted in a major shifL in the population ar^/ay or to that
market? Many other questions need answers.

It is also desirable to understand the nature and factors which lead
to abandonment. Can new concepts in rtrral housing codes influence these
factors? It is known that abandonment runs higher in rural areas. The
reasons are nlany but whatever the.y are, cAn renovation of abancloned or substandard lrouses' fit into a low cost housing program for a given region?
User standarcls would be different.
It is necessary to know what constitutes
a minimum acceptable leve1 of renovation for poor and poverty-poor. It
certainly varies. The Kentucky poor nay be happy with far less in their
houses than the Delaware poor for example. Might we not need to have some
flexible user standards for such houses, based upon 1oca1 consideration?
A realistic appraisal of rural housing conditions must take into account
certain unique characteristics of rural living. For instance, estimates
have been made that about 50% of the really substandard homes are lived in
rent free in rural areas because of sorne owner- t'rentert' understan<iing.
Very often this is usually to the effect that when the owner: wishes help he
is entitlecl ro it from occupants of his home before they can offer their
services to rrtlrr:rs . Further , 1 ivi ng in such homes kceps thr: insurance in
effect. Lack of terrancy nrigtrL n)ean cancellation of fire coverage. Thj-s
could be;1 s6.f iorrs ltandicap., €,sp(-cialiy in isolated arcas v,here fjr:r:s, onc('
sLarted. cann()f be ea.sily contro11ed.
-13-

The fact that the rural population is shrinking in rel,ation to the
urban population should not in itself be considered too significant a
factor. The greater extent and rate of dilapidation of rural horres may
more than offset this shrinkage. Further, it is important to rezrlize that
the population shifr is of statistical significance only. Housing is
essential for the needy of any given area, and it makes little difference
to them that statisticians reclassify their area from rural to urban.

13. Type of Dwelling and Appurtenances. Miscellaneous
The need for auxiliary buildings is greater in rural areas. Animals
often pTay a large part in the existence of rural families and, therefore,
catering to their needs is quite imporLant. We arer not now thinking
strictly of farms where the rreed for such buildings, and standards for them,
are obvious.
Many rural families carry on a semi-farm type of operation or try to
be mclr:c sel f -suf f icient in their nut ritional needs. Many, for exampIe.,
raise chickens or have smal1 vegetable p1c-rts and need facilities for storing
food obtained from such sources--sometimes for many months at a time. These
needs still exist in ttre countr:y but they can be ruled out of urban living.
Some rural sanitation and health provisions may have to be developed to
cover the facilities which would be needed.

14. Specialized

Rooms and SpeciaLized

Inclinations for Conventional

Rooms

Since shopping is generally less convenient in rural areas there is a
noticeable tendency for shoppers to make each trip more meaningful by accomplishing more per trip, that is, by taking more home each time. How does
this affect their storage needs at home? Do they want larger pantries,
larger refrigerators or freezers? Do they want larger kitchens so that they
may prepare larger quantities of food either for immediate use or for storage,
including possibly canning of produce when it is in season or preservation
of nreat and poultry to tide them over the winter months? Some of these
questions if answereci in the affirmative should be dealt with accordingly
in the construction and design of Iow cost rural housing. Such considerations
would not be necessary in urban low cost planning.
Mud rooms, clean-up rooms, or family entranceways would be especial Iy
desirable for farm homes and many rural homes, especially in locations where
considerable mud and dirt may be brought in. Such rooms might contain two
or three fixtures, drinking fountain, laundry-sink tub or even urinals since
privacy is less a problem. Bedrooms and bathrooms may be given a more open
location for the same reason. This is practically never so for urban houses.

Leisure time for the inhabitants of low cost homes lnust frequently be
used for chores about the home. It is used for carpentry, plumbing, repairs
modenization, sewing, redecorating, etc. Since rural shopping is done less
often than urban shopping and additionally, is generally less productive
because stores.do not have the same inventory, greater ernphasis must be placed
on facilities about the home. This being so, perhaps a small workshop area
may be designccl into smal1 rural homes which would be considered an extravagence in ur:ban hotrses. Standards would have to be developed for such a st'rop
area since they are not customary at present.
- i4-
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15. Conclusions
a

a

While it has been most difficult to evaluate the hosE of variables
directly pertinent to the development of new performance standards for rural
houslng, we would hope that a careful analysis of these many variables
would yield information which architects and planners could use at a considerable saving of time, money, labor, and materials, and that this would
enable them to plan and design the least number of houses for the largest
number of poor and poverty-poor people in rural America.
We would fervently hope that while urban housing is given al1 the
attention it deserves, rural housing will not be neglected. We can foresee
increased understanding of the user requirements of the rural poor for low
cost housing and a program of planned research into the development and
promulgation of a new series of performance criteria, standards and codes
which will meet their needs.
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HOUSING OF INDIANS ON RESERVATIONS AND OF

AIASKAN NATIVES

I.

Executive

Suurnary

The principal objective of the study of housing for the Indians and Alaskan
natives was Eo determine lrow housing performance requirements for thesc:
people differed from housing performance requirements for the underprivileged urban and rural populations. Other objectives included determination
of the differences in economic structure, in traditions, in technological
leveI, in the relation of healttr to housing, and to the types of financial
assi-stance available to prospective home buyers.

In order to carry out these objectives, a st.udy was made of the literatrrre.
Discussions were held with representatives of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), and of the
Association on American Indian Affairs. Consultations were held with Mr.
Philleo Nash, former Administrator of the BIA, and Dr. William Trenton,
anthropologist, at the University of the State of New York, at Albany, New
York, regarding Eastern Indians and a housing development that occurred in
the Seneca Nation. Visits were also made to the following seven western
reservations. where discusSions were held with 1ocal represenLatives of the
BIA, with the tribal leaders, and with home owners and housewives who had
recenEly purchased homes under the existing financial structure available
to these people.
Western Reservations
1
Navajo (Arizona, New Mexico)
2
Zuni (New Mexico)
3

4
5

6
7

Blackfoot (Montana)
Rocky Boys>k (Montana)
Crow (Montana)
Northern Cheyenne (Montana)
Rosebud** (South Dakota)

* Cree and Chippewa Indians

Js* Sioux Indians

A short visit was made to Alaska on National Bureau of Standards funds,
principally for another purpose, but discussions were held with representatives of thc local office of BIA, and visits were made Eo settlements of
the Alaskan natives to observe housing conditions firsr hand.
Perfornance requirements of housing for the Indians and Alaskan nativcs must
be considered in the framework of how tirey now live, the. economic strucEurc
of their living areas, their traditions, present desires, and the urgency
of their housing needs. Abstract performance requirements without
1

consideration of these factors would be unrealistic and would not serve to
alleviate thrr difficult situation that now exists. It soon became apparent in the si:udy, for example, that it was unrealistic to talk al>out
washing machines and dryers for the Alaskan natives, when their housing
is grossly inadequate and the primary need is to find means for iuurediate
housing which can keep these people warm and reduce the spread of disease.
The study showed, furthermore, that uhe degree of acculturation, technological level, and desires, differed greatly in different areas of the United
States. In certain areas the Indians were well prepared to assist in the
building of their homes; in others they were less skilled, but eager to
try. In certain areas, they retained many of the traditions and taboos
of the past; in others their development was such that almost the same
performance requirements identified for urbErn and rural housing were
applicable. The most apparent difference existed between the Alaskan
natives and the Indians in other parts of the United States. As a result
of these findings, i-t was virtually impossible to reconmend performance
requi.r:ements applicable for universal use"

of the principal conclusions regarding the housing needs of the Indians
and the Alaskan natives may be sunnnarized as follows:

Some

I

The demand for housing greatly exceeds the supply. At the present

rate of progress, in relation to population growth, Indian

and

Alaskan native housing will remain grossly inadequate"
2

The financial arrangement now used by the tribes and by the housing
applicants has many good features, but does have serious gaps. For
example, it is difficult
for a young couple to obtain private financing for construction on a reservation because the financing institution can not exercise foreclosure on reservation 1and.

3

Most Indian families have a strong desire to live in separate
houses rather than aparEments.

4. I"lany Indian and Alaskan native families are large and live in very
crowded and unhealthful conditions. Diseases such as tuberculosis,
pneumonia, influenza and diarrhea are affected materially by
environment, of which housing is a large factor.
5

The heating problem is one of the most serious problems in the
housing siEuation.

electricity or natural gas are noE available, Iiquid propane
is often used, at considerable expense. In Alaska, fuet oi1 is
force the cost to
used primarily, but transportation difficulties
an unreasonably high leveI. The ultimate answer appears to be
cheap electrical energy, supplied by either water power or atomic
energy plants.

Where

2

6

traditions of rhe past are important, but the Indians
in the United States apparently are accepting the modern, suburban
type house. An exception, perhaps, is the housing for the Pueblo
Eribes, who, if some accouunodation were made to tradition, would

The tribal

accept apartments.

Indian families are in a state of change between their ancient
tribal culture and the culture of the surrounding conrnunity. As a
result, iE is possible that in 25 years many young couples will be
willing to live in low-cost corrnunity dwellings.

7

Many

8

New

9

construction techniques such as prefabricated hi:using methods
are nor^7 being used and should find increased favor by the tribal
authorities as the years pass.

The cost of transporting building materials seriously inhibits
struction, particularly in Alaska.

con-

10. Adequate low-cost houses have not been designed for Ehe very cold
climates which are experienced by the Alaskan natives.
11. I,lany Indian families wish to combine
with modern features in new housing.
L2.

some

of their tribal practices

on a reservation under the leadership of the Tribal Authority or adjusting to the life and ecc/nomic
challenge of the surrounding community is a difficult and disturbing choice for the young Indian family. Usually the Indian chooses
the reservation because the way of life in the reservaEion is more
familiar. In many cases, when he leaves, he return for the same

The choice between accepting life

reason.
13.

Notwithstanding the changes that are everywhere evident, the tribal
customs must be respected. It is important that no new housing
design ber imposed upon any group of people. This is particularly
true in Alaska, where the acculturation of the peoples has not
reached the same level as that for the Indians in the rest of the
United States. Further, the designer mighE not understand the
problems Ehat occur in cold and difficult
c'limates.

L4. Buildirrg codes offer no serious problems to the Indian housing
authorities. The tribes use existing State and National codes as
model codes for framing their own codes, but see no threat from
outside -jurisdictions resi-sting the use of new innovative materials
!

15. Financing plans which involve help from the Indians in building arc
successful in varying degrees. Regular, remunerative employment
for Indians is, more often than not, unavailable. They work on
roads, do firefighting, and work on dams, factors which make it
dif f icr-rlt to f ulf i11 their labor obligations in self -help hous ing.
At the same time, the Indian ma1e, through tradition, is not
3

accustomed to reporting to work on a regulz.r daily schedule.
Nonetheless, in general this t.echnique can be considered success

L6.

ful.

To meet the urgent needs for housing, it is important in some
situations that a mass of low-cosE rrtransitional" houses be constructed. Such houses may not have all the refinements that exist
in the suburbia-type houses, and may not meet FHA requirements,
but they are so much better than the shacks, Quonset huts, tents,
and cabins the people are no\^r using, that they will be a great
improvement with respect to comfort and health. Care must be
taken that transitional houses do not become permanent houses.

T

4

II.

Introduction

Performance requirements are needed for the newly constructed houses that
are appearing on Indian reservations and for those which will be constructed
in the next 25 years. These requirements should be prepared with the needs
of the users--the Indians--in mind, as well as the maintenance personnel,
whether it be the Indians who own the ihouses or centrally located personnel
who are hired by the tribe.
The requi.rements should be applicable, as nearly
as possible, for the future,with acconrnodations made for population growth,
changing tribal customs, and the increasing technological level of the
people.
The background and the values clf the Indians on reservations errc different
from ours, and it is someLimes difficult
to understand ttreir desires with
respect to housing. In the pasL, and oftentimes even in the last fer"r years,
progr€ms forttbettering" the conditions of the Indians havc not bccn cffective because of lack of understanding. Important legislarion has been
passed, for example, where rewards were given for assuming responsibility
of sma1l acreages so that tl-re Indi.an could develop an igdividual farm, but
such efforts have not produced the desired results [1]t/ Mistakers have
been made in approaches to education, in housing, in land rights, and in
settlement of lawsuiEs with the Government. The white men in their complex
civilization find it difficult sometimes to understand the Indiaris' simlle
customs. As a result many misunderstandings have occurred. Edward T. I{alI
cites examples tzl. In one case a number of years ago, the Indian Service
employees Lried to bring democracy to the Indians by having an election.
Because many hrere illiterate,
various candidaLes for the Tribal Council
were assigned colors for the ballots. Since blue is a good color and red
a bad one, the result was to prejudice the election in favor of some candidates and against others.

operation of the Tribes are different from those of non-Indians.
of their past cultures are still retained. They tend to think
more of the welfare of their tribe than they do of their individual wclf are t11. Thc Incliirn tritrcs have t['reir own tribal courts, policc dc:partments
[1], and in most places, housing authorities. Some of the attitudes that
remain impressed into their culture, such as indifference to time schedules,
are the resulE of hundreds of years of a hunting existence where haste comes
only when a herd of buffalo or other g€Lme animals is nearby.

Methods of
Many parts

t

Yet, it is surprising liow many benefits of our civilization tliey are willing
and eager to,accept. Television, automobiles, movies, occasional industrlal
plants witl.r assembly 1ines, and modern liousing, are examples. Of these,
modern rrousing seems most notewortlry because of tire important chanEles tlrat
have occurred in ttre last 15 years. Altirough ttrere are not nearly eoougir
modern lrouses, on almost every reservation in the United Stafes ttrere are
20 to 400 of these structures in the $3000 to $9000 bracket (witirout land),
most of wnich are complete with kitclren stove, refrigerator, kitchen caband lreating systems. Families
inets, kitchen sink, bathfoom facilities,
are buying tlrr:rn, when they can afford them in accordance with tirt'Iin:rncing,
systems establisired by fhe Government, and in many cascs, tlrey take pridc
UNun,b.." in brackcts indicatc rc{.<:rences Iisted at end o1 text.
-5-

in them, much the same as couples in the suburbs of Washington, Denver,
and Chicago are doing.
The eeonomic situation of tl'e Indians on the reservatj-ons is complex.

Pastoral pursuits of the past still exist alongside of tourist attractions,
relatively new attempts at industrialization, and people living on welfare.
This situation greatly affects the abiliEy of the family to purchase its
home, and to some degree, what it wants in a home. Its resolution will
affect tire type of i-rouses wlrich should be cohsttucted in the next 25 years.
On the Navajo Reservation, many families still live out in the hills in
their hogans and make a large sirare of their living by sheep-grazing; yet
many other breadwinners on the same reservation work in the large lumber
mill owned by the Tribe, in the Fairchild Electronics ptant, in the offices
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or Public Health Services, or in garages
and restaurants in neigtrboring towns" Many are on welfare a good sh,are of
the year. The same pattern, more or less, prevails on smaller reservations.
Visitors to the reservatiofls afe usually struck wiLh the great difference
between the economic pattern of these reservations and that of the rest of
Ehe United States. It is as though each is a foreign structure, isolated
from the U. S. economy, with different degrees of development, but alt suffering from impoverishment. One is also impressed with the tenacity of
purpose of the increasingly capable tribal leaders in their efforts to improve the situation against difficult odds.
The stimulus for growth of housing is not the same as it is in the more
complex economic sEructure outside Lhe reservation. A young couple wtro
together l'rave sufficienE income for payments on a house are not able to
borrow nloney from a bank because of the difficulty of foreclosure proceedings
againsE ttLe land on the reservation. The initiative usually comes from
tribal requests, with the help of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, to the
Housing Assistance Administration, an agency of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Ttre money available for loan or indirect subsidy
depencls on the political climate in the Federal GovernmenE and other factors,
such as the level in understanding the problems and needs of the Indians.
On the other hand, a young white couple living outside of the reservation,
if they have sufficient credit, can go to a bank or finance company and borrow the money for a house in the matter of a few days" The general prosperity of the white conrnunity primarily governs the growth of hopsing.

Generally, the people want,individual houses and would dislike conununity
dwellings or contrnunity eating places. The individual houses, both new
and o1d, are often centered in the smal1 conrnunities typical of each re,servation, but in other: cases they are i.solated out in the almos E-dese.rrted
areas. In some cases, small clusters of houses exist for members of a clan
or a closely knit group of Indians, such as members of the same fzrmily. Tttc:
Pueblo tribes, such as the Zuni tribe, are exceptibns to this preference for
individual housing. Their homes are built close to each other, and it is
probable that they would accept low-cost cormnunity structures or even apartmenLs" Furthermore, there are indications that, in clre futurez ,so[IP of the
younger people of the tribes would be perfectly willing to set up housekeepinl3
in apartments.
6-
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Despite the marked change in the housing situation on the reservaLions,
the need for improved homes is sti1l serious. Applications for housing
far exceed the supply. At the present time, 50,000 to 60,000 units are
needed, and only about 1500 to 2500 units are under construction. With
the appreciable growth in population on the reservations and with the
appearance of 1000 new households t31 (newly married couples, people
returning to the reservations, etc.), it is apparent that at the present
rate of construction, the problem will never be resolved. One tribe shor,red
a 40% increase in ten years. Not only is the birthrate increasing on some
reservations, but health conditions are also improving. Added to this is
the tendency for young people who have tried to live off the reservation
to return" As housing conditions improve and the chances to make a living
increase, the influx of young people will probably increase even more.
There are now approximately 500,000 Indians in the United States, excluding Alaska. Of these, about 120,000 are on the Navajo reservation. In
Alaska there are about 55,000. This last figure includes Eskimos and
Ateuts.
)Iany people are living in tar-paper shacks, small cabins, hogans, converted
chicken coops, Quonset huts,,and a few in tents. The situation in Alaslia
is a good deal worse than in the rest of the Uniteci States" The crowded
living conditions on most of the reservations and in the Alaskan villages
has promoted the spread of tuberculosis. Where unsanitary plumbing facilities are common, diarrhea is prevalent. Diarrhea has been knor"rn Eo cause
mental difficulties
in children [4]. Another serious and prevalent environmental disease is trachoma, which can tead to blindness. Still another is
otitus media, which affects the hearing of children" The Association on
American Indian Affairs reported that one out of three Indian children have
trachcma [3], and that in one BIA schooL,40% of the children suffered significernt hearing loss due to otitus media [3]. A high incidence of pneumonia occurs €rmong all tribes [4], a siEuation which is related to poor
housing conditions. Other information on the relation of the environment of
the Indians to health can be obtained from the Association on American
Indian Affairs t4,51. The cost to the Governnent because of the hospitalizatiort of the patienEs with these diseases by Public Health Service would
undoubtedly be lessened in the long run by improving housing conditions.

Paralleling the start in providing better housing for the Indians is the
work being done by the Public Hea1th Serrrice, which provides water faciliEies and ser^/age facilities for the new houses. The housing effort is further complemented by the Office of Economic Opportunity, which offers
training to the Indians in carpentry and electrical work and relatcd trades
so they can help in the building of their houses; and by the County'agencies
which help with home improvement and assist in other ways; and other organizations.
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Performance Requirements Conrnon to Ehose in Urban Areas and Rural Areas

Most requirements for houses on reservations are the same as for housing
elsewhere. The occupants need warmth in winter and protection from the
rain in sumner; they require about the same kinds of cooking and sanitary
facilities;
and they deserve the same degree of safety as do people etsewhere in the United SEates. Accordingly, the houses should have adequate
heating systems; thermal capacity in the structures; insulation in ceilings, wal1s and floors; adequate cooking facilities;
adequate bathroom
facilities,
as well as water supply systems; and they should provide adequate safety from fire, floods, and other catastrophic events, with proper
exits so that everyone can be moved out quickly in the event of catastrophe.
They should have sufficienE ventilation, and should be spacious enough to
meet normal health requirements. Dwelling sites should be welt landscaped,
with lawns and shrubbery, as a means for the elimination of tracking mud or
sand inLo the house and for improving the appearance of the house. They
should providr: enougti room for study by the school shildren.

IV. Performance Re ou irements S DE cific to Indian Needs and Backerourrd
1. Facilities

and Requirements not in Demand at the Present Time

At the presient level of cuttural and economic development, some requirements which are considered almost a necessity for new homes in
oEher areas are not considered necessary on the reservation. Air
conditioning for the sunmrer months is an example. Even on the reservations of the Sioux tribes in South Dakota, where temperatures sometimes exceed 100 "F, the Indians generally have not requested devices
for cooling. Another example is showers in the baEhrooms. Ancther is
exhaust fans over the kitchen stoves. Most houses provide only space
for a washing machine or a dryer, and the Indians buy their own when
they can; still there is no large demand for such appurtenances to
come with the house. The housing situation for the Alaskan natives
is so bad that consideration of washing machines or dryers at this
time is out of the question. This is not'to say that the kinds of
facilities discussed above should not be included on a list of required
items for aI1 these people in Ehe future. It is probable that the
Indians on the Southern reservations would be interested in and would
need metho'ds for sunrner air conditioning very soon.
2. Performance Requirements
(1) AcconrnodaEion to the Cultural Background of the India4s
A paramount performance requirement is that a building program
should be accommodated to the cultural background of the Indians. The
construction of houses, however, is affecEed somewhat less than one
might expect by such background. The new houses erected in the last
15 years attest to this. They usually appear without special cultural
requirements, much as they do in housing developments at an Air Force
Base. There is no requirement on the Navajo reservations, as many
-8-

,

people expected, that new houses face East as the hogans must do because of religious precepts. There seem to be no tribal constraints
on the type of conrnunity to be established. The preference for
houses rather than multi-family dwellings, however, is probably a
reflection of the tribal background, where it is cusEomary to keep
families separate from each other. The taboo against building houses
close to a cemetery, which occurs in some places, is a product of
their culture" Stories are heard about Indians slaughtering a steer
on a kitchen floor, or not wanting to sleep in a room where a person
has died; but these happenings, if true, are not common and have
little effect on performance requi:ements for' modern houses.
Twenty years ago the Indians resisted the added expense involved in
building a bathroom with all the necessary plumbing. This occurs only
infrequenrly today. People are proud of their new sanitary facillties
and are aware of the improvement that these things have brought to

their health.

There are varying degrees of acculturation among the Indian tribes.
Some, because of isolation, retain almost the same cultural patEerns
of 200 years ago. Others, however, because of television, close
proximity to cities or towns, or the advent of rapid means of travet,
have adjusted more to the surrounding culture. As a result, the tastes
in types of houses are different.
Some tribes are willing to accept.
houses relat.iveLy close together, but, some uTant variety in style with
less standardization. Some want an architectural motif that reflects
the arE and handicrafts used for generations. Yet considering all
the reservations and all the cultures, the evidence shows that with
time, the housing desired will not differ much from that outside the
reservation. An exception is the Pueblo tribes. In this case, the
evidence shows that the people of these tribes cling to the old type
housing. A plan for bringing the neur-type housing in harmony with
Pueblo dweltings is given in the publication "Zuni Pueblo 1985" [6],
a report of a planning project conducted by the Department of Architecture, University of Utah, in collaboration witt'r tl-re Zuni people.
( 2)

Durability

The houses for the Indianq must be particularly durabte, principal1y because of the large families. It is not. unusual for a dwelling
to house ten people, mostly children. Another factor is the lack of
appreciation of upkeep, according to our standards, and a lack of
understanding of the use of switches, cooking facilities,
bathroom
plumbing, electrical appliances and other accessories in a house.
Following are performance requirements related to durability:

a) Houses should be sturdy and able to resist
Lreatment afforded by children. The walls should be
as durable as gypsum board. Floors should trave wear
;rt least cquivalent to thtrt of vinyl ;rsbcstos tile.
like this Lile. It is sturdy, permanent .lnd casy Lo
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the rough
at least

r:csistilnce
The Indians
wash.

Indoor paint should be rvashable so that pencil and crayon marks
by children can be removed. Porches should be constructed
of solid, heavy members. Furnishings, such as curtain rodg should
be simple and without ropes and strings that children can pull on.
(Traverse rods have caused c:onsiderable difficulty on at least
one reservation because of children tampering with them. Housewives have preferred tl-re simple o1d-fashioned rod.) Screen doors
should be sturdy enough to resist heavy use by a large number of
people and the punishment occasioned by children's p1ay. Some
housing people have shown a preference for wooden screen doors
over aluminum. They seemed to 1ast. longer and are cheaper Eo remade

pI ace

"

b) Accessories in the house, including Ehe oven, cook stove,
plurnbing equipment, and components of the electrical wiring systcm,
slrould be sLurdy and simple, and able to resist wea.r brought about
by possible misuse. .t{ost accessories should last at least five
years, and the mechanism for flushing the \,rater closet should remain
in Operation without repair for a year or more. Because of the
lack of familiarity with plumbing fixtures, the s:rnita::y plumbing
drain shal1 be of sufficient size to carry an overload of waste
matter. For this reason, four-inch soil stacks and main building
dr:ains are reconunended. It is difficult
for outside engineers to
understand, but when some families come into a new house, they know
nothing about how to turn on the lights, turn Ehe switch on a cir-

cuit breaker, flush the toilet, operate the kitchen stove, or use
faucets. Consequently, everything should be assimple to operate
and foolproof as possible. Electrical fuses, for example, would
not fu1fi1l this requirement because their protection can be ,subverted by inserting coins under a burned-out fuse. Circuit breakers are much better. The Navajo Tribe plans to institute a training program for new occupants, where careful inst.ruction is given
in the use of these accessories. Sessions will occur more than
once. The occupants are apparently pleased with the proposed program.

c) The houses should be well protected from the elements.
requirement
is necessary for urban lrouses, but even mor61
This
rigorous for rural houses arnd houses on reservations. Many of
Ehe houses are in open space, in Northern climates, and are subjected to heavy winds, hail storms and snow storms. At the Blackfoot reservation in Northwestern MonEana, next to the Canadian
border, the winds reach 40 miles per hour at temperatures vrell
below 0 oF. Windbreaks against the prevailing winds should be
provided next to the porches of houses at reservations in these
cold areas" The windbreaks should be fabricated of a material with
a heavy mass, such as reinforced concrete, or reinforced brick
masonry. Other methods might be devised which would suit the purpose better than windbreaks. A1so, the mechanisms use-d to vent
the aEtic spaces should be designed to provide sufficient. ventilation, but at the same time, preclude the entrance of snow or sleet
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into the attic space which might cause darnage to the walls and
ceilings when it me1ts. Automatic closure of attic and crawl
space venEs during heavy winds and storms would be desirable.
Performance requirements developed for ot.her housing for durability of roofing materiat, wa1l covering, and insulating mate:-'i41, are probably adequate for these houses.
The houses should be capable of withstanding the heavy winds r,rith-

out noise, vibration, or noticeable
(3)

movement.

Style of Housing

The stylc of the housing should be suitable to the nee:ds and traditions of the tribe. The style of housing varies with the different
reservations. The needs of the tribe are a contributing .Eactor;
i.e., one tribe is embarked on a program for tourist trade, and
has a ski-lift with a lake where camping, fishing, and canoeing
are encouraged. Log-cabin type dwellings for these Indians might
best fit inEo the program planning. Another factor is tra<litionl
This same tribe may have used cabins for dwellings for hundreds
of years. To encourage,this type of structure makes sense, if
they ar:e ecohomical to build and effective in use. Styles should,

if possible, reflect the ancient culture of the tribe. They
should allow for stylization characteristics of the people. The
style of the Navajo and Zuni houses will probably be different
from the houses for the Onandaga and Seminole Indians"
(4)

Transportation

Cons

traints

The construction of the houses shoutd be compatible with the difficult transportation requirements encountered on reservations. Often a house i-s constructed miles away from a paved road and many
miles away from a building supply company. This housc can bc constructed of native matcrrial such as adobe, Iogs, or stone. But
sometimes these materials are not available nearby" A soluticn
might be to haul prefabricated walls, window frames, floors, trusses,
stud material (or targe component parts made of any suitable materiats) from a central site on the reservation where transportation
is available. Such procedures were followed satisfactorily at the
Rosebud Reservation of Sioux Indians where 375 trar:.sitional houses
\^rere construcEed"

(s)

Use of Indigenous Materials

If possible, houses sl-rould be constructed of materials indigenous
to the area of the rescrvation. In somc reservations, Iumber is
plencifut and saw mills, op€.r<lted eirhcr by the rribc or by privtrte industry, arer availablc" In such cascs, use of Lhrs lumbcr
by ttre Tribal IJous ing Authority, the c:ontritctors , or thc pref abr ication manufacturers should be encouraged. Savings to the home
11.

buyers can be obtained in this way--or at least increased revenues
wil-I accrue to the tribe. The Navajo tribe has made wiile use of
this E.echnique. On some reservations, a good grade of sandstone
is available. Use of this material is usually ruled out because
of the high cost of quarrying and hauling it to the site. The
Zuni reservation has an abundance of this material and has used
it in the past 50 years or more for their structures, but because
of expense, is beginning to abandon iEs use for new houses. Yet
thought should be given to the possibility of new techniques,
hitherto unknown, which may make its use possible.
Every effort should be made to develop new materials such as fiberreinforced plastics which could utilize indigenous materials. One
manufacturer has discussed Lhe possibility of conducting a research progr€rm on this type of plastic, using cactus planEs for
the fibre. This plant is indigenous to the SouthwesL area where
the Navajo, ZunL, Ute, and other tribes are located.
(6)

Yodern Larrdscaping

Lawns and landscaping are requirements. Many reservations, because
of inability to obtain frunds from the Housing Assistance Administration (HAA) for laurns or landscaping, or the difficulty of growing lawns on the native soll, experience mud or sand throughout the
re-servatlon. Such lawns and landscaping would alleviate the difficulties the housewives are having with people tracking mud and sand
into their houses. It is also difficult to keep mud out of the
BIA and PHS offices.

Pride in their new homes is another factor. There is evidence that
the Indiansr care of their property will increase markedly if they
are provided with the correct incentives. Once it becomes possible
for one farnily in a cormnunity to have a green lavrn and some trees
or shrubs, the neighbors begin to fix their homes in this way.
Finally, the entire neighborhood gets Ehe idea, and everybody
beautifies the outside of his house. Lack of care of their homes,
which is ofLen the case among Indians, is not necessarily duer to
their intrinsic qualities. It is more often due Eo lack of funds
to improve thcr houses, discouragemenL from the impossibility of
keeping them from deteriorating, and the low priority of,keeping
things neat when living is difficult.
The following case is cited
in the town of Navajo, showing that the Indian will improve his
house if the environmental and psychological conditions are right.
Not more than two weeks after families had moved intoanew development, the women all had curtains in the windows, the yards were
clean, and a few were trying to pl-ant a 1awn, a difficult task in
Navajo country because of the ever-blowing sand.
A manual prepared by the Branch of Land Management, BIA, Dept. of
the Interior, Litt.leton, Colorado, entitled'T-andscaping Developmentr". gives useful information on the value of landscaping and
on methods for installing and maintaining the landscapingo
L2
i,1

(7 )

Ample Storage Space.

Due to the fact that the Indians have large families and have
furniture and other household items left from their old homes,
the new houses should have ample storage spaces.

(8)

Heatine Requirements.

The houses should be comfortably heated in winter and with less
expense than is required at the present time. Where natural gas
or electricity are not on the reservdtion, liquid propane is used
for heating. Fuel oil and wood are used elsewhere, principally
by the Alaskan natives. The expense of these fueld is a burdcn
for the Indian. It is difficult enough for him to make the payments on his house, to say nothing of the added expense of buying
propane. The combination wood stove and propane burner now used

on some reservations is not the final answer, but is a step in
the right direction. Wood is often difficult to obtain, and even
to heat an entire house with a
when obtainable, iE is difficult
wood burner. A method for providing heaCing energy that is economically in reach of the homeowner is of prime necessity. If waterpowered or nuclear-powered generating stations are adequately
devel'oped to provide tow-cost electrical energy for heating houses
on reservations, it would be an ideal solution to the problem of
fuel cost. The thermal requirements cited in other parts of the
Report, such as a 1ow rate of heat transfer through the walls,
ceiling and floor of the buildings, and the proper heat capacity
for sufficient heat storage, are mandatory. On certain reservations, housewives have stated that Ehe floors in the nerr houses
are cold in the coldest winter months.
(e)

Water SuppIy.

There should be provision for plenty of hot vrater. Because of
the large families, a method for providing a sufficient amount
of hot water quickly after a heavy usage should be supplied.
(

i0) Maintenance

A central maintenance advisoJy body should be provided on each
reservation. The Indians us-qal Iy do not have adequate knowledge
arLd the
Lo maintain their houses economically and efficiently,
properly.
do
assist
housing officers
not have time to
them
The
advisory body might be combined with the maintenance staff that
is already on the reservaEio4 for taking care of the low rental
developments. Such an advisory body could maintain a library
of papers and manual-s on construction and maintenance published
by the National Bureau of Standards, the National Research Counci 1, and others. The BIA housing of f icers and Tr ibal llous; ing
Authoritics are usually not aware of these documents. The BIA has
13

already asked NBS to provide them with a list of useful documents
that could be supplied to each reservation as soon as possible.
(

11)

Roads

sidewalks. car ports.

-

Reservation roads in the housing developrnent should be wide enough
t.o provide parking space on both sides of the road, and, at the
same time, to allow room for Eraffic going in both directions.
Ihe roads should be of all-weather construction. Sidewalks should
be provided in the housing developments. Carports or driveways
or some means for properly parking the cars should be provided.
Where they are not provided in the new developments, the homeowners
often park their cars on t.he grounds, I situaEion which is unsightly
and which contributes to the mtrddy and sandy condit,ions so prevalent on the reservation.
(L2)

Protection of cars from .extreme cold and from snowdrifts

In the Northern reservations, means should be provided to protect
the car from excessive cold and from snowdrifts so the homeowuer
can start his car afLer a cold night. Electrical ouElets on the
outside of the houses to provide energy to keep the motors warm
in the night are used satisfactoril-y in many places.
( 13)

Study space.

Ample study space with adequate lighEing should be provided for

the children"
(14)

Low Rental Housing.

Low rental housing plays a significant role on the reservations,
and performance requirements are about the s€rme as for the privatelyowned houses. It should be added that on some reservations there
is resistance to renting" There is evidence to show, however,
that such resistance comes about part.ly because of inadequate

explanation to the Indian about what the rental covers, such as
free maintenance and cormnunity coltection of waste. The rental
structure of this meEhod of housing will be discussed later.

(ls)

Homes

for che Aeed.

Housing for the aged should be provided. While some Tribal
Autlrorities have considered the possibiliLy of institution-type
buildings, other authorities and BIA officials have expressed
misgivings. One buLlding at Rosebud, appearing much like a moEel,
is accepted, but it was built on a hill with steps Eo th<: street.
This keeps the old people quartered there isolated for long periods
during the winter months. Iulore information on the needs of the
elderly is required.
L4

(16) Safety.
hlhere there is electricity,
there should be sufficient power,
wiring, and fusing avail-able" The electrical system shoutd be
capable of safely handling, over and above the normal load of
lights, dryers, toasters, et".1 from one to four 1500-watt heaters.
Due to the fact that the heati;rg systems for the new housing are
sometimes not as efficient as the central heating systems in the
cities, and do not transfer heat effectively to Ehe extremities
of the house, the Indians often supplement their heating with
electrical heaters. Often the bedrooms in a house are co1d, and
they place a heater in each bedroom. The load is further increased
in many houses v/ith the use of 'tieadbolt" heaters for keel>ing their

cars from freezing on cold nights.

More than one exit should be required in the houses they build or
renovate themselves, sone Eimes with BIA-HAA money. One-door
structures have been build for generations by some tribes. In many
cases where new houses have basements, some of the children have
beds in Ehese basements, and there is but one exit available.
There have been instances of explosions of Liquid Propane installations. The necessary installation precautions are outlined in
BIA Manual Release No. 25-3, dated October 13, L965-25 IAI'1-13,
Safety Standards.
Many Indians have

lost their lives by fire because of the rise in

use of portable kerosene heaters, which can be knocked over easily

by children. The best remedy is to provide ample heating so that
families will not be required to use auxiliary heaters.
(17)

Community waste

disposal systems.

Most existing houses on the reservations, both old and new, are
in small conrnunities. It is necessary that the garbage, wastepaper, and solid matter be collected and disposed of in an efficient manner which does not jeopardize the health of Ehe people in
the corrnunities. Sometimes sehTage from the old houses which do
not have sanitary facilities is placed in lagoons which are becomi-ng offensive. Different means should be found for disposing
of the sewage from these old houses.
(18)

Modern sanitary plumbing sysEems and sourccs of potable water.

Consistent with the program which is being followed by the Public
Health Service, all financing for new construction programs should
include funding for providing inside bathrooms, water closets, sinks,
tubs, and plumbing necessary thereto. Showe,rs are sometimes
desirable. llhere possible, potable water should be supplied
15

through pipelines into the house. Where not possible, potable
r^/ater should be supplied at locations whi-ch are reasonably clr:se
to every house in a village or conrnunity so that the household
members are not required to walk more than about the disEance
equivalent to a city block for that water"

(le) The Alaskan Indians Eskimos, and Aleuts.
1 Lsted for housing of Indians in the
rest of the United States are .rsua11y applicable for housing the
above classes. Situations differ, however, and an element of
urgency is involved. Some of the requirements which would be
applicable eventually are not feasible now because of the exisEing
poor housing, difference in economic situation, degree of acculturari.on, and transporEation difficulties.
The extremc cold
weaLhcrr ii'-[<]s to the problem also. A good study of tl-re ]rousing;
needs; of che ALaskan Indians is contained in a report by Abrams t71.
Tlicscr people live in very crowded conditions in frame shacks made
of discarded packing cases and driftwood, small cabins chinked
with moss, and tents in the suntrner" Except for Southeast Alarika,
there are few new houses and, even here, the number in the villages
is not nearly as large as in the conununities of typical reservations
in the WesEern states.

The performance requirements

The Alaskan natives are more impoverished than the Indians in the
other states. Disease, related to environnent and lack of adequate
housing, is high. C" C. Johnson, Division of Indian llealth, Washington [5], reported that the mortality from inftuenza and pneumoni:r among Alaskan natives is three times as high as in the United
Statcs as a whole. Dr. Carl l4uschenheim [4] states that tuberculosis is at a level 21 times higher than that of the general population of Alaska.

There is little

industry except the canneries near the coast, and
livelihood is obtained only by fishingrwalrus lrunting, seal lrunEing,
tiandicraf ts, migratory worlt in the canneries, f igirting f ires, and
other tenlporary occupations. It 1s a case of a naEural resources
economy existing side-by-side with a "dollar and cents" economy,"
and adjustment is not easy. Inflation is also at a high level
throughout Alaska. Technologically, the people are not advanced.
Still, experience has shor,rn tirat they are able to adjust themselves to new techniques quickly, and that tkrey would accept ne\^I
homes and learn to trelp in their construction. The transportation
problem is one of their most difficult problems. I4ost live in the
interior of ttre state; consequently, construction material, food,
and fuel must be transported by ptane or snowmobile. Building
materials, food from outside sources, and treating are expensive.
Fue-I oil is usually used and many gallons are needed. Cold
weather poses problems of insulation, condensation, foundations,
and plumbing and disposal of \^/astes as weIl.
16
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Following are ,additional performance requirements specific to
needs of ttie A1 askan natives:

Lhe

a) Heating
Methods for keeping the new houses at a comfortable temperature and at a price that is in reach of the iromeowner is one
of the requirements that is urgent. Because of transportation problems, fuel oil or liquid propane is too expensive.
The burning of wood is not usually satisfactory because
there is no longer ample fireruood close to the settlements.
The distance from the edge of a serttlement to:rn amplc:
supply of firewood is becoming increasingly large, with a
radius of a mile or s{) nowo Generally, electricity or gas
lines are not available. It was stated by one BIA official
that people in the Arctic area remain in bed to keep roarm
most of the 24-hour day during the period of ttre year that
tire sun is down 20 hours a day. In the few places woere

there is elecEricity, the price is about 10 cents per KWH.
In some of the remote Alaskan villages the cost of operating small generating plants ig ,rp to 22 cenfs per KWH. Fuel
oi1 costs about 50 cents per gallon in the interior.
b)

Pltrmbine and Sanirary Facilities

At. present, many of the villages do not have running water
or ser^rers. In some instances, runrring water is not wanted
because of the problems of maint.aining plumbing syst.ems in
freezing weather. Nevertheless, adequate plumbing and sanitary facilities arc urgently needed because of t,re tLigh
incidence of disease among the Alaskan natives. In the
Northern areas where there is permafrost, ordina-ry piping
for supply or water drainage will not last due to expansion
and contracEion. One temporary method suggested for solving
this problem for new houses is to provide large wooden tanks
within the house and to deliver water to the homeowner.
Showers and spigots would be connected to the tanks.

Disposal of sewage and wastes of other kinds is difficult
Because of the permafrost, it cannot be buried, and ofCen it
is collected in 50 gal. drums, placed on an ice floe, and
allowed to sink when the floe melts. Chemical toilets or
even large cans Liave been used, but disposal of the filled
toilet cans has been a problem. Development of a cheaper
and more adequate means for raaste disposal is a requirement.
c)
a

Adequate Insulation and },leans for Prc'vention of Condens

ation

Because of the cold weather, new houses must of fcr
insulation and adequate heaL capacity, itn<l provicl c

for precluding condensation. A
L7

summary

of

housir-rg

l.reravy

me,')ns

conditions in Alaska is given by a reporr by Mizen [8]
for the Committee on Appropriations of the Lhited
States Senate in 1966" This report gives a good picture
of how uncomfortable some of the houses are in winter. It
states, for example, that near Nome ttnost houses are oneroom frame construction without insulation and sanitat.ion
facilities .
In the treeless tundra the fuel problem
is acute and the drafty uninsulated houses are smalL.rr

made

Adequate housing design has noL been developed for these
cold regions. The National Bureau of Standards has the
necessary capability, testing facilities,
and ideas whir:h
could be utitized for developing a new design, or designs
if necessary, that would provide a comfortable envirorunent
and sti1l take into account some of the tradition of the

Alaskan natives.

d)

C

onstruction

Methods

of transportation of the maferials for construction
of the houses must be found so that the Indian or: Eskimo can
have the benefits of the houses of the type now appearing
on reservaEions in other parts of the United States. such
radical a.pproaches as transportation by helicopter could be

Means

inves tigaEed.

A corollary requirement is development of economical. means
of assembling the component parts that have been transported
into the region.
e)

The need for biomedical standards

A research team composed of representatives of PHS, NBS, and
others should make a thorough study of the relation between
size of house, ventilaEion, heating and other factors, and
the health of the Alaska.n Indians and Eskimos. The 1og houses
with moss clrinking, but with poor ventilation, that are now
used are at leilst warm, but the crowded conditions aggravate
the spreacl of tuberculosis among the people" Yet large
houses without adequzrte heating have been known Eo bring on
pneumonia [3]. Standards which yield neither to the danger
of pneumonia or the danger of tuberculosis could be established
by such a te€rm. The incidence of t.uberculosis among the
Alaskan Indians and the Eskimos is much higher than in other
parts of the United States.

f)

The need for conformance to native traditions and desires

Perhaps more than in the case of the Indians on reservations
elsewhere, it is necessary that the traditions and desires

of the natives in the matter of housing be respected.
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Cases

a

I

have been cited where houses, comfortable and adequate by
standards ln the cities and rural areas of the U. S., have
been placed in the villages only to find the nat,ives move
out or permit the houses to deEeriorate because they did
not like them. Somet.imes even Ehe reasons are unknown. It
is incumbent upon those who are trying to help these people
by designing bet,ter houses, to win their confidence and confer with them befi:re the design becomes finalized.

(20)

The Eastern Indians

There are but few reservations in the Eastern United States, and
these do not all fal1 under the jurisdiction of the BIA. In New
York StaEe, at the reservations of the Iroquois nations, such as
the Senecas and the Onandagas, the BIA maintains only small offices,
Most contact between Ehe tribes and the surrounding civilizat.ion
is made with representatives of the State who handle education and
welfare. The Cherokee Indians have a few sma11 reservations under

the BIA.

On these reservations, the beginning of new housing developments
are appearing, but the type of developments and their economic
basis varies" One of t.he most interesting is the development
that occurred after 1964 on Ehe Allegheny and Cattaraugus reservation near Salamanca, New York t9]. The U. S. Congress appropriated
$12,000,000 for rehabilitation, €Lmong other funds, in compensation
for the displacement of 130 families of the Seneca Nation for the
construction of Kinzua Dam. The money appropriated was not given
to the individual Indian families, as had been done in the past,
but was given to the Seneca Nation for use in obtaining new improvements, including housing. The Seneca Nation Housing Enterprises recruited and trained their ovm work crews and established
a purchasing system so they coutd build two entirely new connnunities. These were successfully built, albeir not without some
false starts and mistakes, and the Indians are living there today
in new $18,00 to $20,000 homes. There app€ars some dissatisfaction
with these homes €rmong the older prople, but Ehe younger Indians
are quite pleased and proud of these houses,

Generally, the Indians of the East are more technologically advanced than those from the plains and mountain states. They are
closer to cities and towns. Many work in these cities or towns,
and they can obtain credit from the banks. An example is the
Indians on the Tonawanda Reservation near Buffalo, New York. Some
work in the gypsun mines and in factories, and some have reached
a high economic leve1 in the neighboring conmunities. The houses
on this reseruation range from 1og houses built in the 18th century
to expensive modern houses.
a

-r9-

The fact remains, however, that housing for the Indians in the
East is inadequate, and new programs are badly needed. The
financing programs offered by the HAA and used by the Western
tribes are available to the Eastern nations and tribes, ar;long
as they meet Ehe requirement of establishing a housing authority.

V. Financing of Dwellings
The financing of dwellings is closely related to the economic st.ructure
of the reservation. In a very few cases, reservations which have been
blessed with natural resources such as coal, Bas, lumber, oil, or minerals
have some money available to help finance housing, but usually the tribes
are not able to loan money without the help of the Government through such
channels as the Housing Assistance Admlnistration. AnoLhcrr factor is the
ability or inability of people to make pa)rmnets, or to pay rent in the

low-cost rental dwellings.

An important performance requiremenE is that the financial needs of aIl.
strata of ttre population be met. There are four principal HAA programs

being utilized at the present time by the tribes to provide stimuli for
building houses on the reservations. These programs seem to meet most of
the needs, but there some gaps of omission" The progr€rms are:

1. Iulutual HeIp Housing Program
This program was inaugurated as a means for providing rhe Indian
with a low-cost house which he helps build. He is required t.o work
a minimum number of hours for which he receives an equity in the house.
Thr' program has Ehree advantages: it assists him financially; it
stimulates pride in the completed housel and it raises the technological
level of the population. It has some disadvantages also. Due to the
fact that the Indian must work when work is available at such jobs
as fighting fires, on nearby dams, and on roads, he cannot work continuously on the house. Further, some men are not accustomed to
regimented schedules and fail to appear on the job when they promised.
Yet the advantages appear to outweigh the disadvantages, and the progr€m can be considered successful when the correct supervision is used,
and the average participant is not expected to perform complicat.ed
tasks. Inside work, such as laying floors, placing of gypsum wal1s,
and building concrete steps, appears to be successful. Many Indians,
however, are highly skilled and can work on outside work or supervise

others.

Houses ou the reservations under this progrurm cost about $9000 per
year without 1and. It takes about 17 years to pay for them" Payrnents
are based on the size of the family and run $7 to $30 per month. Land

I.s given or-rtright by the tribe to the participant,

I

is leased to him, or

sometimes he owns it before construction of the house is started.

Literature on the }4utual tlelp Housing Progr€rm can be obtained from the
BIA, DepE" of Interior, Branch of Plant Management, LiEEleton, Colo.
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2" Turnkey III
An expanded volume of low-income housing is made possible through the

enlistment of private enterprise. In this program, the participant
receives his equity by maintaining his home. The name Turnkey is
derived from the idea that the housing authority does not make any
payment until the building has been completed, and the builder is
ready to turn over the keys. This program is used ia other areas
besides reservations. The houses under this program usually cost
about $9000, not including the land. The home buyer makes payments
based on his annual income. There is a minimum rate, however, of
about $30 per month. From these payments, funds are established
which are applied to his equity so long as he keeps up the maintenance
on his home. If he does not, he loses the benefits of Ehese funds.
The Turnkey houses offer possibiliEies for new manufacturing procedures,
such as prefabrication, because contractors are often skilled in pref abrication techniques .

" Lo\^r- r ent Hous ing
Financing of a low-rent housing project is usually initiated by the
tribe. Re,nts are dependent on the size of the family and range from
about $30 to $60 per month. In some cases, an applicant who makes
over $5000 per year is refused his request to move in, regardless of
the si.ze of the family. Most houses are in the $9000 class, not
considering 1and. Some low-rent houses adjoin one another.
3

4. Transitional Housing
a great bulk of the population on a reservation cannot afford
the Mutual Help or Turnkey Houses, the Transitional House i-s a possibility"
These houses, without land, cost about $3,000. The Cerrelopment at the Roseburl reservaEion is an example. In this case, a house
with modern range, cookstove, refrigerator, spaceheater, and bathroom
facilities was designed by the Battelle l4.emorial Institute.
It
does noE fulfiIl
all of Ehe FHA requirements, but it is an improvement over the dilapidated houses that the people lived in previously,
and meets:their needs very,well.
When

Another progran for moderate income houses (22L03 of the Federal Housing
Administration) is being used more extensively than before"
Besides these main programs there is the Home Improvement Program which was
devised by the BIA, sometimes in cooperation with the Office of Economic
Opportunity" Under this program some new transiCional type houses have
been built, and considerable assistance has been given to the Indians in
rehabilitating their own houses by putting on new roofs, par:titioning them,
laying new floors, or providing sanitary facilities.

2L

Each of these programs has a use. Under present financing available Lo the
tribes, all or any combination of the progrzrms can be used to fulfill
the
requirement that the financiat capabilities of .a11 strata of the population be taken into consideration. The Model Cities Program, used often
j-n urban conrnunities, may be utilized by the tribes. In this progr,:rm,
HUD helps the city or smaLl conrnunity with its planning, and also supplies
certain financing if the plans are approved.

s

A serious gap in the structure yet remains. With the economic change that
is coming about in the reservations, there is an increasing number of
couples who make $5000 to $101000 between them. There is no ready means
for them to buy a house on the reservation. The banks in towns near the
reservation wi1.r not lend them money because of difficulties of forecLosure
in case pa)rment is noE made. Reasons of prejudice also play a part. They
may be eligible for the types of houses described above. If government
financing couLd lre made ac( essible to them, it would help to relieve the
shortage of new
homes that exists on every reservation. This shortage
is acute t.n the Navajo reservation where Ehe Fairchild Plant is located.
People arc required Eo commute unreasonably long distances t.o work bece.use
of lack of housing, and the expense of gasoline is important to them.
Anoth,er gap i.s a provision in the low-renE. housing for the man who makes
just a small amount over the maximum aIlowable to be able to rent, but. who
has a large number of chitdren.

Tribal leaders have made known their needs for financing the building of
special type housing. The Navajos have requested aid in financing the
huilding of new hogans. Older people often want a hogan placed next to
ttrat used by their children. Sometimes a primitive and very inexpensive
sLrLicture is needed to replace a hogan that is miles away from the principal
conrnunities. One must understand that the Navajo reservaEion is approximately
as large as the state of West Virginia, and there are dwellings so far
away from the main roads that it is difficult
to transport materials for
larger and more conventional housing" The Zuni Indians have requested
a program for financing inexpensive structures for the shepherds to sleep
in for a few days whe,.n they go in the hills to tend sheep. As it is now,
they are forced to sleep in the open.
often hearcl about the present financial structure is Ehat
involved for the tribal authorities in esEablishing a housing devetopment.
They cannot understand the necessity for all the paper work [10] and t.he
long and difficult conversations with the regional offices of the HAA.
Further, once they complete the forms, they do not undersEand the delays.
In a typical office in an American city, if no answer to a request is received in a reasonable length of time, the person making the request will
call by telephone to determine the difficulty"
the Indian does not take Lhis
type of action, but gets impatient with the de1ay.
A difficulty

It is evident that new approaches must be explored if the necessary housing
to fu1fi11 the requirements of the Indians is to be provided in the next
few years. An avenue of exploration is the possibility of giviug the
-22-
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Tribal Housing Authority gradual and increased freedom of action. The
tribal leaders are showing increased competence" The experience of the
building of two housing developments by the Seneca Nation without t:he help
of outside contractors or the U. S" Government is an example of what
can be done.

vI. state codes

and FtlA Requirements

For most housing the Tribal Authorities accept state codes and FHA requirements. In many cases they have adopted the state codes as model codes, rather
than writing codes of their o\^?rr or contracting the writing elsewhere. Adherence to the FHA requirements is necessary to receive assistance from the
HAA or FIIA. There appears to be little
trorry on their part about conflict
with the state codes should the tribe at a later date want to uEilize new
innovatlve materials not allowed by the state code.
There are many situations, however, where the st.ate codes and the FHA requirements are not applicable, and the tribes do not want to adhere to
them. l,lhere there is an urgent need for transitional housing, there is
justification for shortcutting some of the provisions in the codes and
the reguirements. Safety requirements, however, should not be relaxed.
A1so, care should be taken that the transitional houses do not become
permanent houses"

VII.

Reconrnend.ed Research

l.

DevelopmenE of a low-cost hour,e which will be suitable for
West.ern and Eastern reservations; witl have adequate thermal
insulation, heat capacity, sturdiness; and, at the same time,

will meet the special transportation requirements of construction materials for Indian housing. The National Bureau of Standards has the test chamber, the equipment, and the technical background to develop and prove-in such a house. Interest has been
shourn by the BIA and HAA in such development.
2

Development of a low-cost house which will be suitable for the
Alaskan natives. The final design will include provision for

meeting the special requirements of insulation, plumbing and
foundations which are problems in permafrost areasl as well as
problems of condensation and infiltration
of sleet and snow in
attic vents. Special st.udies should be made of the problem of

transporting building materials.

3

t

Ln collaboration with PHS, the National Bureau of Standards, or
another qualified organization, should make a biomedical study
of requirements for housing in Alaska. Consideration should be
given Lo size, ventilation requirements, and other factors, and
their relation to the incidence of diseases such as tuberculosis
and pneumonia.
23
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FOREWORD

If t.he Iow income housing user knew
what he required from housing and could
afford to pay for that housing, there
would be no problem. On his own, he
does not know what he requires from
housing, and lt is improbable that he
can afford to pay for lt himself.
The problem is to flnd out what he
requires from housing, how he can
afford it, and how to make these two
aspects compatible with each other.

G. S. Birrel I
s/ ro/
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DOCUMENT

A

CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURN OF
LOW COST/LOW INCOME HOUSING

(Introduction and Overall Structure)

a

a

Introduct ion
A major difficulty
Ehe maJor components

in this problem is unddrstand:ing not only what are

for study and what are their size, shape and constituent,s,

but also how eac'n major component and its constituents interacts wlth the
others.
What is the structure of the overall model which contains the

product of the building process, the building process ltself,

end

performanr:e

requirements, performance cr:iterla, design specifications, housing costs,

building regulations and codes., user requirements from housing in the form
of the psychological needs of the housing user, the sociological needs of
the houslng user and society at large, tlre environmental characteristics of
housing to satisfy these requirements, etc., etc.?
Once

the concept of the problem and its component processes has

been

established, a clearer grasp can be made of the whole issue facing the
requirements for low cost housing for low income people. Next an appraisal

of what is known about each component process can be sought and the

exposed

dlscrepancy between what are the consfitutents of the component process

ancl

what is known about Ehat component process will provide required fields of
research.
This will

open

up avenues of search for the necessary solutions while

providing that such searches can

be

carried forward by experts in that field

with the confidence that the results of all of their work are linked together
in a manner to obtain the best overall solution or solutions within the
present constraints of resources and time available.
-3-

Overal t Str:ucture
t

The starting point is the user of housing.

In considering the problems, one must not think of the housing
user as a poor individual all on his own, but as an aggregation of poor

individuals or family groups aided by the power of the government and leaders
of the society of which that housing user is a member.
Basically the housing user can be considered as a two-sided equation:
(a) what the user requires

FROI"I

housing,

and

(b) what the user can expend FOR housing.
The above can be considered as the housing userrs

for his satisfaction and his means aL hand with which to

DEMAND

from housing

SUPPLY

the solution.

Between these two are the trade-off processes which equates one with the

r>ther to produce the most appropriate fit
DEI'1 ND

between the two.
SUPPLY

HOUSING
USER

DEMAND

SUPPLY
COMPONENI
PROCESSES

COMPONENI
PROCESSES

I

)

Housruc soLUTroN
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For example, by placing different types of housing users (e.g., urban
ghetto dwellers of varying ethnic and national backgrounds, rural poor farm
workers, itinerant fruit pickers, Indians on their tribal reservations etc.,
etc.), one type at a time, in the starting point of the model one could
assess their demands from housing, their ability

to supply their housing

and their most appropriate housing solution.
The benefits of sudh a trade-off process are derived from the greatc)r
ef ficiency with which these two extremes can be traded off in thc light of

the total desires of the Housing User defined as
Such

benefits, i.e.,

above

the results of such increased efficiency,

can

be the saLisfaction of
more User Requirements from the same Expenditure (More from

the Same) or
Ehe same User Require-ments from less Expenditure (Same from

Less) or
more User Requirements from more Expenditure (l,lore fronr More

but with a beneficial ratio between the two) or
any other appropriate permutation of these two.
The increased efficiency 1s better housing performance per invested

dollar, in other words Ehe provision of a better performance by the housing
in relation to its life cycle cost.
To examine what is housing performance per invested dollar, one must
examine the housing users demand fron' housing in its component processes

boLh as regards performance (then better performance) and do1lars.
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However, firstly

there must be a clear concept of the problem, its

component processes, and

their constituents and interrelationships.

is what follows in two parts -- the Housing Supply Process and the

This
User

Requirements from Housing.

In cybernetic terms both parts are broken into a series of

component

processes (transformations) of constituents (transitions) where the input

to each (operand) is acted upon by that component process (operator) to
produce the output (transforms) which in turn becomes the input to the next
component process.

In

cormnon

language analogy, there are two chains made up of links

each of which is of such size and shape that it connects with the links

either side of it.

.Theise chains of links form one circle.

on

As with all

chains the who1e will only have the strength of the weakest link.

An

important c'ri Lr.rrion for research is the ordering of the component processes

as to which are the weakest links in the chain and within each of these
weakest links, which constituents are the weakest.

While the overall structure is described as two chains with a
source (the housing user) and

common

comrnon

ending (the housing solution), the

whole can and should be considered as a whole. The information can

be

reverberated in any direction to and fro round the circle until the best
housing solution is reached and that Ehis should come to rest (cybernetically

- the sink) where the building process interacts with the housing hardware
(i.e.,

the allocation matrix) because that is where the crystallized

housing solution is translated into reality.

-6-

It will be realized that the constituents throughout ttrese
Proces s es

are not related to

each

component

other in an hierarchical manner. This is

due to the close lnterrelationships of such constituents within each
ponent process (i.e.,

links in the chain). The output resulting from

component process should be compl.eted before passing
component process

c

orn-

each

it on to the next

for manipulation. This overall structure is true of

any

system which is cybernetically sound and proven.

This dcles not preclude the tracing of the effect of one value (rathcr
than another) of one consfituent upon the component process or the chain
of component processes in either direction or in a reverberating

movement

round the circle.
The main benefit of such an open system is Ehat while the values of

each constituent or component process may change (e.g., different

initial

types of housing users), the system can carry the fu11 range of information
possibilities

within the overall structure of this concept of the issue

of Low Cost Housing for Low Income people.
A11 of the various integra1 constituents of the problem menLionecl in

the Introduction will be displayed in their appropriate position and context
within the following conceptual model of the problem.
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Part

1

Housing Supply Process

Assessment of Annual

An evaluation of how much the housing user can

Amount Affordable

earn by considering his geographical location

For Housing

and its employment prospects and the earning

capacity of the housing group (be it a family
or nof) with subsequent evaluation of the
latter into the amount affordabtre for houslng
and the amount for all other activities.

Trarsfer of Annual

Amount

The use of Discurnted Cash Flow process to

Affordable to Present

translate annual

Value

to a present value capital

amounE

affordable for housing
sum

affordable for

housing which enforces consideration of the
appropr:iate interest rates and life

span of

housing and the capacity of the lender to

maintain loan payments.

Allocation of Capital
Sum

for Housing

Hardware

The allocation of the present value capiEal
sum

across the major sub systems of housing

to Major Sub Systems of

hardware according to their life

Housing Hardware

profile and followed by a translation of
such major sub system life

cycle cost

cycle cost

amounts

to their components, e. .8.: construction
functioning etc.,

(and

each major sub system.

-8-

ancl

their: breakdc-rwrrs) fctr
Consideration is also

L

given to the size and shape of a Cost
Allocation Matrix of Housing Hardware
Building Process (which is described

by

and

defined in detail in another document).

Appraisal of Life

Given housing with an overall cost proflle

Duration and Quality

derived 1n the previous component process

of Housing Affordable

the assessment of the Ii fe of

eacl-r

nra

jor

sub system and the optimization of the

longevity of, all major sub syste,rs, i.e.,
the total housing hardware and an evaluation
of the performance of that financially
affordable housing regarding its physical
and social/environmental 1ife.

In other

words what is the best housing h'ardware

that can be financially afforded. By the
end of this component process the annual amount

affordable per housing has been translated
into housing hardware which can be afforcled,
performance evaluated, life duration measured
and costed.

-9-

Constraints on Optimal

For various reasons national geographical

Solution by National

position will require different housing

Geographical Position
Codes, Standards

and

Zoning Regulations

and

hardware profiles and the solution of the

preceding compoflent process should be able

to be adjusted accordingly. The requirements
for safety, bealth and welfare etc., will.
vary with geographical position etc.,
thus the housing hardware solution

and

must

conform to these local requirements (but

these I ocal requirements should match

rationally their loca1 needs to be fully
effective).

The output of this component

process is to clarify

the boundaries within

which the affordable housing solutions can
be designed.

Design Solution

The component pr:ocesses in ttris ctrain,

to this point, have aIl considered

up

Ehe

"constraints of the real world market place
on housing". It's

within these constraints

that housing solutions have to be designed.
These constraints may be too severe in places
and too 1ax in others - such boundaries should

be correlated with reaJity of their environment

while ensuring sufficient scope for indiviclual
variety as between housing solutions.
_
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DEMAND

SUPPLY

HOUSING
I USER

I

L-

USER CAPACIT
FOR EXPENDITURE
FOR HOUSING

USER REQUIREMEM
FROM HOUSING

PER YEAR

USER CAPAC

riYl

FoR ExPENnrtun_{
FOR ALL 0THER
ASPECTS OF LIFE
I
I

USER CAPACITY
FOR EXPENDITURE
FOR HOUSING

CAPITAL SUM
PRESEM VALUE

I

I

I

.

.i
t:

I
I

I

MATRIX
HOUSING HARDWARE

INFRASTRUCTURE

BUII.DING
BUILDING

BUILDING
BUILDING

PROCESS
COSTS

HOUSING HARDWARE
SUBSYSTEMS

QUALITY AND LIFE
DURATION APPRAISAL

r'"'
DESIGN
SOLUTION

CONSTRAINTS BY
rNA TIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
POSTTTON, CODES,

I
i

STANDARDS AND ZONING REGUItr.TIONS

INFRASTRUCTT]RE
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COSTS

i
i

Part

2

Housing Demand Requirements

Psychological Behavior of

Housing users are human beings and

the fndividual

beings are influenced by their past

Us

Human Housing

human

and

present state and have varying degrees of

er

motivation to reach thelr future goa1s. It
is partly from this psychological source
that their behavioral patterns are formed
for the fu1l range of their living (i.e.,
not only housing).

Sociological Behavior of

Human

the

behavioral patterns must be consldered in

Human

Housing User

beings are social animals and their

the context of their sociological relationships with their source factors etc., to
produce the various human housing user be-

havioral patEern profiles and groupings for
the full range of their living (i.e.,

not

only housing).
There will be feedback and iteration between

these above two component processes to arrive

at such overall Behavioral Patterns.

-t2-
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Identification
in

Human

of Activities

Housing Users

Behavioral Patterns

and

The preceding various Behavioral Patterns
have to be analyzed and recognizable Activi-

ties idr:ntified and evaluated as to their

Recognition of Housing

importance and whether they would be best

Activities

considered within the context of housing.
Those that are within housing have to

be-

evaluated as to their relative Desirabllicy
and Necessity/Luxury Rating as a basis for

trade off between them in subsequent

component

processes.

Time and Space Considerations

Each of the Housing Behavioral Activities

of Housing Behavior

has to be analyzed regarding its requirements

Activities

for Time and Space. Such Housing Activities

and Generation

of Supporting Activities

will generate cert.ain necessary supporting
acti'vities which should be identified
which will also require Time ancl

and

Space

Analysis.

Translation of llousing

Each Housing and Supporting Activity

Behaviora 1 ActiviEie-s

certain Environmental Needs for it Eo be

into Environmental

carried out in the best manner. For

Needs

Activlty these environmental needs have to
be evaluated and listed.
-13-

requires

each

Evaluation of Scope of

The same Environmental Needs from all

Each Environmental Need

Behavioral Activities

should

be gathered

together and their requirements should
co 11,rt ed

from

and

correlated with the

and Space requireuients etc.
vious

of

ly. Evaluation of the

,

be

Time

derived preSLZE

and scope

each Environmental Need should

then be

carr ied out.

Translation of

The Environmental Needs which have been

Environmenta 1 Needs

evaluated as above to type, size and scope

into Housing

should then be related to types of Housing

Hardware

Hardware sub systems which can provide such

environmental needs and the optimization

of such sub systems to provide the best
overall housing hardware solution.
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DEI"IAND

HOUSING
USER

HUMAN

PSYCHOIOGY

v

HI]MAN

SOCIOIOGY

HI'MAN

BEHAVIORAL
PATTERNS

NON IIOUSING
BEHAVIORAL

ACTIVITIES

HI'MAN
TIOUSING
PROCESS

REQUIREMEMS

ACTIVITIES

HOUSING

HOUSING

USER
FROM

O*'Ui""

TIME AND

SPACE

CONSIDERATIONS

ENVIRONMEMAL NEEDS
REQUIRED TO CLOIHE
HI]MAN HOUSING PROCESS

HOUSING HAPOWARE SUB
SYSTEMS.

TO PROVIDE

REQUIRED ENVIRON},IEM
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DESIGN
SOLUTION

Model DevelopmenE
Each of these two sides of the equation must be broken into its com-

ponent processes. A great deal of research into each of the following
component processes

will be required to produce such increased efficiency

in the result of the trade-off between the two extremes.
The criterion

its abiliry

for research will be its ability

to raise the performance of the housing by making it

closely fit the requirements of the houslng user.
facilitated

to reduce costs and/or

How

more

this could

be

will be gone into in more detail by consideration of the con-

stituents of the various component processes.
In outline the overall structure of the problem and required research
is as follows:

RESEARCH REQUIRED
COMPONENI PROCESS

EXISTING

KNOWLEDGE

HOUSING USER
SUPPLY
COMPOMNT

DEMAND
COMPONENT
SSES

PROCES

COMPONEM PROCESS

EXISTING

KNOWLEDGE

RESEARCH REQUIRED
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By making a "radial cutl at each component process of the problem,

a

linear expression is as follows:

A
EACH
COMPONENT

PROCESS

B

EXISTING
KNOWLEDGE

APPLICATION
OF
KNOWLEDGE

A minus

B

TO

INCREASE

RESEARCH

EFFICIENCY

REQUIRED

OF EACH
COMPONENT

PROCESS

It is important to consider the passage of time when evaluating the
target for the placing of effort both for attacking the problem and for
research.

Such efforts and resources should be directed initially

component processes

the main Ehrust of

c 1os
e

f

at the

er to the Housing Solution and gradually over time

fort should change towards the component processes

nearer the Housing User.
The length of lead time for development work on eaclr component pr()ces!;

will vary and the attempt to identify such dlfferent
tate the

com]-ng

lt

1ead

times wi11. faciIi-

on streamlt of such knowledge as and when required.

-t7 -

To find solutions to problems, one must first

clearly understand

the problem. This is what the follorving two-part description sets out to
exPose.

- 18-

DOCIJMENT A

CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE OF
LOW COST/LOW INCOME HOUSING

(Part 1 -- Housing Suoply Process)
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Part I
Assessment

Hous

in

Supply Process

of Annual Amount Affordable for Housing

The first

constituent t.o be considered is the housing user's to'tal

annual earning capacity.

There are

here; (a) outside the sphere of the

Ewo main
hous

factors to be considered

ing user, and (b) within the

sphere of the housing user.

Outside facEors are those such as geographical location with regard

to erployment prospects, present and future (a stabilizing facEor here could
be the expansion of the Department of Conrnercets subsidy of new capital
invesEment in depressed areas to stimulate economic activity

and to provide

employ'ment) and the cost of living in that area in comparison with

Ehe

n;rtional average--both Eaken over the long term.
Inside factors will. require derivation from the appraisal of sociological- betravioral patterns of the low-income persons (see Part 2).

This

woulrl

provide the number of persons in the one housing group, their age profile
and mix of such groups over large housing developments. From this informa-

tion can be derived the total income capacity of the housing group and its
tax bill

and therefore its total net income.

Subsequent to the soc iologic al appraisal and derivation of the total

behavioral paEterns of the

hous ing

user groups, it will

be

evaluate such behaviorat patterns in terms of cost spread.

possible to
By analysis

of this cost spread it will be possible to assess how muih the low

income

housing user can afford for housing per year.

In considering a definition of a low income person or housing process
group (perhaps a family), there might be practical grounds for considering

that such a definition may be corretated to whether or not (or on what
level of income) one pays federal income tax.
_20_

If incomes below this level

a

were exempted from federal tax or taxed only at a nominal level, a subsidy

for housing and improved standard of living cotrld be provided, and a con,}

siderable saving effected in tax collection and accotrnting costs.

The

category of low income coul-d then be more clearly defined than aE present

by asking whether or nou income tax is paid (thus elimine.ting costly
screening procedures).

In sunnrary, this component process is Ehe assessmenL and splitting
of Housing User into his Capacity for Expenditure for Housing, i.e.,

SUPPLY,

and his Capacity for Expenditure for all other aspects of his life.

This component process is already carried out to a certain extent
FHA and

by

other lending bodies befr>re cormnitting money for mortgages, but

such evaluation is integrated into Ehe next component process and is exe-

cuted for the benefit of the lender rather than the housing user.

-21-

Transfer of Annual Amount Affordable to Present Value
The next component phase to be considered comprises the translation

of the Housing Userts 'rAnnual Amount Affordable for Housing'r to a Present
Value. to facilitate

subsequent

the capitalization of the

above

trade-off processes (Present Value

being

annuat amount by the Discounted Cash Flow

technique ) .
The major cons t ituents which have to be considered here are (1) the

interest rate used,

and

In considering (1),

(z) the duration of the payment period.
t lre

interest rates, the main issues involved are--

I^Ihat is Ehe presen t nrarke t interes t rar"c f or this type of proposition?
Shoulcl one consider only the cost of money or should one consider the

oDportunity/earnings forgone interest rate?

What is the dur ation

o

E tl're

loan? What are the effects of morEgage inEerest rebates from income tax
(fed back to preceding component Drocess)? What will be the direction of
interest rates in the immediate future?
(lor-Lsi,leration could be gi-ven that the interest rates in the catcula-

tions be based on the conceot of a'tfloatingtrrate

as used between inter-

national currencies. This floating rate concept would not fix the interest
rates at a prespecifiecl 1eve1 but would keep within a specified IiLrit the
variances in the interest level for irouse purchasr:s.
Also consideration could be given to a variation clause in mortgage

contracts stating tirat tlie interest rate varied with but kept a fixed
relationship to Ehe central governmenE money discount rate and that

such

variations in individual mortgages were absorbed by changes in the duration
of the mortgage.
- ZZ.

!

Because the variances in the inte-rest level have a multiplying effect

on change in overall housing costs, and thus ori overall production level of
a

I

housing, these innovations would tend to stabilize the fluctuations in the
size of the housing market and thus the production rate of housing, which
would be beneficial to all concerned, especially the construction industry

part of the building process.
Because most peopl-e who buy houses do

not have the initial

capital,

or if they have it they do not wish to tie it uD in the purchase process

of a house, then mortgages are the

most common medium

for purchases of lrouses.

If a house is purchased roith a mortgage, then the largest cost constituent
of Ehe whole housing deal is the cost of

f inanc ing .

It is in recognition of the major effect of this constituent on total
cost of house purchase that the Federal Government recently proposed that
it will absorb, i.e.,
first

L%

subsidize, all of the interest pa)rments except the

on loans for low-cost housing for 1ow-income people. I^lhile not

eliminating such payment (i.e.,

the government is paying ir),

this has

been

chosen as a point where the subsidizing capacity of the rem.rinder of socieEy can have the greatest effect on the cost of housing to Ehe particular

user.

In considering (2) the duration of the payment period, the main considegation will be (a) prudence regarding the life of the building,

.rnd

(b) the financial capacity of the receiver of the loan to meet his obligations (rhis was dealt with in the previous component process on Housing
User Income). The former can be broken into physical life of the building
and the environmental obsolescence o the building, nrcaning thtrt the build-

ing in its later life may be perfectly sound physically l>ut due to
-23-

thc:

environmental erosion or ehange it may noE constitute desirable housing.
Subsequent to these assessments, a life-duration

for the housing can

reached which would be no longer Ehan the shortest of these life

be

spans.

Having arrived at a suitable interest rate and a duration of payment

period, the discounted cash fl-ow calculations can be carried out

by

reference to Ehe appropriate tables and arithmetic to produce the Present
Value of the Annual Amount Affordable for Housing.

At the end of this conrponeltt process, there will be a Capital
for Houslng Hardware whic:h can be reasonably prudently afforded
secr.rred

for l{ousing Hardwarc:, both as regards the

the environment of the housing project.

-24-

human housing

Sum

and

user

and

t

Allocation of

C

ital

Sum

for Housi

Hardware to

Ma

or

Sub-S

stems of

Housing Hardware
The basic subject deals with housing, which comprises houses surrounded

by Eheir inrnediate environment (including other houses) and the project
site and conrnunity of which the above form part. These major components are
'Ilousing Hardware,tt the t'Building Process, t' and ttBuilding Costs;It each
is at least comparable in stature to each component process being described,
although encompassed in this description under one componenE process.
A considerably fu11er documentation of these major components

and

their relationship wiLh each other and other component processes is glven
in Document B and Document

C.

Housing is rhe thing which is; consumed by Ehe housing user irnd also,

therefore, it must be produced either directly or via some satj.sfying
agent--in either case hardware must be produced. Thus there is 'housing
hardwe,re'r (usually considered as buildings) and the means to produce

housing hardware can be considered as the "bui1-ding process" or the housing
procurement process (the means to produce and sustain the buildings through

their life).
When

a specif ic building, i.e., 'housing hardwarer " is requirerd to

be

produced, this work placcs demands on the resources of Ehe building process.
The result of rhe interplay between housing hardware ancl the building process

produces building costs Eo the client for the housing. This is the price he

has to pay for the sat.isfying of his cho.sen requirements. It is desirable

to be able Eo allocate such costs to the appropriate constituents of both
housing hardware and the building process.
The relationship between.housing hardware, the building process,

building costs can be considered as a rnatrix compris ing one irxis
-25 -

and

.'rs housing

and the other axis as the builcling process. Each axis is broken into its

main constituents such that the core etements of the matrix are of meaning-

ful content for information anal-ysis and cost analysis for use on each
project or types of projects for comparison with others. These axes contain the reality of the building process and the housing hardware required
to 'rclothe" the

human housing

process. It should be borne in mind that

there are other constituents of each of the above major components which
are detailed in

DocumenLs B and C

by "explodingt' the description of

each

axis inro its rrrajor cornponcnts and each major cornponent into its subcomponents. The allocation matrix is as on the next page.

-26-
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\
ft is imporLant to reaLize that the area of the matrix core, Prerequisites by Link, Fabric, Services, etc., is redundant and thus void,

and

that all considerations of Prerequisites for each whole housing project
are sa.tisfied within the area Prerequisites by Site.
One

of the uain uses of this matrix is Ehat one can take the output

of the preceding component process, Present Value Capital Sum, and allocate
it clc:ross thc viable Prerequisites and t;re life cycle total costs of

each

subsystem of housing hardware in proportion either to the cost records of

previous projects, or €rny other method or permutation of methods of allo-

cation and frade-off process

among

these subsystems. It should be borne

in mind at this stage that it is the totat life-cycte cost of each subsystem which is being considered, and traded off one against the other

under the heading Housing Hardware Subsystems Total Life Cycle Costs on

the diagram.
After making the above life-cycle

"cost spread" along the totals of

each of these subsystems) one can then consider each subsystem individ-

ually as to the allocation of its life-cycle cost between construction
costs and functioning costs.
The next sub-process is the allocation of the construction costs and

functioning costs to their respective constituents of llaterials and

Con-

struction Resources for the former and Maintenance and Operating for the
latter.
On Lho matrix in the area of Site there are two constituents which

should be considered separatelyl (1) Site by Prerequisites, and (2) Sitcr

by Construction and Functioning. Thc latter can be treated for evalua-

tion and trade-off process, etc., just as described above for the other
parts of the project.
Site by Prerequisites can be treated for evaluation and tradeoff

by

considering separately Site by each of the constituents of Prerequisites.

It will be prudent to consider these components prior to the above processes when carrying out this work, due to (1) the relative marketplace

volatility

of Finance and Land, and the importance of the former and its

interrelationship with other component processes and (2) that the controlling

factors of the volatility

of these two constituenEs are nrotivaLed

by elements considerably removed from the field of housing and tht'c:nErcrpreneurs in that fie1d.
The next constiLuent in the cost allocation process is that the
MainEenance and Operating Costs

of the Functioning of the Housing would

be translated back into annual costs by DCF process.
During all of Ehese constituenE subprocesses, there would have to

tradeoffs, feedback cycles to previous more general tradeoff areas,

be

and

also to previous and subsequent component processes.
At the end of these componenL processes,

zr

1ife,-cycle cost picLurc

of the housing both as regards construction and functioning, htrs

been

builL up and within which has been structured the major sub-cornponents
of housing hardware rcquired to "clothe" the

truman lrousing

process. T]ris

in turn can enable a picture to be built up of the housing hardware which
is available to and affordable by the

human housing

user. In other words,

for each major subsystem--if it has to be constructed for $X and maintained
for $Y and operated for $2, what kind of subsystem can be provided?
-29
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Appraisal of Life Duration

and

Quality of Housing Affordable

F'irstly, an appraisal has to be made as to what physical Eype and
capacity of subsystem can be provided for these construction and functioning costs.

t

Given the above, two major characte:istics should be looked for:

(1)

the subsystem's life as regards both its physical construction

its social/environmental characteristics, and (2) its performance
againsL Llser

recl

and

measured

uirerncnts for that Eype of services providecl by that sub-

system" This latter ch.rr;rcterLstic is fed forward to subsequent tradeof f component proces!les dcrivcrrl Ironr the Human Housing User Requirements

end of the Overall Structufe.

It will be realized that there will be great advantages of close links
between this component process and t.hose in the tatter stages of Part 2.

The former charcteristic,

i.€.,

subsystem life

duration, is considered

in the two mentioned constituents--physical and social/environment.
(oncern regarding Ehe physical life of each subsystem is to ensure

The

an

approximately similar longevity for all subsystems in the one housing system (i.€.,

project), given the above con.straints regarding construction

and functioning.
The concern regarding the social/environmenEal life

of the housing

system made up of subsyste.ms is thac while the housing may still

have

a

considerable part of its physical life to run, it may be so unsatisfactory

in comparison with its surrounding environment (either housing or other
components

of the infrastructure) that its overall performance is not

up

t.o sEandard in comparison with future performance requirements which may

incorporated in the later component processes on performance requirements
(always pr:csuming that the average standard of living is rising)"
-30-

i

be

L

As a result of this Life appraisal, the least duration is fed back to

correlate with housing life duration calculations in the component process,
titled Transfer of Annual Amount Affordable to Present Value, and in the
tradeoffs of coscs for each subsystem between Construction and Functioni.ng
in the Housing Cost Appraisal Matrix, each enabling subsequent adjustment
reverberat.ions Eo take pIace.
By the end of this component process, the housing which began as the
annual amount available to the housing user to provide himself with housing
has been gradually transtated into meaningful housing hardware sub-components

which can be afforded and performance evaluated, life duration measured

costed, etc.

-31-

and

Constraint on Optimal Sotution
Codes

Standards and

National

u

ations

Geo

r hical Position

and

In this overall Structure of the tradeoff process prior to this

compon-

ent process, there has been an evolutionary process to a satisfying solution
to housing originating from the housing userrs capacity to satisfy his
housing requirements and constrained by that capacity, the market p1ace,

the building process, and housing hardware consEituent subsystems.

Now

consideration must be given to important non-housing-user constrainEs.

National geographical position will require different rtrousing hardware profilcs",

i.e.,

individual soluticns, across their major subsystems

due to the variances from area to area for reasons of climatic, scrcio-

environmental, ethnic roots, economic capacities, building process differences, building material differences, etc.
TLe restrIts of the previous component processes should be subjected to

appraisal lrv Eirese constraints stated above, and changes and variations
cvaiuatect .rrrd reverberated Lhrough tl-re previous component phases and back

to the present position on the tradeoff cycle.
The second category of constraints in this component process is that of
building codes, standards, and zoning regulations which will also reflect
some of the above geographical constraints.
These

will further affect the results of previous tradeoff

component

processes to ensure safety, health and welfare, etc. considerations,

as

well as local ethnic considerations where these.are not obsolete or redundant (this could be expressecl that tl're codes should meaningfully reflect
a feasiblc and desirable profile for thc performance of human living

proc]css

in the field of housing).
Should these codes, standards, and zoning regulations not provide such

a feasible and meaningful fit,

then consideration sirould be given to changing

them.
'tn

- ) L-

..-

These constraints do exist (whether or not they are as they should

be), and thus must be considered in the tradeoff process. AIso, due to
their present structure, there is a feedback loop from them to the housing
hardware, building process and building cost constituent.s of toat component
process of the tradeoff system. Another feed-forward loop should exist

from these geographical and code constraints to the component process

originating from the Housing Users'Requirement end of the Eradeolf axis.
The ouEpuE from this tradeoff area is the facility

to view the boundaries

within,which individuals or groups of individuals, or their professional
designers of the housing can design specific solutions to their housing
problems. and which have been processed through the preceding component
Processes.

))
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-rDesign Solution
Between the starting point of the Human User of Housing and the prerzious
component process

of tradeoff, all consideration has been to what might

be

termed thertconstraints of the real- world market place on housirg."
The output of such a process is a definition

of the feasible boundaries

within which individuals or groups of individuals may design housing to
satisfy thelr needs.
These outputs can be iu ttrr: form of drawings or design specifications

which clearly define the s;olution of the specific housing problem being

tackled. Provided that such solutions fa11 within the above-mentioned boundaries and it should be possible to create many satisfying permutations (i.e.,
wide variety) of components of solutions, then a requisite breadth ol: design

field is in existence for the exercise of design skills.

Should this not

be so, then the constraints of the real world market place on housing is

too constricting for the happiness of the human user of housing.
Dependent upon the position of reality

between the positive and

negat.ive extrefles of rhe previous paragraph, it will cause feedback

and

feed forward loops to emanate frcm this component process to all others,
to bring an adequate and saEisfying fit between the housing usersr requirements from housing and his capacity to satisfy such requirements.
The remainder of this explanation of the tradeoff area between the

housing user requirements for housing and his capacity Eo satisfy that
requirement will be by starting at ttre. lluman User Requirement end of the
system and evolving to this component process, i.e.,

Meanwhite, the diagram dcrveloped

Eo,

explanation, is now shaped as follows:
-3/+-

Design Solution.
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Part

t

nd Reouirements

Hous in s

2

Psychological Behavior of the Individual Housing User
Very briefly

and in a considerably surtrnarized manner human psychology

maybe considered to be involved in humar behavior in the following manner.
People behave in set or usually slowly evolving patterns.

Why?

Behavioral patterns are the manifestation of the personrs motivation.
What is Motivation? It is the desire to change from their past state to

their goal state.
What is the source of their past state? This is mainly derived from

their past and present expe.riences. (Due to the incrementally changing
nature over time of the goal satisfying process, past and present are
closely similar).
From the past the individual tras (1) his physique, (2) his parernts,

and (3) his social and built environment. His physique is comparatively
unchanging in its influence

<-rn

the person. In a simplified description

the influence of his parents will depend on (a) their inherent physical_,
mental and emotional characteristics,

(b) on the-ir: behavior patterns,

and

(c) on the manner of upbringing which they provided - al1 of which are of
evolving nature. The social and built environment of the persons past
prises his relationships with others and the physical e-nvironment of
home and

com-

ther

iEs surrounding areas.

It is very important to note that ali aspects of the above can

be

1) what they are' in reality., and (2) what they

looked at in two ways:

(

are as perceived by the

human

being. I'Ihi 1e it is the rerality which

provides the source, it might well be., and usually is, the perceived
which the human being will decide and act, i.e.,
-37 -

behave.

an

upon

What are the goals of human beings? These comprise three main

streams, (a) psyiological, (b) sociological, and (c) psychological,

I
and

each requires to be satisfied by the behavioral pattern of the individual.

Again it must be remembered that the goal can be considered as real

perceived.

and

:

The psyiological goals of peopl,: tend to be relatively

finite

and

unchanging, and their satisfaction can be considered as the basic datum

for a behavioral pattern.
!ruman

The sociological and psychological aspects of

goals tend to be inf inite (e.g., the ever-changing process of t'keeping

up with the Jones'.")

It is this infinite,

constituent of goals which is difficult

evet-changing (albeit s1owly)

to define, but essential if success

in defining goals is to be achieved.
Conversly, the society as a whole may set up goals which are difficult

to attain or are of such
concerned

a

nature as to preclude happiness of the individuals

s e.B. , it could be speculated that in housing for low

income

people it might be that the naming of the housing as being for low income
people will
"material
peop

be

construed as

a

stigma on those people in the light of the

successtt and I'income le-ve1 evaluation" of the status of these

le in the society irr which they l.ive.
The humans behavior paEtern (which is hoped wi1I eventually hcr clothc:d

,,,'i,th [.rousing where r:equire,d) is

cl

erived from the motivation Lo

norma]

izcl tht:

ciisfu+ction between his past and his goal.
It might be that by increasing the disfuncLion beEween their past
and their goals by raising the goal cxpectation of such people by propaganda
nri-:thods

(from others in their society) could lead to increased motivation

in the low income people to better their housing by their own efforts.
-38-

This would have Eo be carried out very c4refu111, and slowly
a converse argument is

made

because

by some sociologists who consider that the

fast rising crime rate in the U.S. is considerabl-y due to individuals being
unabte to reach, through lega1 channel-s, the "A11-American" goaL of "success"

(as portrayed on entertainment screens and advertising.)

Thus they revert

to criminal channels either to try to achieve that goa1, or to vent their
frustrations at society as a result of Eheir own incapacity to achieve
their perceived goal. Perhaps U.S. society would be happier if the society
status goals

\nrere

not placed as high or as demanding as they are, and as

a

result, almost certainly society would contain less crime and corruption which
might well provide a more fulfilling

and satisfacEory way of living for the

citizens.
Therefore, to have clear knowledge of thaE behavioral pattern, firstly
there must be clear knowledge of the past and the goals of these people who
make up

the housing user.

It is, certain that, even within the context of low income people,
this will throw up a variety of pasts and goal-s, and thus, behavioral patterns.
The output of this componenr process would be a clarification

of the

housing used by his past, his goals and his resultant motivated behavior

patEern. It must be remembered that Lhese behavioral patterns are not only
within the context of housing, btrt would be his total behavior patterns
will probably be a series of behavioral pattern profilcs for different
geographical areas, ethnic ro'ots ancl sociological roles, etc.

-39
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and

The Sociological Behavior of the Human Housing User

t

This cornponent process would take the outputs of the preceding
ponent process and adjusts them

as

com-

a result of their being contained by

the housing process I'grouprrr be it a family or not, but that such behavioral
patterns are sti11 being considered as the fulI spectrum of life behavioral
patterns.

First consideration perhaps should be given to whether or not the
family is the best group context for such an appraisal.

Considerable

changes have been wrought in family structures because of the impact of

sociologlcal equalit.y which Eoltows from the potenl-ial for economic lndependence of mothers from the fathers of their children, and of young people

from their parents.

Sociologists have defined the family
agency for affection'r and a mechanism for

and home
Ehe

as "a highly specialized

appropriation, rearing

primary socialization of the child and sexual sati;faction

of adult

members

and

and stabilization

of society.

Therefore, consideration must be given to what is the best "housing
process human group" from the point of view of these people.
Having considered what is the best housing user human grouping or

groupings, then analysis must be made of their configuration by number, sex,
age mix, etc., not only for each housing unit, but for mixes of these over

large housing developments (e"g., whether old people should be mixed in with
I

young people, etc.).

Another sociological consideration should be regarding

the preference for either the linear (three or more generations together)
or: the nuclear family structure (parents and children only).
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The assessment of whether the housing process human grouping is

patriarchal or matriarchal will be irnportant in assessing sociological
consequences. There is evidence in studies defined by ethnic and by low
income segmentation that matriarchal families are predominant.

The configuration of suclt Broups must be studied, not only as regards

their relationships as above, but also their responsibilities,

etc., to

and from each other in order to assess the homogeniety of such housing
Process groups.

This is an important characteristic which will provide

continuity to the evaluated group.
The affect on such matters as a result of changes in population

trends into the future

both as numbers and constituent mix -- must also

be considered.

It is highly probable and may be deslrable and advantageous that [here
will be a number of housing process group profiles,
component process will

and the output of this

be such profiles.

The results of these profiles should be fed back to the preceding

individual

human psychology component

process, and the results of both

normalized by reiteration before proceeding to the next component process.

Both this component process and the preceding one deal with:

What

are the Behavioral Pattern Profiles of the people? The answer to that
question woulr'l br, the output f rom this component process.

It must be realized that this is a vcry i f f icult question to
r.1

answ(rr

at the present stage of research in these fields.
Subsequent component processes will

analyze these profiles into aptivi-

ties, then evaluate the required environmental needs for such activities,
and then how best Eo clothe the housing needs with housing hardware.
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Identification of Housing Activities within the Behavic,ral Pattern
Evaluating the Desirability Ratins of Each

and

The input to this component process would be the various Behavioral

Pattern Profiles which have been normalized from appraisal of

human

psychology and sociology. Such Behavioral Pat,terns deal with their full
spectrum of living.
The basic desires for space to live and proximity to others is a very

important one, but the amount of space required will depend on psychological
and sociological aspects of the humans in question. A range of principles

has been abstracted from observations of human behavior and considered
under the name of 'rProxemics. " This may provide a general framework for

considering groups of Behavioral Activities

analyzed from the Behavioral

Pattern Proflles of the preceding component processes.
Initially

these Behavioral Pattern Proflles are taken one by one

(:.g.,

analyzed into tt,eir constituent activities

vacations, eating, etc

.)

,

and,,*a spectrum

and

sleeping, shopping,

of €ctivities

drawn up from the

analysis of all behavioral pattern profiles.
Then each Behavioral Pattern Profile is ar.alyzed as to its incidence

across that spectrum and when finished, a count of each activity would

provide a desirability

rating for each activity

PaEtern Profiles which conEain that activity,

(i.e.,

the more Behavior

the higher the rating.)

This

process and its results could be appraised by sociologists as to their

validity

ln relation to theory and also, more importantly, to look for

evolving trends and thus consider what these activities
future.

wiIl be in the

This could be done over a period of time to produce changes in

these profiles from which projections will be
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made.

p

t

Dependent on the results, there would be feedbacks to previous
component processes e.E.

t the activity

sortation of the profiles may show

segmentation by ethnic groups which is too large to solve by similar

housing environments or this aspect may be. shown to a less schismatic degree.
,

Subsequent to the above appraisals and feedbacks, the Activity

can be analyzed as to wlrich activities

Spectrum

are best "clothecl" in housing with

reference to the various Housing Process Groupings of the preceding

com-

ponent process.
Once

this has been carried out, then such activities

are those which

should be clothe,J in housing. The remainder would provide the guide for

those activities

which should be satisfied by the infra-structure

of the society, and thus facilitate
ma

jor support element to

total corunrunity planning which fornrs a

housir-rg.

The mainstream of ttris componc.nt process would be a list

behavioral. activities

desirability

cornponent

or lists of

which arcr best carr:icd out wittrin housing with Eheir

ratings fronr the overall living behavior:al profiles.

these activities

Each of

would have then to be rated on a scale Necessity/Luxury,

and this could be in the context of human psychology., sociology

housing as l.aid out in the preceding'component processes.

!,
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and

The output of this component process would be a list

behavioral activities

or lists of

which are best carried out within housing and, each

acEivity would have its Desirability Rating in the context of overall
living and housing. Examples of such activities

could be, Eat, EnEertain,

Recreation_. Sex, S1eep, Solitude/Privacy, Store, Study, Wash, Work.

Diagramatically this would be as follows:
Hous

ing

ehavi ora
t ivit

1

Des

ir:abi l ity Rat i r-rg

Necesslty
/ Luxury

Rati

a
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Time and S ce ConsideraEions
Supporting Activitieq

o

ri ities

Behaviora I

and Generation of

The input Lo this component process would be the list
+

behavioral activities

or lisEs of

with each activity having its Desirability Rating

and

Necessity/Luxury raLing. These ratings could be used to settle trade off
clashes between activities

in this component process. Having regard to the

psychological and sociological. make up of the housinB process group behavior these input activities

could be, taken and formed into a typical

Eime sequencc: network. Qualification by the size of the group and the age

state of its evolution and allowance for necessary but not regular occurences,
e.8..: i1lness, parties etc., could be carried out and included in the network. Evaluation of percentage of total duration and a note of its posltion
on the time cycle for each activity

activities

could be made. These housing behavioral

could tlren be considered for their space requirements, again

having regard to the make up and configuration of the housing group.
Not only must space for the activity

be considered but space for

equipment and furniture etc., must be included and access space (and time,

see above) must be- allowed for.

In considering space it may be advantageous

at this time to consider modularity as an aspect of human satisfacEion
(there being other advantages in other component processes e.g._, construcl,ion
costs, designing process, standardization, etc.

)

Secondary activitiers which are necessary to support these behavioral.

activities

should be generated and added to the list

and bui l t into

ther

a

time and space requiremenL analysis.

Desirability ratings and Necessity/

Luxury ratings for these supporting activities
source activi ties.
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should be derived from their

A1l of these processes could caref{1Iy consider the psychological
soc

and

iological characteristics of the prof:-1es from which the behavioral

activities

are derived.

These correlations could be then normalized via

feedback loops before the output from this component process is passed on

to the next.
By this time in this series of component processcs there wi11 probably
be a need for clear: descriptive deflnitions of such activltles

and these,

could be created, evaluated and crystallized at this stage.
Output from this component process will comprise a list
Behavioral Activities

and Supporting Activities.

have listed alongside its definition,

or lists of

Each one of which would

previously set Desirability Rating

and Necessity/Luxury rating and the Duration usage percentage and P1ace on

the Time Cycle from the time network and its Space Requirements. It would
be of advantage in the next component process if the appropriate Suppor:ting

Activities were listed inrmediately after their generating Behavioral
Activities.
An example of Supporting Activities
Housing Behavioral Activity

Activities

is that there is (or may be) the

of Eating which may generate the Supporting

of Food Preparation and Food

Wash Up.

t
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This output can be graphically represented as follows
i

ing
iBehaviora I
lHous

P

iActivity
, and
Support ing
ct ivit

lace

on
Neces
Ders

Dt'finition

irabi I ity
l{at i
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s

ity

/Luxury
Rat

i

Typical
Durat ion

the

Space

Time
c1e

Requirement s

Translation of Housing Behavioral and Supporting Activities
Environmental

Into

Needs

The inpuE to this component process would be the list

or lists of
t

Behavioral and Supporting Activities

each with its deflnition,

deslrabillty

and necessity/luxury ratings, duration percentages and place on the time

cycle and space requirements.
In this component process the purpose would be to begin to move from
the housing process Eo the environmental characteristics which will best
clothe that process in housing.
Each of these activities

could be taken indlvidual 1y ancl assessed as

to what is the best Eype of environment required for its execution. This
could be done in one or two stages. If in two stages the examination of
each behavioral activity

would firstly

comprise a Beneral description of

the environment with a second stage of analysing this to its constituent
characteristics.

If in one stage the two stages of the above would be

carried out in one process.
Examples of Environmental Needs could be along the lines of Protection,

Support, Access, Movement, Air, Heat, WaLer, Light, Waste treatment,
Power.

The types of roles lnvolved in this evaluation work either singly or

in a group could include people drawn fr:om medicine, psychology, sobiology
and ergonomics (the last might be used in the preceding component process).
The results of this work could be in Ehe form that for each Behavioral
an<i Supporting

Activity (i.e.,

be produced a list

input to this component process ) there will

of the Environmental. Needs or characteristics which are
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required to enable strch actilzity to take place with a minimum of discrepancy
from its most ideal state.

For exarnple, the behavioral activity of sleep might well require
I

Protection, Support, Heat, Ventilation, Light (negative) eLc. Each of
these Environmenial Needs will be required at a standard e.9., for sleeping,

heat leve1 will be best at a certain ternperature range and Ventilation at
a certain range of air changes, etc.

for Sleep

The supporting activities

probably will have some of the same environmental needs as Sleep but
perhaps with other standards and in addition probably have other environ-

mental needs.

This process could be carried out for all listed Housing Behavioral
ActiviLies ancl the:ir Supporting ActiviEies.
Housing Activity

this has been done a

Once

Inforrnation Table can be drawn up along the following

llnes:
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It is obvious that the
numerous

same Environmental Needs

will appear against

Activities but it is highly likely that there will be diffe,rences

in their required Quality measured on Lheir fixed criterion.

(It is axio-

L

matic that if different measurement criterla have to be used then there is
a difference in the Environmental Needs which predicates further lnvestigatlon on such Envlronmental Needs to split out and clarlfy these needs).
During thls coruponent process it would be wlse to establish definitlons
and criteria

for these Environmental

Needs.

Before continuing to the next component process, feedback loops to

the component process dealing with Time and Space Overlaps should be used.
Their purpose would be to eliminate as unfeasible the quallties of Environmental Needs which, because of their quality divergence from each other

and

the necessity that they be carried out beside each other ln Time and/or
Space preclude

the complete saElsfactlon of that quallty 1eve1 of

such

Environmental Needs. Such ellmination may and probably would be softened

by adjusting the quality of such Environmental Needs, to a quallty compatible
with that of the activities

requiring the

same Environmental Need contiguous

in Tlme aodfor Space to the one under consideration. In this process the
use of the previously set Desirability

Ratings and Necessity/Luxury Ratings

could be used to proportion such changes in quality of Environmental

Need

es are required. The Typical Time Duration, Posltion on the Time Cycle
and Space RequiremenEs - all of which are derived from previous component
t

processes - will be used in this normalizing process.

-
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The complete compilation and feasibility

checking of this table

would be the function and output of this component process.
Such output (referring to the ciagram in this component process)

could be as follows:
Each Housing Behavioral and Supporting Activity

with its DefiniLion,

Desirability Rating, Necessity/Luxury Rating, Typlcal Duration and Place
on the Time Cycle, its Space Requirements and for each such ActiviEy all
Ehe necessary Environmental Needs each with, its Definition,

Criterion

and Quality (normalized by the last constituent in this component process)

-5
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Evaluation of Scope of Each Environmental

Needs

The output from the preceding component process was arranged (in

informatlon theory parlance I'sortedrr) by Housing Behavioral and Supporting
Activity i.e.,

all of the remaining information !r'as arranged in an order

using the appropriate activity as its sortrce.
It is obvious that in such an arrangement the
Needs would appear many Limes

di fferent Actlvities

same Environmental

(wtth like or different quallties) against

.

constituent of this component process is to ilresortrrthls

The first

input informaticn using Environmental Need as the source of ordering.

To

enable the work of this component process to be executed the resorting of

the information should be such as to produce the following presentation
of the information:
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Frcm this sortation of the information the beginnings of an appraisal

of the requirements of each Environmental Need could be made.
Quality by Typical Duration would give the duration over which the
(

Environmental Need is required,

Quality by Position or Positions on Time Cycle would give the frequency of the required need and its necessary capacity to change and the
speed of that change,

Quality by Space Requirements would give the Volume of the required
need. By the confluence and summation of these derived durations,

change

frequency speed and volume of the EnvironmenEal Need there could be built
up a Performance Requirement for that Environmental Need. In the trade

offs of the above constituent the decisions could be based on thc sppropriate Desirability Rating and the Necessity/Luxury rating.

It's probable

that the required quality of ccrtain constituents of each Environmentaj.
Need may have

to be modified if they are considerably beyond a reasonable

spread of the quality of the other constituents of that Environmental

Need.

This would probably result in' feedback and normalization'through preceding
component processes.

The suitable spreacl of [lrc Environmental Nee<] which results could

be expressed in tlre context of Ehe criterion

(i.e.,

measure) of that

Environmental Neecl. This confIuence of criterion an<l spread of Environmental Need upon that criterion,
I

for that Environmental

woulrl pr:oduce the Performance Criterion

Need.
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For example, Heat may be, measured in degrees Farenheit.

The

Environmental Need for Sleeping may be "Cool". The confluence of degrees

Farenheit an,J "coolt' could produce a temperature range of a few degrees

t

Farenheit which will be the Performance Criterion for that Environmental
Need.

Once

this constituent of this component process has been carried

out attention then could be paid'ao ntr.rrging the Environmental Needs

as

defined into a spectrum order. For example, it will be realized that
certain Environmental Needs can be satisfied by the

same medium

e.g., air

can ccnvey both heaE and ventilation anci thus such Environmental

Needs

should be beside each other on the spectrum.
The output from this component process would be a table of Environ-

mental Needs in spectrum order and alongside each one there would be its
Performance Criterion and Performance Requirements as follows:
nvironmenta

1

De

fini t ion

Need

Per formance

Performance

Re

uiremerit

s

Criterion
tr

o

o

.lJ

c)

(d

$l

The derivation of this tabl.e can be found by

)(/

0)

0)

0)

b0

E

(d

a

a

l{
h

n1 ng

fir tly the resor

()

o

information input to this component proc-.ess and the work constituents of
t

this component process.
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,

It can be noted that of the above Performance Requirements -

Frequency and Change would tend to be related to and derived from the

overall housing solution rather than the individual ctrosen type of housing
a

hardqrare sub system whereas DuraEion would appear to have the opposite
t endenc y .

from a

Vo I ume wou

con f luernce

l.d

app ca

r

of botLr Lhc

t

o

be

o.vcrral l

dcrivecl from and inflrrenced

more-

housirrg solution and the individual

chosen type of "housing harclware.

-'rl-r-

Translation of Environmental Needs into Housing Hardware

rl

Due to the complexity of the work of this component process, the

descriptions of each constituent are separated by a space.
Up to now in this Part 2, all consideration has been to the source
and content of the Behavioral Activities. of the Housing User and an

analysis of them to define what Environmental Needs would be required for
such activities.

This is the first component process of this Part 2 which considers
Housing Hardware.

An advantageous prercrquisite to this constituent would be the 1isting

of each hardware type within eactr Housirig Hardware Major Sub System (see
that axis of the Cost Allocation Matrix in Part 1) against the

same

Performance Criteria as that for Environmental Needs.

There are basically two ways of arranging the required information
and either could be used (a) ttre input Environmental Needs and their
Performance Criteria and Performance Requirements would be listed and

against each Environmental Need would be listed al I the Housing

Hardwarc:

l,lajor Sub Sys[em types which in principle could satisfy that Environmental
Need

or (b) the input Environmental Needs and their Performance Criteria

Performance Requirements \,r'ouId be on one list

and the Housing Hardware

I'Lajor Sub Systems (comprising each type of hardware sub system) with the
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and

Performance Crit.eria which they could satisfy would be on another list.
t

This displays the alternative ways of arranging information - (a)
is hierarchically arranged and (b) is arranged ,by a faceted structure.
The arrival aL a desirable cor:relation between tl-re Environmental
Need and Housing Hardware Major Sub System types woulcl be in (a) by

a

search process and in (b) by a matching process.
The latter process has advantages in that one organization could

set up the information regarding Housing Hardware Major Sub Systems

(and

their constituent types) and what Performance Criteria each can satisfy.
Other organizations carrying out housing projects could arrange their

required Environmental Needs with their Performance CriEeria and Performance Requirements (most

of which probably would be different from one

organization to another and from one housing project to another) and arrlve
at the most appropriate correlation by an information matching process
between the respective Performance Criteria and Performance Requirements

(which of course, nrust have similar scalcs of measurement to each other).

The next constituent would be to reduce this list
system types by forming a list

rtlargest

cofltrnon

of hardr,uare

sub

of those which appear most often i.e.,

denominatorr' list)

but sti1l covering the whole range of

Environmental Needs.
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Within Ehis cornponent process it will be realized that the constituents will require an array of feedback loops to carry out the work of
Ehis process.
Intermediate output at the end of this constituent is the list
each Environmental Need, its Performance Criterion,

of

its Performance

Requirement and the Housing Hardware Sub System and Type chosen to satisfy

that Environmental Need. This can be displayed as follows:
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the Performance Requirements constiEuents

of each of Duration, Frequency, Change and Volume for each chosen hardware
type to evaluate the required capacity and configuration of that type of
hardware sub system. Following this evaluation there would probably be
-
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feedbacks to al1ow for changes and trade off adjustments to be made. The

output of this constituent would be the list of Housing Hardware types
chosen along with their Performance Criterion and Requirements in total

for the required project.

Due to tht: effect on each sub system typel of its rcrlationship with
Ehe

others, further constituent.s are required irr this component proccrss

before an integrated housing solution could be achleved while maintainirrg
Ehe

goals ol'providing a satisfying cloEhing to the housing process.
Starting from the point of having each ctrosen sub system type

defined by Performance Criterion and Performance Requirements and in the
knowledge that each Hardware Type can provide the Required Performance

(see above) and that each Required Performance satisfies the overall
Environmental Needs (see previous component processes) tnere would be left

the constituent of considering tlre effect of each chosen type of sub system
on each other cltclserr Lypr,: rrf sub sysIr:nr. 't'his cotrltj bc't'arrierl out ()r'l an

inf ormation layout along t,lre f ol l clwi Lrg .l ine:s:
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The columns on the left hand side titled,

"Typ" Under Considerationil

{

would have their contents derived from the preceding constituent and would

deal with each chosen type of housing hardware sub system one at a time.
Against each such individual chosen type of housing hardware

sub

system would be listed all of the remaining chosen types of housing hard-

ware one at a time on the right hand side of the diagram. If any of these

other chosen hardware types affected the former by more than a marginal
degree, it woule be marked by placing a I in column 0/1, if there \das

no

affecE or only a marginal affect then a 0 would be placecl in column 0/1.

Analysis of the nature and degree of the ef,fecL on the performance
of the chosen type by the others would be listed in the right hand col.umns.
Once

this analysis had

be.en

carried out for each sub system type, the

effect of all the remaining; sub systems on it could be

adde-d

together

and

the resultant total variation adjusted upon the original performance of
the single chosen sub system type.
Comparison can Lhen be made between the original performance of the

single chosen sub system typcr and its performance as adjusted by its close
interaction with the other chosen sub systems. From this comparison

an

assessment could be madc. whether the chosen type of sub system should be
changed in its characteristics (or changed to another type for that sub

system). Thls procc.edurc' would be done for: all of the chosen types of
sub systems.
The aim of the process would be Lo normalize these variatiorrs by
feedbacks and iterations to attempt to provide an integrated and satisfying

total solution to clothe the housing process while causing as little
-60-

t

friction

on the flovr of that housing process as is possible.

Should some Performance Requir:ements prove to be impossible or very

clifficulr

to satisfy with hardware which exists this would expose areas

which woulcl requi re n(lw harrlware to bc researchecl and

a important aspect of this work. The signal

deve Iopecl

. This ls

for this could be of

a

primary or secondary nature.
The primary nature would be if the sub system itself

was difficult

to find, the secondary nature would be if that sub system was the
source of numerous changes in the other sub systems. In both cases it

could be recognized by that sub system or type of sub systern causing

information feedback revorberations r>ver fhe preceding constituents
component pr()cesses which producecl wi cler and wicler revc'rberations
Che

f

ancl

rom

original Performancer Rcrquirenrcnts on the systeim outlined here.
In other words instead of the reverberations becoming smaller thus

leading to normalization of the solution the opposite would be taking
p1ace.

In most cases however., it would be the case that normalization takes
place thus leading to an integrated total harclware solution which sati.sfies
cach Performance Rt'qr-rire'tit:nt.

This wotrlcl be ther clesign solr-rtion which as best as possible "clothes
the require(l

hrrn,arr lroLrs irrpi

proccss vriLh housing hardwarer'.

After having r:ead Part

1

and Part 2, it is suggested that thrr reader

should again read the Introduction and Overall structure.
The following diagram can be examined in relation to the diagram at

the end of Part I
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System

_Coe}

Al1o"atfo"

Sy

Introduction
Costs

of

Houslng can be treated

Houslng Costs

Ie the consumptlon of

ln

many ways

resourcea,

but the eource of

to create and sustain

Houslng Hardware.
The Houelng Hardware Ls the end product and the Bulldtng Procees

ls the productlon procesB.

interplay between these

The

trdo factors

produces Houslng Coets.
Houslng Hardware

Bullding

i

v

Process

Houelng Coste
How can such Housing Costs

be allocated? They are requlred to

be

allocated to both Housing l{ardware and Bulldlng Process - thus a matrlx
:in

evoLvee.

Houslng Hardware

Bullding

Houslng Coets

Process
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Houslng Hardware deals wlth houres surrounded by thelr lmmedlate

envlronment (lncludlng other houses), the proJect slte and cormnrnity

of whlch the above form part.
Buildtng Process deats wlEh Ehe factors of houelng productlon the Prerequisltes, the Bulldlngs ln their comparatlvely flxed cost
ponernt Materia 1s and comparatively

com-

variable cost conrpollerlt Constrtrctlon

Resources and the Functioning of the building over its life

time in its

components of Maintainance and Operating.

Inforrnatlon (of whlch one type is cost) about all aspects of
Hoursing Hardware and Buildl,ng Process can

Lhe

be treated on such a matrlx

if the axes are broken lnto thelr components and each component lnto lts
con8tltuents ln a ratlonal and systernatic

marurer.

Thls descrlptlon of,the Cost Allocation System wl11 comprlse three
main parts:

(a) A descrlptlon of the houslng hardware breakdownl 1.e., the

end

product of the bullding process in Lts major components and

thelr constLtuent subsystems, their deflnltlons and descrlptlons.
(b) A descrlptlon of the bullding process; i.e.,

the process whlch

creates, sustalns, and ends the 1lfe cycLe of the housing hardware end product. Thts wllI describe the maJor components of

that axls of the matrlx with their deflnltions and deserlptlons.
(c) A descriptlon of the matrix core, and l-ts use as a performance
beneflt/cost apprelsal and allocation 6ystem for the maJor sub
systems of houslng hardware aB a Bystem to satisfy the houslng

user. Refere-nce shoulci be made to the appropriate part of
Docunrent A

Part 2.

The matrix mentioned above is thac displayed on Ehe next page.
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Houeing Hardware
Housing Hardware can be deftned as the end product of the Bulldlng
Process and whlch comprlses .the rnaJor sub-systems to satLsfy the cllenta
requLrements for housing comnen,Burate wlth hls affordable expenditure

for houelng. Such rnaJor sub-Bystems provtde the 'tclothLng" of the

human

user's houelng process (e.g. physlcal protectlon, heat, ltght, soclologlcal
envlronment).
The ma'|or categorlzatlon ls the spltt between Infrastructure and the

other constltuents.

These other constltuents are all wlthin the geographlcal

boundary of each and all houalng projects, whereae Infrastructure

ls out-

elde that geographical- boundary.
Conelderlng the constituents within the geographical boundary of
each and all houslng projects (1.e., Site, Llnk, Fabrlc, Servlcee) the

deflnitlon for such a breakdown ls as follows l
SIte:

Wlthln the geographicaL boundary of the proJect and outside
the outer face of the bulldlngs.

The work lnvolved ln the

consLructlon and functLonlng of thLs are,a ls of a consl-derably

dlfferent naEure to thet of the other areas.
Li-rlk:

Wlthln the outerface of rhe bull-dlngs and beneath the
floor level.

datum

There can be two bulldLngs exactLy the same

a6

each other above thls leve1 but due to the constraint of the

land beneath each, lt is almost lnvarlable that al-1 the Llnk

constituent of different buildings wl11 vary one from another
regardless of the slmllarity

Fabric and Servlces:

of such buildlngs above that leve1.

WithLn the outer wal1 face and above the l-lnk

there are two ConsEituents. Fabric and Services.
_61
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Fa.bric: The physical conetltuents of the bullding whlch can

be

geographlcally deflhed as to thelr poeltlon and whoee functton

usuatly dlrectly satlsfles houslng needs.
Senlicegr The constittrents of the butlding which due to thelr
nature cannot be geographlcally defined as to thelr posit,lon
and functton (1.e., the same gervLce rarns across geographlc

deflnitlons) and whoge functlon ls usually theE of an Lntermedlate agents for satlsfylng houslng needs.

IFJra.etrrllctu_re: The components of the communlty which are necessery

bt't are provlded to the people of the communlty qutsi<le the elte
(deflned above). These wll1 be grouped and deflned later ln
thls descriptlon but are malnly the marketing system for all
goods and servlces required for llfe

other than thoee for

housing.

,,
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Ma

r

or Sub S'stems Definitions

Infrastruc ture
t.---9g.P.P-U

(

Components

1-s)

The manufacture of goods, both consumer durables and non-

durables, their transportation to the outlet/housing ttser
interface and Ehe services of professionals (e.g., the
ralsing of cattle, their brrtchering, processing, transportation, storage and sale of steak in a supermarket.
Purchase of an automobile or an airline

ticket, Ehe lawyer,

his office and supporting staffl...
2.

Removal

The removal and srorage or cohsumptlon of humirns when dead

and sj.milar services to their waste materials, both

human

and supporLlng goods (e.g. human bodies, graveyards or

crematorl-a;

se\^,aBe

pLants and incinerators; waste paper

and

Christman trees, private or conununity waste removers, trash
dumps

or incinerators).

3. Social Services Services for Ltre benefit of housing users either supplied by soci.ety or for purchase by individuals (e.g., police,
education, healtlr, various forms of social aid advi.ce).
4. Conrmunications Provision of

means

of communicating between individuals

or with groups, etc., by physical movement or verbal or visual
means

(e.g., roads, airports, for movement of peopl-e to facil-

itate their living, visual- and physical contact and verbal
conununicat ion)
t

5. Central Services

The

.

provision of either private or corununity services

necessary for housing

Lrsers

travelinpl for tlrat eervice
_69

_

to,1 ive, without themselves

and the source creation of services

consumed
gas

.

in

Ehe trouses (e. g.

,

postal services, selnage, electrir:,

and water plants and their transport media to the boundary

,

of the housing site.

An excepEion to this Broup is Furniture and Furnishings for the housing
and these are considered as below.
)o- Furnlture and Furnishings

Due to the variability

of finish across Lypes of housing the

j-nc

of degree

lusion of this category

completes housing hardware right to the human housing user.

Site

Components

(6-8)

6. Services (in and Out) formlng a link between services of the Infrastructure and Buildings (..g.,
(Movement and Words), forming

electricity

mains), Communlcations

a lirrk between communications of

the Infrastructure and the Building (e.g., telephone wires, drain
connections).

7. Roads The roads and paths, etc., within Ehe site for transportation
services.

8. Landscape

The

manent 1y,

Link

Components

restructuring of the site either temporarily or Perand the resurfacing and planting on the site.

(e-11)

9. Excavations ancl Foundations

Ttre components of the lj.nk which are

mostly tnfluenced by the site beneath Lhe build ing
piling,

(e . g.

,

the Building above the link end are
1d

igging,

foundations, etc.).

10. Fabris The components of the linlc which are mostly influenced

Bui

d

ing but

wi

as

i

by

of the Fabric of the

t

Ltrin the geograpl-rlca1 confines of the Link.

11. Services- Tlre componellts o I thc iirrt ,t i.h are mostly inFluencecl
-70-

by

the Building above Lhe link and are as of the Services

t

of the Building but within the geographical confines of the
L intrr.

'I

-1) -

Fobriq tgqprle[ts-

)

12 Structural

The parts of the fabric whose function

is [hat of supporting the loads of the
building (".g., reinforced concrete

-

beams

and columns).

L3 I^IaI1s External

The parts of a bulldlng which conlprlse the

vertical constltuent of Ehe envelope (e.g.,
external brlck walls, curtaln walllng).
14 I^Ia1ls Internal

The part.itlons between rooms (e.g., Elmber

framlng, lnsulatJ-on, lath and pLaster, demountabLe

15
16

partltloning)

Openings (visual
and access)

Doors and wlndows ln walls, floors and roofs

Shafts

The wa1ls which surround shafts for verticaL

(e.g., windows and their gLass)

/

access and vertical

servlces mains. If these

waLl-s comprlse part of external or internal"

walLing then treat as Shafts (e.g., relnforces
concrete wal-ls surrouncling elevators)

.

The structural components and thelr lnfiL1lng

1,7 Floors

and flnishes whlch are positloned between

the underside of the structural floor and the
finished surface of Ehe floor and are a contiguous part of the floor (e.g., prestressed
concrete floor slabs, wax finish on timber
f 1-oors)
-7

2-

a

q

18 Ceilings

-*

tr

The components which comprise th(t

horizontaL surface surface of the ceillngs
and all their supportlng apparatus but
minus any outlets of servlces such as

Ltghtlng (e.g., wood fibre tlles

and

aluminum ralls and hangers).

19 Roofs

The parts of a buildlng which comprise

the horlzontal constituent of the envelope
(".g.,

timber rafEers, boardlng and slates,

asphaLt roofing materlals)

20 Finishes/Decorations

The timber and metal finishes trims

and

the paintlng of al1 exposed surfaces.
(e.g. paint on wa11s)

-7
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Service-s Components (21-29)

2L

The means for vertlcal

Access Systems

Eransport of people

and obJeets wlthln Ehe bulldlng (e.g.,

elevator systems includlng cars, motor guldes,
special doors, stalrs of timber and concrete).
22 Alr Conditloning

The conditioning, movement and control of alr

wlthln the bullding (e.g., motors, ducts,

pumps,

outl-ets).

23 Power and Light

The provlslon of power and llght wlthin the

bull-ding by a suitable means and outl-ets (e.g.,

electriclty

24

mains, ductlng cables, outlets)

The provlsion of heat by a sultable

Heat

meana

(e.g., by sub system of the air condltioning,
by electricity,
25 Comrnunicatlons

by water)

The connectlons wlthin the bulldlng for

human

communicatlon (e.g., telephone cables)

26

The provLslon of adequaEe water at requlred

Water

positlons wlthln the bulldlng (e.9., \,rater
piplng, sEorage tanks, heaters)
27 Sanlta ry Fi-xtures

The flxtures which provide Lhe receptacte

for receipt of water and wastes and usually
for abtutlonary functions (e.g., baths,

wash
a

basins)

28 Waste

The removal of wasEes from sanitary fittlngg

Removal

and the means of removal of so1ld household
\^rastes to outside the bulldlng (e.g.,

elngle

stack plumblng systems, trash ducts and blns
-7

4-

and lncineraEors)

29 Installed Equipment

Equlpment which is considered as consumer

durable but ls lncluded in the houslng
(,1:.

g. , refri-gerator, storage f itments)
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The Butlding Process
The buiLdlng process can be deflned as the life

cycle of houslng

wlEh lts component processes spanning from it.s creation to the final
demiee of that proJect.

The main categorLzatlon is between those componenEs whlch are comparatlvely

first

or capl-ta1 costs and those which are compatativeLy derlved from

processes whlch are carried out over a long period of time and can be con-

sidered as annual functloning costs. To enable comparisons, calculations,

etc., of like with l-lke, etc., to be carried out, the axis of the matrlx-the costs of constituent processes which are carried out over a long perlod
of tlme--can be brought to a Present Value by Discounted Cash F] o'w treatment
for equivalency to the capital. costs.
These capital- costs can be dlvided lnto two groupsi 1.e., Prerequlsltes
and Constructlon Procegs.

Thus the buildlng process comprises three main groups of actlvities,

Prerequisites, Construction Process and Functlonlng, each of which

1s

broken lnto two or more maln components and each componenL comprises con-

stituents from the life cycle of the houslng process.
Consi-dering the lIfe cycle of each and all housing proJects, Lhe maJor
conrpondnets

are Entrepreneurship, Finance, Land, Plannlng, Mater1.als,

Con-

structlon Resources, Malntehance and Operating. Each of Ehese comprlses a
number of constituents which w111 be ldentlfled

in the more detalled de-

scriptlon of the life cycle of housing, and noted as to thelr relatlonshlp
wlth the above maJor components.
-7 6-

Group

Definitlons

Prerequis ites

(A - D) Components whlch must be in existence before

any housing proJect can be carrled through.

Constructlon Procese (E - f)

The process of actually constructlng the

housing hardware.

Functlonlns (G - I)

The process of malntainlng and operating the houslng

hardware as a housing system.
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Go.mponent Def

lnitions

In these deflnitlons Cost should ba consldered as the dollar
equlvalent of the expendlture of resources requlred to execute a functLon or
func tLone

.

A. Eqtreprene_urshl.p - The cost of constituent process as of enterprise,
rlsk evaLuatlon, risk taking and efflciency orientated thinking
and action wlth regard to t,he houslng buil-ding process (..g.,

of profltabllity

Evaluatl-on

of a housing proJect before it begins).

B. Flngnce The cost of capltal requlred for the varlous components and
constltuents of the houslng building process (e.8., the lnterest rate
cost for land purchase).
G Land The cost of the land requlred for the houelng proJect (e.g., dollar
cost of the slte)
D. P1a_nnine The cost of professlonal and consultant services requlred for
the houslng proJect (e.g., arch(tect and engineers fees).
E. Materials The cost of the Materlals to be lncorporated ln the housing
hardware up to the point ln time at which they are placed on the bullding

slte prlor to erectl-on, or fabrlcatlon and erectlon 1.e. lncluslve of
factory manufacture costs and transportatLon etc. (e.g., brlcks, door8,
paint)

.

F. Construction Resources The costs of the resources requlred to fabrlcate
and erect the housing hardware to lts finished st.ate lncludlng

rnanagemenE

resources , (e. g. , tradesmen, towes cranes, computer time for network

planning)

.
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G

Mai,n_ten-alce The annual cor;t of malntaining the housing hardware

in its finlshed state; i.e.r

in a state ready and fuLly capable

of betng operaEed (e.g., taxes repairs, planned maintainance,
replacing exhausted light bulbs).
H. Operating The annual cost of operating Lhe fully malntalned housing
hardware to the reasonable satisfaction of the human houeing user

(e.g., management, rent collectlng, arranglng leases).

I

P,resent_Vg1,ue of_Functionl.ng The

additlon of the annual costs for

Malntenance and Operarlng and th6 discountlng of these cash flows
Eo thelr present value.

-79
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Cost Allocatlon MaErix Core
The core elements of the matrix are derlved from the intercepts

of the components of each axis defined

as

descrlbed above.

It ls important to real-lze thaE the area of the matrlx core Prerequlsites
by Llnk, Fabrlc, Services, etc. ls redundant and thus vold and that all

consideratlone of Prerequlsltes for each whoLe housing Prolect are Bat-

lsfled wlthin the area Prerequisites by Site (each prerequlsite belng
deflned by Stte ln Total).
The use of the matrLx is malnLy ln translating information, inputtlng

information at lts or any appropriate point on any of the four sides of the
mat,rlx and translatlng it 1,nto the desired alternative output on another

side of the matrix.
Another maJor use of the matrlx ls as an lnformation correla.tlng tool

for gearchlng for cost varlance sources and adjustlng these to provlde

a

better flt for these types of information--one to another and each to
reallty.
On the Llne of translatlon, Houslng Hardware maJor sub systems to

the Total Llfe Cycle Cost of each maJor sub eystem, the function can

be

elther (a) analysis of a proposed houslng hardware solutlon lnto lts

maJor

sub systems, budget cost them through the matrix and produce the total cost

of each, then the total- cost of Lhe whole proJect for passlng on to the next
component process

for appralsal; or (b) taklng the total budget or total

amount affordable for a houslng proJect, allocating it across the total 11fe

cycle cost of each major sub sysLem, breaking down each of these flguree over
capital and functioning cost6, and then lnto each component of such categorles
and the suDsequent hardware appraisal of what type and capacity of physical
hardware sub system can be obtalned for these costs, to enable the next
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component process of evaluation to be nade.

The bullding proceds Is a production process and on the axis

Bulldlng Process to the total cost of each maJor component in the
building process, the function can be the evaluation of cost comparlsons
between the maJor comporlentE of; thaE procees.
The maJor categorizatlon ls the cost ratio of Construction to Present

Value of Functioning for each total proJect and each major sub system wlthin
each proJect.

By Comparlng the cost results of dlfferent proJects on thls basls,
one can e>:amine the effect on the total llfe

cycle cost by ad',ustlng the

balance of the ratl-o, the llfe duratlon and/or lnterest rates (wlth thelr

reverberations in other component processes), to evaluate lts effect

on

the total llfe cycle cost of each sub system and the whole proJect wlth
the alm of lts reduction.
These total Ilfe cycle costs of each proJect for constructlon procesg

and functlonlng can then form a raElo with the Prerequislte costs to examine

variations of one proJect to another in lts cost valldity,

to expose whlch

proJects have better entrepreneurshlp, land sltelng, and financlng, and then
search why thls is so. These processes are a cruda Eype of"raEl-o anatysis'

of the productlon and sustalnance of construcElon proJects but are derived
from the same principles of company financlal reports ratlo analyses which

are a rnajor tool in
Ivlore

management accountancy.

detailed use of the matrix can be for studying the cost incldence

in each hardware rnajor sub system. Is the major part of the money spent
Ehe

on

rnaterials and transporting to the site, or is lt spent on the on eiEe

fabrlcating and erecting of the sub system? In the functionj-ng of the system
ls the money spent in keeplng the sub system in worklng order, i.€.,
-8 1-

maintenance, or ls lt spent on the cost of the servlce throughput. of the
sub system?

IE shoul-d be noted that by their very nature the maintenance costg
and operatlng costs of certal-n of the sub sysLems cannot be directly

attrlbuted to them but must be treaLed by allocatLon from the source coat
(jusE as in any real world cost accounting process). Such sub systeros are
rnainly those whlch provlde their servlce dlrectly to the user; e.g.r

structure, floors, exLernal wa11s, etc.,
. Examples of malntenance costs are management cosEs, cleanlng, etc.
The: malntenance and operatlng of sub systems whose functlon ls usually
that of an lntermediate agentr e.9., Alr condltionlng, Power and Llght,
can usually be costed dlrectly because of the slngularity of source of
mal-ntenance and

that the operatlng throughput servlce can be metered.

In considerlng the use of the maErix up Eo now the

aLm has been

to

evaLuate lnformatlon change passlng directly through the rnatrix in para1I.e1

llnes and ln total from one slde of the matrix to lts opposlEe.
Ilowever, Ehe use of the matrix can be by enquirlng at one point, 1.e.,
one core element, of Ehe matrix and focussing on that aspect (of say the

housing hardware) to derive all- the cost lnformatlon and general lnformatlon

(bulldlng codes, Btandards, deslgn speclflcatLons and performance speclflcatlone
provided that they are all structured ln the matrix manner) for examination

of the lnterrelationships between these factors (e.g., because of particularly
severe codes the cost may be htgh; because of lack of perforroance speciflcatLons,
standards may have to be unnecessarily detalLed). The effect of all of these

types of lnformation on the bullding process ltself
Ehe most

efflclent

may produce

devlatlons from

posslble thus causing hlgher cosEs. Such lssues can only

be resolved lf the different types of lnforrnaEion can be isolated by
-82-

common

t

boundarles (e. g. , the matri><)

.

The use of the matrlx as an information correlatlng tool can

greatly facllltate

efflciency both in all aspects of the bulldlng procesg

and ln the in.creasing fit

of the housing hardware to the requlrenents of

the housing ueer.
The matrix can form the Eool for statistical

cycte cost. profl1es" for houslng proJecEs with

analysis of "typical life

many

varlable char:acteristic6.

The same matrix can be used for the proJects of dlfferenL types of

houslng, (u.g., high riBe, slngLe family), different geoBraphlcal areas
(e.g., by cltles or counties), different slzes of housing (e.g., say
number of ape.rtments), differeht

duratl-on ln calendar tlme).
"cos"t _sptea{]

by

periods in time (e.g., by constructlon

The ablIlty

to study, from the

same datum, the

f:^t.$1 these .T3J,or varigtl-gns I n types of houslng (exampl-es

above) enabLee the user t-g expgse such varlatigns. Opcg

t.he.se_

*fg.

g.Ipggg_d-

the user can then examine Ehe constLtuents for their causes wlth the alm of
,co:ts .11 the future by etlminati ng thelr gource caus-e_-B_
(not onty on that type of houslng but also perhaps floodlng over to other

f

9_"S1.ng*

?y:I_I''--i"g.f

types of housing which contaln that same source cause). Thts process can

greatly aided by the use of the matrlx as an inforrnation tool for, say
and standards (see above).

be

codes

:

Subsequent to such evaluatlon of paeE houslng cost spreads, budgets can

be set to whlch future houelng projects can be designed or as a basis for

allocatlon of funds can be

made.

t

Thls dlscipLlne wl11 exert a pressure on entreprencrrrs to meet

such

cost Bpread targets and thus provlde a cost datum for houslng.
Due to the necessity to introduce this over a perlod of tlme, lt ls best

to set t.hese cost spread targets at a reasonable level but malntaln lt at
that Level ln the face of lnflationary drlft.
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There are three main benefits of such an introductory process:

(a) it gives time to learn to use the tool; (b) it gives time to build
up sufficient

records to validate the cost leve1 (or adjust the initial

set leve1 to a valid level)
in the face of inflaEion

and

means

(c) the maintenance of that cost level
a gradual introduction of its controlling

effect which removes the traumatic effecE of the sudden lntroduction to
both the controllers and the controlled.
It should be appreciated Lhat this is only a very brief ouEline
of what can be done with such a Cost Allocation System.

t
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DOCUMEM

OUTLINE

C

OF

HOUSING HARDI^]ARE

LIFE

CYCLE

(related to the Building Process)
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Housing Hardware Life Cycle

It will be appreciaEed that the life cycle of Housing Hardr^,are is
made up

of a large number of component processes, not all of which are

necessary for each project, and which appear in a variety of sequences

for different housing projecrs.

In addition, some component processes are

executed over a shorE tim€ span (someEimes signified by a point in time)

while others are executed over a long time span (sometimes repetitive,
sometimes not), etc.

The above complexities are due mairrly to the facts that the overall

process involves different humans fulfilling

roles which themselves are

changeable, the continually changing market place and changing environments.

In order to describe this life cyc1e, it has been necessary to first
identify these component processes, then define them and link them to
their appropriaEe category on the building process axis of the maLrix.
Furthermore, due to the close interrelationships between the component

processes, the life cycle will be of an iterative nature, especially in its

early stages.
Due to the market place origin of the creative spark which begins

a

housing project, the sequence of such component processes variesi e.8., the
entrepreneur may begin considering a housing project because he recognized

a

demand

for housing; he may create the demand; he may own surplus land;

he may owrl a construction organizationl he may have surplus funds; he
or4rn

a housing management organLzation, etc.

may

By starting at each of the

above positions, the sequence through the component processes will

be

different from the others. However, the component processcs will be contained in the following list

of what might be described in operational

research terms as activities
cycle of a housing Project.

in a dynamic progranuning network for the Iife
-86-

The code letter

after each title

refers to the appropriate

sunmary

category on the Building Process axis of the Cost Allocation Matrix,

the costs incurred in executing each component process on the list

and

shouLd

be allocatecl to that sunrnary category on the matrix.

Entrepreneurial
Appraisal (A)

The recognition of or creation of an imbalance in the economic/

social/housing market which adjusts the ripeness or trrings to
fruition

the devel)pmenE of the project, with the aim of

creating a profit for Ehe entrepreneur by his taking action
Eo redress the imbalance (e.g., recognition of the demand for

housing being greater than the supply in a particular area).
Entrepreneur
a><

Position

t

s

A

His tax-paying rate will gl:eatly affect his appraisal of

a

project (e.g., a high tax rate will create the desire to turn
income into capital ghins which will affect his investme'nt
breakeven point).
Broad Market

Survey (A)

The appraisal of the environment to establish whether or

not an imbalance exists for housinB, bI analyzing thaE environment for what it contains and what it does not contain

(e.g., evaluation of population trends and housing available
and planned in an area).

Overall Prbject
Feasibilirv (A)

Examination of the possible return (income and capit.al gains)

on capital invested in a housing project cornpared with pos-

sible returns (income and capital gains) from other opportunities of investment (..g.,

close appraisal of the money

market, stock market, potent.ial capital gains in buying
"Old Masters" paintings, eEc.).
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erall Finance

A

The cost of overall finance or finance rates for land

purchase, construction loans, long term mort.gages, mortgage

insurances, and grossing up these in the appropriate pro-

portions for the project (e.g., close appraisal of

money

market for construction loans).
Narrow Market
Survey (A)

The definiEion of the particular components within a housing

project required to make it a feasible physical projecL (e.g.,
from experience or survey, the components of houses required

to entice a housing user (buyer or renter) to want that
house; say, wallto-wa11 carpeting).
Land Search (B)

The physical search for suitable land in packages or in

total, and the putting together of the site (e.g., the
search for owners of particular lots and the checking of
zoning regulat.ions of each package).
Land Finance(B)

The purchase cost of the suitable land required for housing;

the weighing of cost of alternative sites (e.g., appraisal
of the land market regarding costs).
Marketing Survey
Appraisal (A)

The evaluation of the total economic and physical feasibility

of the project and coming to a decision thereon (e.g.,
appraisal and evaluation of all costs, potenEial incomes,
income/capital gain tradeoff, overall feasibility,
and money available, construcEion feasibility,

land

appropriate

zoning, gofno-go decision).
Land Acquisition (B) The process of acquiring the land either in packages or in

total (e.g., the legal duties to be performed in the
transfer of titles,

etc. ).
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Land Clearance (B)

The demolition of buildings standing on the building

site, the removal of the rubble and the preparation of
the site for building (e.8., building demolition).

Interim

Land

Use (B)

If the land is being acquired in separate packages, then
it may be possible to use

some

of it for interim earnings,

buE to do so costs may be incurred (e.g., laying out

asphalt surfacing for car parking facilities).
Assembling of
Desisn Team (D)

The bringing together of the architects, engineers, etc.,

appraising them of requirements and enabling them to, begin
work (e.g., hiring an architect).
Cornpiling the
Design Program (D)

The compilation of the design program by the entrepreneur,

with or without the aid of the designer, usually to maximize on paper the income from the project, given the con-

straints of the market. (e.g., maximi',zing number of apartments on the site h,rying regard to zoning, spacing, requirements of particular market segmentation).

Project Internal
Plannine (D)

The graphical design of the whole project in two main

sections:

(1) Roads and services, and (2) Buildings, both

of which are closety related (e.9., structural engineering,
anat.yzir,g the structure of the buildings).

Project Internal

Program Phasing (D)

Examination of the Project Internal Plan and making

changes, if required to keep cash flow for Roads and ServI

ices and Construction at a minimum by phasing or smoothing out
bottlenecks in the construction process (e.g. rearranging physical
-89-

layout to speed consttuction or enable earliest possible
occupancy to certain [rarts of project before construction

,

is complete on others).
Obtain Design
Approval (D)

Obtain the approval of the appropriate authorities for

the eventual final design (e.g., submission of drawings
for approval).
Cons

truction

Finance (B)

Cost of construction loans for the project (e.g., dependent

on the project in hand, cost of money in the market, credit

rating of entrepreneur, duration of construction, etc.)
This may be split into two separate sections for (1) site
development and (2) building construction.

Hiring of
Contractors (A)

The process of drawing up contract documents, obtaining

bids, evaluating bids, and the awarding of the contract
or contracts (e.g., writing the design specifications).
Construction of
Roads and Services

(nrr)

The constrllction of roads and services either for the total

project or in phases. The construction itself
broken inEo two components, i.e.,

initial

can

be

excavalions,

laying of mains and sewers and boEtoming on1y, with subsequent finishing work once buildings built (e.g., surfac-

ing of roads).
Developed Land
Ta>ces (H)

Taxes due to the local cormnunity for developed or improved

land. These begin once the land has been improved (i"e.,
made

ripe for building) and continue Eo be levied through-

out the life of the project whether Ehe project is operating
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or not. They ate a means of paying for Central fiervices
provided by the community.
(e.g., ele<!tric-generating plants, conrrunal roads, etc.).

Building Construction
(E&F)

The construction of the housing hardware either for the

a

total project or in phases by the conEractor and his
subcontractor to a state where the building can be occupied

(e.9., laying bricks).
Both Construction of Roads and Services and Building Construction are cost

allocated to E & F (i.e., Ivlaterials and Construction Resources) and within
the organizations carrying out such work it should be possible and advantageous

to arrive at Ehis cost split

and the

building ctient can atso do this if

he

struct.ures his bid documents in the appropriate way.

Building Ingpection (D\ The inspection of the construction work during its
progress and at its completion by the agent. of the

com-

munity to ensure its compliance with codes and regulations
and previously given approval (e.g., site inspections of

construcEion).

Propertv Taxes (H)

Taxes due to the 1ocal community levied on property

erected in that atea. These begin to be levied once the

building is complete and condnre to be levied throughout
the life of the project,, whether the project is operating
or not.

They are a means of paying for Social Services

provided by Ehe connnunity (e.g., police, educaEion, etc.).

,
Marketing the
Proiect Packases (A)

The processes of advertising, selling,

renting, creating

interest in the project and closing the deals wiEh prospective customers (project packages being the units of
-9 1-

'housing"); (..g.,

by the services of a real estale

broker or agent).
Hiring Functioning
Management Staff (A\ The setting up and hiring of staff to manage the project
through its life time (e.g., Hiring a manager and staff).

Project Packages

Phased

Completion Program (D)

The progranrning of the phased completion of the

project having regard to the short term demand for housing
and the progress of the consEruction process (e.9.,
advanced planning of occupancy dates).

Rental Occupancy
Conrnencement and Build-up
(A)

The process of moving in tenants over a period of

time, and the tenant build-up to full
1os s

occupancy and the

of revenue due to partial occupancy over that

Eime

(e. g. , progrzunming arrivals of tenants ) .

Selling of Project

Packages (A)

If condominium envisaged, then the process of selling the
housing units and closing the deals, etc. (e.g, legal
aspects of tit.le Eransf er).

Buyer Arranging His
Long Term Finance
(B)

If condominium housing uniEs or the Eotal project is

Eo

be so1d, a i.ruyer will probably be involved in the process

of arranging his long term finance and mortgage insurance,
etc. (e.g., searching for cheapesc source of finance to
match his means and credit rating).
Housing Project

erati

Process

The annual cost and process of operating the overall

project while fully or nearly partly occupied (e.9.,
Janitor service, administration)
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.

t

The annual cosE and process
Housing Project
Maintenance Process (H\

of maintaining the pr:oJect

in a stats ready for operating compatibLe to lts
minimizing the physical

earning power, i.e.,

and

functional erosion of the project (e.g., planned

main-

tenance, replacing broken window blinds, etc.).

Adjusting to

Occupancy Pattern
Chanees (I)

Over time

it is probable that the pattern of

may change

etc,

and

by age group, sex, ethnic group, emplolroeat,

it is possible that the housing hardware, aI-

though not designed

not living
due

of

occupants

for a different function, may furnish

acconrnodation but, say,

to a high demand for office

office

space

acconmodation,

(e.g., recognition

such changes causing redundancy and the management

adjust,ing to it if the change is important or desirable
enough

to hrarrant such change, due perhaps to

economic

necessity).

Rehabilitation

This is a whole Housing Hardware life cycle on its
comprising many

own,

of the life cycle component processes

described above, and these must be considered for each

rehabilitation project on its
Repackaging of
Land Acquisition (B)

It is doubtful whether the costs of this
process

D

own.

we are

will be borne by the housing

component

hardware

life cycle that

considering--rather it will be considered part of

the life cycle of the next project. However, it does mark
the beginning of the end of the project under conslderation,
and

will be a part of

Land Acquisition descrlbed above

that next project,.
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for

Demolition (F)

The detrolishing

of the housing

hardware

of the project

which has been being considered, the removal

ble,

and the fencing

r

of the rub-

off of the area. This again is

part of the next project, but marks the end of

life cycle of the housing hardware whlch has

the

been descrlbed.

I
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APPENTDIX D

NATURE OF TIIE PROBLEM

by

Terry Collison

City Planner
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PR08t-[il] IYioDiL

a

specifie, cJetailed investiqations, a structuro has baen

To facilltate

avolved to represent ths various ovarall relationships j-n urhatavar dapth is

appropriate. Definite guidelin6s have treen establi.shed and used to kaep tha
focus of thia model on central issuas rathar than anclllary oflBsr lilithin the
model, houl€ver, there afe elamants oF clear contrastn These are identifiad
and their siqnif icance for tha

1

Opera t

inq

Rul

es

f r: r Fies ea

The o robl am model tla s

q en era

p.robrl em

indicated.

rch 5 tu dy

t ad on

the t-.asis of six distinct principlas

relatinq to the characteristics of tho roal issues as t,he taain saes them.

OptRATIhlL; riULCS

Firll l1f:iIAIiCH

sTUDY

RuI* 1. Ihe various asrrects of the fihousinq problamil or oF particular
housinq issues shoulrt he

fully stated orior to selectino specific

direrctinns. 5tatament of the issuss

cihrruld

rescarch

not be artiFicially Limitad

by

current arjministrative li,'rits of rasponsibllity. fhls should holrl trua
evan thouoh

it

may be

useful at a J-ater staoe to select specific rasaarch

projects urhich do in fact reflect curtent divisions of responsibillty.

Rr"rIo

2

o In a

oroLrI eni corl t ext urhEre so rruch
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is

Lrnknourn,

i.t is a valid

tachnlque sinply te irlentify fundamental questions uhich naed to bB ansu,ared

,

urhethsr

or not such ernsuBrs ara

knourn

to be presently available.

Too often

the prescriptlon of specific housinq action has been prornature, balylnq a
shallour understandino of dspp-saat,rrl problems. [very attempt r,,1II be madB to
derive action from ths kind of quastlons urhich provq valid in ralation to

ona

anoth ar.

RuIe

There are three

3.

distinct cateqoriee lnto

technlcal - urhather

some course

urhich lssues can

fall:

of action is possihle

operational - ruhether it is p.ractical and f easabl e

ilpoliticalrr-

urhether

In our expansion of the

it is acceptable from ths point-of-vieu, of pollcy

Lrasic issuos, FVEry attempt

uill ne made to

examine

these three categories on thair ouln msrlts and not, for exarnpler to Iimit

in

advance

F[.rIe

4.

a taehnical diseussion by a iirssently existinq operationaL constraint.

The

controllinq

puri-]osa

of

st.iiCy anrJ rasEErch

efforts u11] ba Firmly

to qualify or ciis-qualify various;:ossiblet rasfionses fo the prohlems and
-'..
igsuss that ara identi f i ed. Accordinqly it ruiil tre iretrf ectly acceptabls to
"not passible" or frno fitrr ansurers providecJ that such ansu,ars arB

arrive at

rueII documentad.

Rule 5.

(" ) nt certain peints sorre form of tachnical" ltsolutionl may be

mandatory to prove tne inconpatibility

nrade

liatureen a spacifi_c tschnical resolutinn

'rr@I-ucrlr-Iil action" Tnese cases uil I ire indicated by "re-cycler'
Ioops urithin the ppoerarrr (Fiqure a,). (irJ SshinrJ this iuhole effort qanorally

and rmllstice

is a basic

cor.,nritnr

ent to resol.ve the

va

rir.lus issues t,irat are identif ledo

Solutions at the tlp€ratinnaL and politi.cal tnyels (as ulelI as at the technical
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level) are spacifically dasirad as overall
(a) fs a special

case

of this progr€m.

proqram

output.

Tharefore

I

of (b) r resolution of the iseues ls ths putpose

To meet

this requiremant

one should proceed aa conven-

tlonally as It is posslble to do in ordar ettll to resolve the lssuae.
ulth an

impasae ona should procead from tha

tourardti

the Ie6st acceptablB, maktnq only the

meet

solution criteriao

RuIe

6. In this

rrrogram maximum use

Ieast objectlonablo

concepte

rninlmum changsa ngcesaary

to

urill be mada of available inforrnation

and resaarch. AcHltional rsa@rch should be generated
anau,ers

Faced

(a) only urhen nseded

are not otharurise obtainabla and (b) only in rr[[aLion to the overall

structure producad in response to RuIe 1.

It ls the nature of thess principles that thay guide not only the initial
generation of the pooblarn model, [rut the uay lt is usad oparationally,
irBoT in the procBSS of speclfylne and carrying out needed rssearch. This
use
d ev

urill

bacome

incraasinr;Iy apparant as spaclfic rBsmrch tasks are

al op ed,

2. Issuas and APPositions
In stuclyinq houslnq, dlf f erent points of
previr:us studies urhat is rm1ly one

ernphasl.s a re possibl

amon{r many

e. In

soma

possible points of vieu

haa

unthinkingly been takEn as tlre total scops of the proLrlun. This is unfortunate
because

it misleads

and misdirects investiqation and coErective
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efforts.

In an atternpt to avoid this in our study, aII possible points of

,

viaur

flrst bafora any particular direct'ion is flxed'
Thls lads to ruhat miqht he called strrrctuml comparisoils - a revieur of
all possibla str.rdy diractions apart from substantive or operatlonal details.
havs been'called out

Startlng urith the fact that there is

ei qap batueen tuhat housing

costs

and

rrhat soma p€opls can affnrd to pay for it, ona has choices on hou to procead.

activity can aithar (1)seek to loruer the cost of housing or

Problgm-sol"ving

(2)

tmprove

tha consumerts capacl,t,y to pay for it"

Althouqh the specific

ressrrch actlvity may be quj"te diffsrent (and may involvs entirely dlffergnt
tyoas of reserarch teams) tfra basic oOjsct,tve is thEr
improve the consumerrs position

sanlB

in both casasr to

relative to the cost of the housing he naBds.

In another approach lt is posslble to rleal elther (t) urlth the
physical thinq thrnu,ih

urF:lclr syrnpt,oms

house as tha

of tlra so-callad houslnq problEm ars

manifest or (ZJ directly u,ith the Factors ruhich seem ta rsinforca the visible

charactaristics of the r:roblEm. In the sscono case thess factors
approachad hy spaakinq
somehoru

accomplished

of

t,ho procass by ri:hich tlre housinq

uith varyinq

degrees

of

success and

may be

of paople is

overall afficiency.

If (1) is the product, then (2) is tfre production prosess which

nmakasil the

product (not limitine this, of courss, to the strictly ohysical manufacturinca

or consttuction

procosses per sa,).

A third cont,rast involves t,he basic prernises af altarnative houslnq stuolas.

fhe houslnq prohlB$ can t;e approacl'rerl eit,her (l ) try lookinq at tha

housa

as a physicr:1 t,hin?r :is err aeolorneration of buildint; inaterlals uhich is

part of

larger

cr:mmunlt.v systarns

that a re also physlcaL in natura or
-7-
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Aflt

IYlf. T

AI\iD

L:y

looking first at peonle uho, as rasidents have a series of naeds, some oF

rrihich are met

,

is

casg success
combined

total

uittr

needs

in thg

home, others

of which are rnet elseuJhare. In the one

by the efficiency urith rirhich physical materials are

m€asured

one another,

in the other, by the efficiency by

of resldents are mat. (Since this third

J:aie

ruhich the

of contrasts

raises such intricate issucs, it is usaful hare to point out that no value
judqements about

simply

arn

actual

rese.arch are beinq rnade hy

this Iistinq.

this is

attampt to qet the ranqe of consj.deratlons b:efore us. A mtional

selaction process can com6 only after this qroundurork has bean laid.)

FinaIIy there is the t;asic contrast betr!een ( t ) " specificaiiy probLemorientad approach to housinq and (27 tne commitmant to urorkinq out posit,lve
peEformance

of the housir:r:

system on

a continuing basis.

The

first is

essentially Iimitsd in time, associated uith particular dis-functions,
and

is designed L,o rjo out of existence urith the resalution of the particulaf,

problems

at issue.

problems but

for the
These

Tha saconrJ

is

cert;:-inJ,y involvecr riiith various current

uithin the context oi ful,ure-oriented "prrrvsntive

maint,anancer

housini-1 systanl.

four sets of contrasts are not

mr.rtuali,y axc-Lrrsive. Thay havt ruhat, rnight

be callad lateml inter-rciritionships. These are indic,:tsd i,n Fittura i-"

r

Jo 3ix Aspects of $lrobie;r:

By appJ,yInq the eix

ooor,1

ills6€ll

t-ing prirreiiris..':l t,o tii t-. i;tructure r:f con'Ll;rstinrl

-9-

t

initi on of urhat
type of housinq has
Def

,

tha Iouest absoluta

cost s

Identiflcation of

horu

housing can he afforded by thosa rlho nsed

tt

Identification of uhat
technical mathods it is
possible to use in order
to obtain qBnBraIIY
better housing Per unit
of lnvestmBnt

a[l

d

Definition oF the characteristics of housinq
for lour income p6oPlB
Identification

$
s6

of uhat

procadures can be used

actually to ggglglg

the

kind of housinq that is
naeded to those ulho need
it
Glvan the fact that
housinq ls only ona
amonq many intsi-Es)';rterl

parts of tha Fully Functioning comnrunitYr idan-

tiFication of urhat rBquirBthis interdependence

ments
may

exert on housing Par se

FIGURE

3r SIll'iIL*iR

AND CBNf FiASTiNG [-Ltl]ltN

15 IN 5IX ASptCTS iJf

- r0-

PftiJBLLIYI ilr0DtL

?

issues in FiqLrrel 2 \de can qenemte a u,orkable and practicable problem
I

n order, thi s model

uroul d

contain the six aspects shoun in Fiqr.rt6

modal

3c

I

a

To convert

this hasic

problnm model

into a structure that is dlrectly

useful For research involues careful study
has thare been an opportr.rnity
proc€rss

ancl

decisions. Raraly hafore

to qive this link ln the problsm-solvinq

the attantiorl it deserves. The tmm felt that it

uras extramely

important to do exactly this.

Accordinqly the problam model uras f,olloued into its next soveral lsvels of

detail.
,,Louest cost

housinqt'is really

Lhe phvsical eooroqch t,o

housinq. It states, in efFect, that for
the resources they.haue and the cost cF
raaponsg

soma

ths problsn of

people there is a qap betu;een

t,tre hcusinq they

naed.

The

flhousrlrrsj-de

of the

Problsm.

to thls situat,ion is to attack iha

Various kinds of rassarch hava bsen occurtilxr,r on }*ne nroblem of housinr;

costBr

Soma rBsBarch

is uctualJ"y re-exa,Tininq tne basic relatir:nships

in housinq that have gained traditional

acceptanca. In rsnnection urith

these resaarch afforts a nurnber ut'ancillary

reJationsnips i:rre,1l.{ic)

opened to ro-exa$iination. i;ensraliy, hoursysl, ths rJsefuJ. application

of such rgsaarch is j.onc;er ranqe thari soma of the othor mota convsntionaL
approachesc

- 11-

.

There

is a hody of tesmrch along closs-to-conventional Iirres that. attompts

to rid the

house

of

complete knoruledge
approach aske

superfluous. and unnecessary costs throuqh more

of actual enqinaerinq requirsmants.

to ulhat axtent output from this res@rch

The physlcal

can help resolve the

t

problen now identified.

An

sffort directerl to enabla pBopls to afford the housinrl they naed is' In

sffect, an sconomlc or

fina4c.ia.l_-ApBlsqcll

rssearch on the physical aspects

to the

same

rrrohlem. Cost-sFf ective

of housinq may not ba abls to

produce

savings euFficiant to removel the rlap heturaen conBUmBr rasourcas and hotrsinq

costso In fact

one housinq economist has made the

point that even if the

costs of the physical house itselP could be neduced to zBro, the ovarall
reductlon in cost to the consumsr urould still

not be Bnouqh to

make housing

truly affordabla.
It

urould be a

problem
nurnber

llahrility, thm, for a realistlc effort at solvinq the housinq

to rely sola1y on idantifyinq physical cost savinqls.

There

aro

a

of diffarmt stratrrqies that could be investlqatad ln order to solva

tha problsm frorn the consumetts point af vleu. It is ussful to i.dsntify the

pnsslbilitles

svan

if

some

of thern, fnr

one rgason

or a6ot[s1,

do

uithin the mandatc of the present prohlem-solvinq afforto It is

not fall

nocassary

to note that it is the protrlsn uhich is the real issue; the division of
probldn-orientarl rosponsibilitiss betusen various aqencies is Iarqely an
artiFicial

one urhich should respond

tr: reaL ngsds.
a

A concorn urith achievinrl i:ettor nousin,l ,;orremlly (rnailsurad by t,ha hanefit
returned par rrnit of investment) is a concern that goes boyond particuiar
- L2-

problgrfl erfBaso The

procadures
v

pe-rfqrm@

is

one

for dmJ.ing rlith aIl the usar, material,

of the stronqaat

and manufacturing

factors that are lnvolved in housing. Using this approachr varioue
competing s66slpaints and

hunefits can be rneasurBd not simply aqalnst

one

another but aqainst a standard for ovaral"I porfmrmance and sarvice in
meeting tha valict needs oF housing consumsrso

tha terms are often ussd intarchangeably 'fhousing For lou incoma
people'r may ruell be quite a different thing from'rlou cost housinqft per se.
Euen though

Thara are sBvBraI

possibifitias that nake it relevant to

r-orise

thls question.

of these ara immsdlately ol-tvious; the first is that the nsecJs of loruLncorne .troups arg so differant. (for uJhatBveD r6rasons) tfrat to approach the
Turo

problem

of qetting thsn lour cost housino in tha conventional

aII solve their

acknorrrledqed housinq

conventional g1.ry

problun.

The sacond

sgnse

wiII not at

possibility is that

of f'Ioruest cost" are not uery uail related to

the

Efg!}34, of hor;sinq cost that veitious iouj income'-liorrps havoo It is conceivable,

certainly, that t,h* cost of

rousinc.; shotrlrl not be fliee$urori rry pl-rysical costs

alone. It is also conceivable that it is not possible lo inaasure the trus
cost of housinq at the pcint of "consirmption{ aIone" Ifl there is a sinqle
stronq point that stands out fronr systsns analysis tecrrniquas it is that the
most

slqnificant

measures(assuming

insJicaLors

aII

of

systom performance and cost, are ovsrall

conrr:onents perforrn

value satisfaction). 3ut to taka

ai or aDove thr,ashholC Isvel$

r.nF;asures

of

oF

comrrorrent ;:erforrqancn as

proxies for the service oi *-ha larr;er syster is cimrly mislsadinq.

,
The chal.isnoo to def,ine

Itl",r:usinr-:l

fo

r

I

i:rv incorrr

e D eotrrl at' ,

th

en, 1s

ha

si call y

a Egqig].j.pg.Egdi to t,rre i:rohlgn of ncrusinq' Rut it is a social approach

-r3-

that is
Ihis

basEd

in the rntional accr;untinr;

el ovates ruhat has trecoma

crocer-Jurs

of

,.'trerformance rlesi-r:in.

a more-or-lnss f:opular concern urlth the social

role of housinq to an entlraly rllfFerent plane of discussion. At this Ievel
competinq ancl confl,ictlno

social valuas can ba

7

ci:mpared ancJ reeolvad on the

basis of thair actual influance r:n a total concept of perforflrflnss.

The

fifth aspect lmplies quite clearly that it is not

enough

to idsntlfy the

kind of housing that best rsflocts valicl parformance concapts. It is still
necassary

to consider

thoee urho need

it.

hour such

housinrl can actuallv be made availah,lp to

r'::, :'. iBSUIt

to organize the entirB

proc€rss

the question is raj"sed about altarnative

that qanerates residsntial environnnsnto

uiays

Are

thsre alternativB uays it could be orr;anized ruhich uoulrJ nffect slqnificant
cost savinrls or maks for a better applicatlon of investment ln housingt
The sixth and Final aspect i.s specifically

concsrned u,ith the functional

connection bstrJeen horrsinc; arnrj the other operating parts or sub-systems

oF

a communitlo If . . .
- the physical costs oF housinrr uerg minirnized
- Bconomic and financi.tl factors ui6rB adjusted to aid tha
DOnsum

hor-rsing

Br

- qoneral lienefits fronr various levalr; of invasLnrant in housinq
ui

BrB

ma

xinriz od

- the special nreds of prarticular consunars raflocted lully in dosi,]n
raquirsnmtts for nouslnrl
- anrl iF the procsss urhich q€naratErs resiclential r:nvironment
r:oordinated Por

fr:eyimurn

u,ere

et-fj-ciency and cost savinq-s

one relat.ionshin cf=i"t,ical bo Lho sol.ution oF the housinr; prohlem u,c:ulc stilI
-14-

t

1.

gqain to

c

e

exarTlined.

Ctearly the implerngntation of resffif,ch tlasad on the first five agpects of

the problem

or

rnodal

uiII affect specil'ica}ly those Iocations having eithar

both
(1

)pnysical housinq conclitions considsred to be a problsn

(2)lou incoms peoDJ.e
and other parts

needinr:1 adequate housine

of any qiven community as rlell'

It is necessary to ask uihat

the afFect urould be oF cornplataly fisolving" the housinr; problerm as mmsured

criteria derived froni the pravious five aspects of tha

Some

by

problsm modal alone.

urban analysts fleel that the use of recommenrjations suqoosted by these

flive aspects uould actually occasi.on adCitional, perhaps stiII

morB seveEa

problerns in the community. It is axiorriatic that a systam rasponrls systsmatically

to chanqe introduced at iiily point uithin it and transrnits that chanpe throuoh6u! :rI1 connrrctions ruithirr the
conpl ex orqirnisrir,

systeirr

the cor"nnrunity, as

u Thir; holds true for that especiall

u,.Ji.!-

i:l

s for othar systars

rLlhosa

y

uorkinqs

ara bettBr undarstood.
The sub-systern fot I'housinrlrr is ong sufr-sysLgm afiiono rnany in tha overall
communlty systur.

It is,ranCatory to knorii hou this IareEr systenr uill
rnaior, sionificant chanqes in the housing

in the face of urliirt uill're

rffict
componant,

of that systern. ;e knoui nour only thilt Lhis larger syrjttsrT is not particrrlarly
uleII ocqanized to

rrenrJ

the rnitssive Cis-funr:tion that

rr:

e call. tlre housinrg

prol-;1ern. 0n this hasj.s :inrre ue uhoulrl uxpr:ct tiaL :oluLion of the "housinq
prohlem" wiIl clrecj.pitate

to solve tne

riousinc.J

t,t'r

s potentiail For othar cherrr)BSe In orrJer actually

prorlern, iL seens of tne hiqhast" importance to
_15_
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FIGsF

sturly. Ihere are al"ro?trly ijnsrr{rrs f:-rr,':any oF the iluestisns rais;ed in i"his
saries.

5orne

of thBsE.:lrr:l atr.liIahIF from previous resFlarcl-r r,lrila others

ironr practicirl ex[:erience. Fnr cetta.i.n othsl

qrr

Come

estions: the teani undertook

specilic sturliBs in orrJer 1,,, rrrilkE u.':r:fl:I tJecisir:rrl:

arr,'cr:L nueded r€rssarclt.

In tha sutrse(luBnL sectiont; of ti:iu rsf:ort the reuuLLs of these rJetitiled
sturliss urj"II tle doGurncrnll;ri,tn4 reI:rterj to this i.rvera-L.i flramsu/clfk ol'issues.
Once

this ha:, l.teen tlone it i:rill

ansueDs

Lii

en ira possilrie to prrescribe exer:tIy u,hat

are air$ady avai,Lat.:iB and uihi.rt type of :rrjditioni:I rcsFlrslr

rnay he

raquirad.

4. [)peraLirr,] !'ftrrtistuori, l l:r it,:l:,')i']r{;ir l'rc.iects

[:i11uDa

6 u;I1 frave a rjirer;t reir Liorr trr the re."iettrci-i ttratt uilf ns lErltrj r{rd.

.Just 'rs gach LeveI of det:1:"l i.n

previouu l-elvnl , so

ui.

t: rorr

iii.r developngn+- ha5 lr e€n derr,red f rorr tho

l.1 ;'rctuitL resr,;arcl'r [rroot'ams r:e tlerivetj from thn rrrollrrrrn

strlrctuxB in l-iC'-:ra l.

i: r;r'l+;r to irtllrini:;tcrr',i s!!pcific i-.iecet r:f

in a conplex irfonra,-nr.il i;:

..rtri?lat:1

{;l,irt'cL'lare tt t'-t-ik Ciailra'Ir,-jsiitr.i

techniqua:;. i f researcr, ,ere rlr.ilii.;:erl ic ros:Lve t-ite ir;:;ue:,
irr:xss in f-ioure ii, s:r\, : (]x 'l-'],
diaoriiri I lsLinr; the
sr-1(luoncn

in rllriclr

exil,)nd ii

:r,.if

(l)

Lf

s;rrlr--:. f

i r:

t:1

,l:gr: i t:;tl

.: :, intrr .l rllt.r-i.''rl

i.

i;

,,r;13s1-gt

be

p:r::risii:

rilsiearGn
i--lii\i

,1n o;-rn

Di

r.hF,

Le to Iif fl[]rirr:i ra t;,lsk

:,iil. rf)'t.ii f arl 'rD i,snL,r-rtf, the ilrls,,rul- ;111
ri.LuIei ',;.iti.rr.o I !" i:i lr8rr::itirre,

l.i!

ri' ;..iluI:-le,

r-:

t.it

":l'';r< tj i.r trit'rr :)t tiri:, t,i" e, i:,tt iL i5 cIr-a'l r

thirt" ttii-si ir; ii nficoss ii:),, :rtep i,n :nirkini; ur:t:isions :rr;o'..ri, reis:earc|r
-26-

t
,

(,,

rii;inr;

RFiitg .in.j ].;o iLilth j, .'rr'irj (2) tl,trt such :r sLBil i:: entirely

con-

sisitent u,ith Ln-o ii-rat,ariii. i.,ratldred to rjate.

.'
a thirr-i .;oint rl.la tinri to Lhe i:cLive resetzrch crlass f oIIous these tu,o.
I

iieccmnendad:esearuh iriry'-r,eII involve milny diFfarent teains urorkinr; individually

on curreni. Iy lnresoiur:ri i-ssues scattrrfEd thrcuqhout the;:roq, ram structure.
I'leverLheless i t, uliIl lro ;:os:iilIe for r: specific research

Aro

jtsct to hn

I

irursued ifl relation t,o a r:r:ntfril 1i.n1 f rRineulnrk (Fir1 urr:
cnrrescon,,Js r-c thi: "reit|-',i;grIiJf'chitracteristii:s

c

) uhich cIoseJ.y
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II.

RATIOIIALE FOR PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
RATIONALE FOR REGIJLATOR)' AND ACCEPTANCE SYSTEMS
A

Use of perfornance concept for fair and impartial iniElal

evaluat.ion of the acceptability of solutions.

B. Use trf performance concept to ascertain continuatlon of initial
performance of solution over time.
1

2

Solution ori-ented criteria for predicting
continuity over building tife span.

performance

Solution oriented criEeria for determining capabiliEy
for maintenance of performance of solution over time.

3o Solution ori-ented criteria for determining performance
continuiEy by solution replacemenE.
C. Use of performance standards for enforcement.

III.

BASIC ELEMEMS OE A

PERFORMANCE

A. Establishing initial

-BASED REGULATORY SYSTEM

conformance to regulatory objectives.

1. Listing of requircments
2. Criteria for measuring rerquiremcnts and solutions.

i

B. Evaluating a solution's c<-rnlinueci conformance over time.
1. Predicting that che performance will conLinue over time.
2, Determining performance continuity with maintenance and repair.
C. Identifying acceptable solutions for enforcement purposes.
IV.
V.

TRANSITION FRC[.{ EXISTING TO PERFORMANCE-BASED REGULATORY SYSTEM
IMPLEI'{EMATION

VI.

CURREM STATE OF ART

VII.

AGRM,IEM, AND

ITS

IMMEDIATE UTILIZATION POTENTIALS
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PERFORMANCE CONCEPT

IN

RNGULATORY

AND ACCEPTANCE SYSTEMS SUCH AS THE MINIMIJIT1 PROPERTY STANDARDS
t
INTRODUCTION

It is generally agreed that fully implemented performance-based
systems for the regulation and/or acceptqnce of building products and
procedures will speed the introduction of innovations and enhance the
responsiveness of housing to user need s6,tisfaction. Most proposals,
to date, have viewed a performance-based regulatory/acceptance system
as incompatible with its corresponding specification-based system and
suggested that the one must be developed and implemented as an alternative to the other. Such total implementation has, of course, raised
valid doubts that cosEs of development and implementat.ion might outweigh
advantages, and that problems of transition would be prohibitive.
This paper arLalyzes the functions and requirements of a sophisticated regulatory system, discusses the roles of performance in meeting
these requirement.s, and atEempts to show that an operational performancebased system is not an alternative to its equivalent existing specification system but. a natural refinement and outgrowth of it.
Specifically, it identifies the various elements of a comprehensive
performance-based regulatory system; identifies where performance criteria have, or do not have, a role in each element; and shows that existing
specification systems are not only compatible with but. have an essential
function within the more inclusive performance-based system.
In essence, it suggesEs a step-by-step evolutionary growth from
exi-sting regulatory systems into a more sophisticated performancebased system as the proper implementation of the performance concept.
The Iulinimum Property Standards regulatory system of HUD is examined as
a proper vehicle for implementation and a phased program is suggested.

rl-
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RATIONALE FOR PEITFOR}TANCE CRI'IERIA

The over-riding objective for developing performance cri:eria
ls to enable the expression and measurement of both a requirement
and of a soluEion in the same numerical terms. It is particularly
val-uabIe when:

1. there is need to examine exist.ing or future solutions to determine how well they perform in meeting some specified requi.rement,
2

3

th,o or more unlike solutions must have their performance
retative to some specified requirement,

compared

a more precise (and economical) match is desired between a specifted requlrement and a solution's performanceo

Each of the above objectives of performance criteria is valuable
in the architectural framework, at points where cholces between
solutions logically occur. Thus, the importance of any performance
criterlon is dependent on the imporEance of the solution(s) it
enables to be evaluated, and on Ehe value to be derived by applying
to the sotution one of the above threc evaluations. Obviously then,
priorlty for the development of performance criteria resides ln the
i.mportance of Ehe item to be evaluated and/or in the need for the
evaluation, wlthin the existinpi architectural framework.

Requirements are normally generated from one or more of four
basic sources which are:

1" Nature-oriented requirements

imposed on

the solution,

2.

Conrnunity requi-rements imposed on the house

3.

Occupancy requirements imposed on

(or housing) sotution,

the solution,

4. Technical rc:quirements imposed on the house (or housing) by the
solution(s) selected to sarisfy requirenrents 1, 2, and 3.
These are essentially feedback requirements after solution
selec tion
RequiremenLs generated by each of these four basic sources may
find applicat,ion at. different points, or levels, in [he soluEion
complex. l'or example, perform.rnce criteria for community generated
requirements would generall.y contribuEe to evaluating total housing
units; occui)ancy generat.ed requirements generally to evaluating
envelope and structure; and, technical requirements Eo widely dispersed points of system inEerface. Thus, possibllities will occur
for evaluating the whole house, areas, rooms, syste-ms, sybsystems,
components, and int.erfaces, in terms of performance requirements.
These requirements may deal with physiological, psychological,
sociologi.cal, and technical needs.

I

blliEy requirements may be
for compliance with initial
not obvious, an inspection
same approach and crlteria
C.

dispensed with and the solution simply evalu;rted
code performance requirements. If failure is
procedure may be required which will involve the
as for maintenance and repair discussed above.

Use of performance standards for enforcement.

Where performance standards utilize evaluative Eechniques that require
a measurement or test method that is within the capability of the inspector to make accurately and easily, it is desirable Lhat enforcement documents
incorporate such performance standard. Where performance standards require
complex measurements and test methods, the determination of a solution's
accepEability should be made at a professlonat levet where the highest
accuracy is attainable. Specifications of the approved solution would then
be provided the enforcemenE officials for direct comparison with construction
being inspected.

The transition from performarrce to solution specification in the regulatory
area is not unlike that which occurs in architecEural design. Somewhere in
the chain of design the architect translates the prose of performance
objectives into rigid specifications, or bLueprints. He chooses to do this
at a fairly high professional level where the efficiencies of making the
transition are hlghest, and below which the chances of misinterpretations
and cc,nfuslon are considerable.

If a steel erector would be hampered by a prose statement in lieu of
a btueprint, so would a building inspector be hampered by a perfcirmance
specification. Each need a detailed solution specification by which they
can make a step-by- step comparison with the existing construction.
It can be established, then, that documents for regulatory enforcement
must remain predominantly a compilation of specifications for acceptable
solutions which can be used by local inspectors for comparative purposes.
These criteria, to be useful as an enforcement tool should be as specific
as possible and provide for as little interpretive judgment as posslble.
Inspectors should verify that solution speciftcations for materials and
workmanship have been adhered to; Ehey should not, as a ru1e, verify performance.
In essence, performance standards have no place at this 1evel unless
they can be certified by a simple, on siEe, evaluative procedure. If this
is not possible, then the verification must be made at higher levels and
a specification of the verified solution used as the enforcement criteria.

6

III.

t

BASIC ELEMENTS OF A PERFORMANCE-BASED REGI.JLATORY SYSTEM

As previously discussed, there are three major elements in a performance-based regulatory sysEem. The first element, esLablishes the
initial conformance of a sotution to objectives; the second evaluates
the solution's continued conformance over time, and the third identifies
acceptable solutions for enforcenlent purposes. Each of these major
elements consistsof several sub-e,lements which vary in complexity and
the amount of research and development needed to introduce them inEo
a comprehensive working system. An element-by-element analysis of a
stylized system and a tentative classification of sub-elemenEs follows:

A.

MAJOR ELEMENT:

tabl ishing initial
objectives.

Es

conformance to regulatory

The major system element, establishing a solution's conformance Eo
regulatory objectives, consists of a relative few requiremenEs ;rnd performance criteria which make possible measuring each requirement as
well as the response of the solution. The sub-elements, then, are:

1. listing of requirements,
2

and

performance criteria that facilitate measuring eact requirement in terms contrnon to the solution.

Sub-element 1:

listing of requirements

There are four main classifications of reguLatory requirements
which normally impinge on any housing soLution. The first class includes
those requirements which are imposed by the surrounding connnunity and
may relate to a total conrnunity complex, or relate to a single unit.
The second class includes requirements imposed on a housing solution
by the occupant, and Ehe third class includes requirements imposed
on the solution by nature, such as wind toads, etc.
The fourEh class of requirements relates to the technical requirements of the solution(s) and may be thought of as a type of feed-back
factor which varies from solution to solution. An example of a technical requirement would be where the decision to use a high pressure
steam system produced, because of safety requirements reLated to
protection from explosions, the requirement for a pressure release
performance. A complication of technical requirements is that they
often vary, as far as a single solution is concerned, with the other

solutions with which it is used. Thus, the many interrelationships that
occur between sub-systems all impose differing requirements on other
solutions which must be taken into account in a feed-back network.

Each of the preceding four classes of requiretnents have identical
sub-classes of requirements which are regulatory objectives such as
health, safety, welfare, guaranteed va1ue, or whatever the regulation
seeks Eo erchieve. They may be physiological, psychological, sociological
or technical in nature. The,format for classifying requirements which in
essence forms a statement of objectives for any regulatory system is
7

shown below:

Classification Format for Regulatory

t'

and

Acceptancd System Requitements
I-Community orlented
A-Health
B-Safety

!

C-We1 fare
b-other

II-Occupant oriented
A-Hdalth
B-Safety
C-l{e1f are
D-Other

III-Nature oriented
A-Health
B-Safety
C-We1 fare
D-Other

IV-Technical (solution generated)
A-Health
B-Safety
C-We1 fare
D-Other

The statement of nature oriented requirements i-n performance terms
is a relatively simple task, occupant and conmunity oriented somewhat
more difficult,
and technically oriented considerabLy more difflcult.
In the latter case, use of a computer is indicated and may be essential
for effective introduction of this requirement, into the overal-l system.
Sub ElemenE 2: criteria

for

measur ing requirements and

solutlons.

As previously stated, the effectlveness of a performance-based
regulatory system rests on Ehe ability to correlate a requirement and
a solution by the use of a single compatible measurement. Thus, each
requirement must be accompanied by performance criteria that are
applicable to both thO requirement and to the solution. The use and
appllcatlon of these criteria are adequately covered i-n Sectlon I,
Rationale for Performance Cri-teria, and elsewhere in this report.
The use of criteria at this tevel is to serve as the ultimate
authority in determining the acceptability, relative t.o regulaEory
objectives, of any given building solution. Most evatuati.ons will be
in terms of totaL building systems or subsystems, and the associated
test procedures will of necessity be extensive and expensive. Evaluation
at thts level will be conflned to building systems of a specific type
and the substitution of alternative components of such systems left
to enforcement procedure. Exceptions will be when there is an appeal after
8

enforcement procedure rejects a component.

D

Another exception to fhe above statemen.t is possible if 'Iechnical
Requirements are developed to the extent where evaluative techn:.ques
are responsi-ve to the effects of minor component variations. This of
course presupposes extensive criEeria and automatic data processing
procedures build up over a long period of Eesting.

B.

MAJOR ELEMENT

Evaluati-ng a Solution's Continued Conformance
over Time.

The major problem area in a performance-based regulatory system
is in finding criteria to precisely determine the durability of a
required performance once it has been initially determined to exist
in a solution. The problem is increased because the element or componenE in a solution whose performance over Eime is questi.oned is
often only a small part of the overall solution. Therefore, the
development of criteria and evaluative technj-c1ues for Ehe questioned
innovation is seldom justified, unless it is generic in character.

The sub -elements of this major systems element are really alternati-ves for guaranteeing the continuation of required performance over
time. They relat.e to: (1) predictinB that the performance will continue over the required time interval, (2) determining that maintenance
and repair will retain the performance and assuring that iE will be
accompl-ished, or (3) determining that replacement of the solution in
question is feasible if its performance deteriorat.ed.
Sub Element 1, pledicting that the performance will

continue over
time is subdivided into three alternatives which are based on:
a

conformance of composition, properties and materials of
solution to specifications known empirically to provide

required durability,
b

conformance to simulation criteriii (accelerated aging tesEs)
designed to establ-ish i:equircment durability for Ehe materials,
propertics and compositions involvc:d, or

c"

the conrposiic judgurent of cxpcr Ls irr Lirc teclrnologies
concernei.

Sub ElerrneoL 2, deLermining perforrlance continuity with maintenance and
repair requires that in somcr w;r,v llie requii:eci mirintenance and repair
bc gu;,rrantecd. Thus this sub r:lemcnt alternative requires that an
estimated peri-od of reasonable per.flormance continuation be established
on whicir is based, (f) a schedule oi required mairrtenance and repair,
or (2) a schedule of inspection to determine performarice adequacy
whi-ch presupposes criteria to resi. performance adequacy.
Sub ElemenL 3 requires or-rly determining tir4t failure can be discerned
when it occi-irs, since rr reciuiremcnt for this type approval is that
failurc noL endanger sa[t'ty.
()

A block diagram of the altcrnativcs for the }lajor Element;
E'ryaluating Contlnued Conforrrance Oyer Time, follows:
t

Solution submitted aftcr
having passed initial cvaluatlon
with requirement criteria

Performance Continuity Assured by:

ReplaceabiliEy

A reasonable
program of

Assurance
rh

of durability
h

maintenance
and repair

accelerated
aging tests

Judgment

conformance

to ompiricalLy
verified

I

standards

i

Acceptance
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C.

t

\

MAJOR

ELEMENI: Identifying Acceptable Solutions for EnforcemenE
Purposes.

As in other regulaEory systems, the product of a performance based
regulatory system is a Specifi-caEion of an Approved Solution. Such
specifications provide detailed descriptions of the pertinent aEtributes of solutions t.hat have been evaluated, with regard to meeting
lnitial regulatory performances and the solution's ability to retain
these performances. Thus, they serve as examples of approved solutions for the guidance of enforcement officials.

Deviations from the specification of an approved sotution, in whole
or in patt, requires handling the deviation as an innovatlve solution.
Two alternaEives are open for the approval of such a deviation depending on its extenE and character. The firsE alternative is, of course,
subjecting it to ful1 evaluaEion as a new and distinct solution. The
second alternative involves the determination that the pertinent
performance of the alternaEive solution is equal to or better than
the performance of an already approved solution. The second alternative is particularly useful when the change involves a minor component or material in a complex system.
The deEermination that alternatives meeL or exceed appro,led solutions can be the responsibility of the cognizant enforcement offlcial.
However, the innovator should always'have recourse to a full evaluation if such an official did not feel the innovation met or exceeded
existing approved specifications.

The si>ecificacions for enforcement of a performance-based regulatory system would not be too different from existing codes and specifications. The primary difference would be in t.he procedure for
developing them. In a performance-based system both requirements and
criteria would be established and published, giving manufacturers the
opportunity to measure the development of their new products against,
them before submitt,al .

Relationships of the entire approval system are shown in the
following diagram.
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IV.

a

TRANSITION FROY EXISTINC TO PERIiORMAi\CE BASND RECULATORY SYSTEM.

While the rationale of a performance-based regulat.ory system is
impeccably logical and desirable, its ful1 imptementation will result
in a body of regulations of unknown and unproved effectiveness. Thus,
there is the very real danger that some of the protection provided by
existing code and oEher regulat.ory system specifications may be 1ost,
at least initially,

in a fuI1 transition.

A full transition ,oillr in
objectives and requirements be
analysis; performance criteria
bility escabli-shed to evaluate
to generate a body of approved

addition, require that all regulatory
established by extensive systematic
developed to express each, and a capaboth existing and potential solutlons
specifications.

One of ttre prciblems presented by ar full transilion is that present
codes and nationill regulatory systems often deal witir requiremenEs that
are known empirically to be problem areas, faEher than with sLarements
of general objectives. Because of this, the broad objectives of a
performance system would have to be carefully correlated with existing
requi'rements t.o ascert.ain that there would be a conEi nuity of proEection
relative to these empirically determined Erouble factors. This is
illustrat.ed by an estimate that 50% of some current code provisions
are directed toward providing for the performance maintainability of
exisEing systems, again empirically determined.

An alternative to full transition to a performance system is a
gradual transition based on the existing system. In rhis approach the
objective requirements are deduced from existi-ng requiremenEs and
established for them, rat.her than independently escablished by extensive
systems analysis. The ob'l ectives determined by Ehis method relace
only to existing regulatory provisions. In ir full transiEion the
objectives established would be ideal and might, or might not, relaEe
to existing provisions. In essence a grildual. tr:ansition establishes
requirements and performance criteria for wtr;it is norv regulated,
while a fu1l transit,ion esEablishes requireircnLs and criteria for what
Ehe regulatory system should regulate. The gradual transition progresses from the present state-of-the-art wltile the ful1 transition
progresses from the tireoreEical optimum.

(

Several distinct advantages are believed to accrue from a gradual
transition. First, there is minimum disruption of administration;
second, there is continuity of proEection while the new system is
being debugged; third, the ob-lectives establ-ished relate only co whaE
is now being regulated where ideal objectives might unnecessarily
broaden the scope; fourth, analysis of existing prtrctice is considerably less difficult and costly th.an anal-ysis establishiirg a theoret-ical
optimum; and fifth, only innovations seeking admittance to the system
would have to be evaluated.

t

I.)

It is therefore recommended that a gradual transition be used
whlch corresponds to the following step-by-step plan:
Step 1 - Systematically anaLyze existing code provisions item by item
to identify the basic code requirements that each ls intended

B

to provide for.
2 - Combine, conderrse, and classify the requirements identified ln
Step 1 to obtain a concise staEement of code requirements.
Step 3 - Identify or develop performance criteria for each requirement
identified in Step 2.
Step 4 - Establ-ish evaluative procedure for processing innovations so
that they may be evaluated in terms of regulaLory requirements
through established criteria.
Step 5 - Establish procedure for esEablishing over time continuity of
SEep

I

performances approved through Step 4.
Step 6 - Establish procedure for disseminating and incorporat.lng in
enforcement procedure approved specifications.
Step 7 - Perform the necessary analysis to add those requirements which

will compLete the rrconstitution" of regulatory objectives into
the theoretical optimum.

The chief advantage of this approach is thought to be in that it
does not require the initial reevaluation of approved solut.ions or disrupE current enforcement of approved specifications. AE the same time,
lt provides for the development of performance criteria from existing
provisions and the equitable evaluat.lon of new soluEions submitEed for
approval.

This arrangement allows existing approved solutions to continue to be
approved and provides tlr.e innovaEion with the same concessions to perfecti.on that are granted existing sotutions. However, this is on an
interim basis and should not be construed as providing a 'rgrandfather
clause" which gives existing approved solutions continuing acceptance.
In step 1 through 6, evaluation on a performance basis will be restricted
to innovations and to those requirements now covered in provisions. With
the impLementation of step 7, not only innovations, but existing so1-uLion
specifications as we11, will have to be evaluated for conformance to all
performance based requirements. The transiEhe broader, more scientific,
tion can be a gradual, requirement by requirement, conversion related to
effectiveness priorities and may, in fact, never require complete conversion.
A chart showing a suggested analysis procedure for accomplishlng
Step I and Step 2 is attached which provides for tire possibility of automated data processing. This is intended Lo show a methodology for
deducing objective requirements from existing provisions rather than as
a proposed format.

V.

IMPLEMEI{IATION

It is believed thaE th.e l-HAts MPS system coulci offer an excellent
regulatory system for extensive HllD-NBS cooperative effort to develop
a performance based approach. it is therefore recommended that HllD
should consider negotiating a conEract in FY 1969 to accomplish Steps
L4

'
1,

SEE REQUIRET{ENT IDENTIFICATION
FLOW CHART CONTAINED IN

ENCLOSED ENVELOPE

t
!

I
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2 and 3. The inunedi.rte prry-oIf of this c.ffort would be Etrc estirblishment of a "constitution" of performance requirements as a basis for
all subsequent MPS approvals. Steps 4 and 6 could be contracted for,
or accomplished by HIID, concurrently or could be deferred for sequenEial
action if desired. Step 5 is of necessity sequential and musE wait
for the completion of Steps 1 thrQuCh 4. In addition, the R&D associated
with step 5 will be highly dependent on the character of solutions
submitted. Step 7 should be deferred untll all other steps have been
proved and are operational.

VI.

CURRENT STATE OF ART

The state of the art relative to performance--based regulatory syster.ls
is currently focused almost exclusively in the European Agr6ment systems.
These Agr<lmenr (translated approval) systems are designed for the assessment and approval, on an inEerim basis, of building innovatlons. In most
countries that are members of the European Union of Agr6ment, the objective of Agr6ment Certification is an interim approval, usuatly three
years, which is in 1leu of and outside the normal approvat systems.

Basically, the Agr5ment scheme is directed to products and components
which are innovati.ve and incorporate new materials or non-Eraditional
procedures. Its Certificates are in effect performance ratings where
the utilizatLon, manufacture, and composition of the product, as well as
the test methods and conditions are all rigidly specified.
Where there are sufficienE approvals of a recurring or generic nature,
criteria are established for both the significant performances and the
evaluation tests and procedures. Such established criLeria are then
published to provide the basis for assessment. The European Union
members publish adopted performance crit.eria as "Common Directives'r which
are muLually agreed to by all members.

Directives are issued, ghL,y are used by aI1 countries for
evaluating related products and issuing certificates" This establishes
a common evaluation nrethod but does oct insure approval by all countries
since regulations and pass/fai1 limiEs vary from country to country.
When Common

The European Union has produced the following
date:

Common

Directives to

Construction in large prefabricated heavy panels;
Flooring;
Housing in light construction;
Housing of 1-ight construction in wood;
Light cladding;
Non-traditional flooring in reinforced or prestressed concrete;
Plaster partitions; and
Windows

Workir-rg parties are currently drafLing dirccLives concerned with
doors, parti-tions, roller shutters, ancl prefabricate<l chimneys. In

r5

Each of the preceding categories may cc,ntain from one to a hundred
or more individual approval certifications.
In some categorles .a11
products are evaluated on a more or less standard set of performance
while in other categories performances tested vary wldely with clifferences in individual products. Limltations on usage vary from pr:oduct
to product.
The Agrdment System offers a valuabLe, and extensive, source of
criteria, procedures and experience relative to the performance concept,
much of which has some direct and immediate application in the U. S.
!trhl1-e it is established to handle on1-y the temporary approval of nontraditional innovations its evaLttative techniques have much broader
lmpllcations. Unquestionably it represents the largest resource of
performance criteria for buildin6; avallable today.

At present the Agrciment concept stands somewhere between a performance-based regulatory system (as dlscussed in this report) and exlstlng
specification type regulatory systems. Whl1e iE performs in much Ehe
same v7ay, and produces much the same type product, that the approval
segment of a performance-based regulatory system would perform, it has
not yet reached this status. This ls because the Agrelment evaluatlon is
not based on any overall performance regulatory reguirements nor does
the approval certificate imply the meetlng of all existlng regulatory
andf ot approval requlrements.

The product of the Agrement system is the approval cerEificate
which rates a building productts performance capability, for a specified
use, under specified limitations and control conditions. It neither
implies that all required regulatory performances have been met nor does
it imply that the performances would be equivalent for alternate uses
and conditions. It does provide the necessary data for limited approval
under specified conditions.

Posslbilitles

1.
2.

for utilization

of the present Agrdment resource are:

The immediate adaptaEion and introduction of the 12
as U. S. performance standards. (1 to 6 months, $t2

Common

to

Directives

75K each).

The compilation of addirional criteria from approvals and its adaptation t.o formulate 10 to 20 additional performance sEandards and
their introduction. (1 yr Eo 18 months, $20 to 75K each).

3. The adaptation of the Agrement system for U. S. approvals in
essent.iatly its present form.
a. Study, adaptation, programming, and planning. (1 to 2 yrs., $100K)"
b. Implementation (2 to 5 yrs., $2SOf to establish, $200K to 500K
per yr. operati.onal plus fees).
4

The adaptation of Ehe Agrement concept as the approval segment
of a comprehensive performance-based regulatory system (1 to 2 yrs.
100K) when done as a part of the Performance ConcepE Building Code
Imptementation package proposed elsewhere in thls report.
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t
I.

None of the four possibilities for utilizacion di.scussed above are
mutually exclusive or would the costs of implementing all be curnulative.
Implementation cost of possibility 1 or 2 would be included as a part of
the cost of implementing possibility 3 and to a lesser degree as a part,
of 4. Simultaneous implementation of possibility 3 and 4 would incur
a cost not slgnificantly greater than that of lmpLementlng either
separately.

In conclusion, the Agrement sysLem is considered to offer tt,e
largest known resource of performance requirement.s, criteria, ev'aluati.ve
techniques, specifications and standards for building materials, components
and systems. The earIy, and fu11, utilization of this resource as a base
from which to develop U. S. performance-based standards, regulatory
systems, and approval techniques should enhance their effectlveness and
decrease both tho time and cost of development. In additi-on, Ehe
procedural problems ov,ercome, and tessons learned, in lntroducing the
fuLLy operational Agr6ment system can be invaluable.
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